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ABSTRACT 
I n chapter I we give an account of the important theorems and 
r e s u l t s needed i n the subsequent work, we a l s o i n c l u d e a l l the r e f e r e n c e s 
from which a g e n e r a l point of view can be obtained. Chapter I I i s a 
c o n t i n u a t i o n of Chapter I , where we c o n s i d e r only one s p e c i f i c concept 
L i e groups and homogeneous spaces. 
Chapter I I I d e a l s w i t h Riemannian ( l o c a l l y ) symmetric manifolds. 
The theorems and r e s u l t s i n t h i s chapter are i n c l u d e d with t h e i r proofs, s i n c e 
both are very r e l e v a n t f o r the work i n the coming c h a p t e r s . 
The main o r i g i n a l c o n t r i b u t i o n s of t h i s t h e s i s a re presented 
i n Chapters IV and V. I n Chapter IV, Riemannian s-manifolds, and Riemannian 
k-symmetric spaces, i n the sense of A.J. Ledger, are defined. V/e a l s o d e f ine 
Riemannian s - r e g u l a r manifolds, and Riemannian k - r e g u l a r symmetric spaces. 
We d i s c u s s i n d e t a i l the case when k i s an odd p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r , and we 
e s t a b l i s h some r e s u l t s concerning t h i s c a se. The whole of Chapter V i s 
concerned with Riemannian ( l o c a l l y ) 5 - ( r e g u l a r ) symmetric manifolds. 
Our treatment of these manifolds i s i n some way s i m i l a r to t h a t adopted by 
Gray [^8] f o r 3 - ( r e g u l a r ) symmetric manifolds. V/e w i l l a l s o show t h a t 
Riemannian ( l o c a l l y ) 5 - ( r e g u l a r ) symmetric manifolds diverge from 
Riemmannian ( l o c a l l y ) 3 - ( r e g u l a r ) symmetric manifolds. 
F i n a l l y , the appendix c o n t a i n s c a l c u l a t i o n s needed i n Chapter V, 
s e c t i o n 5«3« 
C H A P T E R I 
B a s i c D e f i n i t i o n s and F u n d a m e n t a l R e s u l t s 
(1) 
T h i s c h a p t e r dea ls w i t h the b a s i c g e o m e t r i c p r o p e r t i e s o f a m a n i f o l d . 
T h e s e p r o p e r t i e s a r e v e r y i m p o r t a n t i n the n e x t c h a p e r s , and t h e y a r e pu t 
i n the f o r m r e q u i r e d f o r the subsequent w o r k . H o w e v e r , each s e c t i o n w i l l 
i n c l u d e r e f e r e n c e s i n w h i c h g e n e r a l i z a t i o n s o f these p r o p e r t i e s may be 
f o u n d . 
1 . 1 . M a n i f o l d s : -
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 1 . 1 . L e t M be a H a u s d o r f f t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e . T h e p a i r 
( U , ^ » ) i s an open c h a r t , o r a c o - o r d i n a t e n e i g h b o u r h o o d o f M , i f U i s an 
open subse t o f M , and «-/> i s a h o m e o m o r p h i s m o f U i n t o { R n . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 1 . 2 . A d i f f e r e n t i a b l e m a n i f o l d M , w i t h a d i f f e r e n t i a b l e 
s t r u c t u r e o f c l a s s C i s a H a u s d o r f f space w i t h a c o l l e c t i o n o f open c h a r t s 
( U ^ , %^ ) , * € A , w h e r e A i s an i n d e x s e t , s u c h t ha t the f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t i e s 
a r e s a t i s f i e d . 
( a ) U x c o v e r s M . 
(b ) T h e m a p p i n g = <PFI o c f c 1 o f < ^ O ^ n U f i ) on to ^ ( U a f l MQ ) 
i s d i f f e r e n t i a b l e o f c l a s s C f o r a l l o ^ f t e A . 
( c ) T h e c o l l e c t i o n ( U . , <p ) , A i s a m a x i m a l f a m i l y o f open c h a r t s 
s u c h tha t (a ) and (b) h o l d . 
T h e d i m e n s i o n o f M i s n , i . e . the same as the d i m e n s i o n o f R n . T h e 
m a p p i n g f ^ i s a d i f f e o m o r p h i s m . o f 4^ CU^ f\ ) on to <$g ( U ^ f\ Up ) . M i s 
s a i d to be a n a l y t i c i f f ^ i s a n a l y t i c . We s h a l l o n l y c o n s i d e r m a n i f o l d s o f 
OO Co 
c l a s s C , t h e r e f o r e , u n l e s s o t h e r w i s e s t a t e d , a l l m a n i f o l d s a r e o f c l a s s C 
I f p e U k , t h e n ( p ) e H^, and so i t i s an n - t u p l e o f r e a l n u m b e r s . L e t the 
j — s l o t be x-'Cp), t h e n the n - t u p l e (x* , . . . , x n ) o f r e a l - v a l v e d f u n c t i o n s on U a 
i s „ c a i l e d the l o c a l c o - o r d i n a t e s y s t e m o n ( U ^ , 4 ^ ) . 
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(2 ) 
oo 
Denote by C ( x , M ) the a l g e b r a o f a l l r e a l - v a l u e d f u n c t i o n s o f 
oo 
c l a s s C whose domains i n c l u d e a n e i g h b o u r h o o d o f the p o i n t x e - M , 
00 
w h i l e we denote b y C ( M ) , the a l g e b r a o f a l l r e a l - v a l v e d f u n c t i o n s on 
M . C o n s i d e r the r e a l - v a l u e d f u n c t i o n 
X x : C ° ° ( x l M ) I 
s a t i s f y i n g 
(1 ) X x ( a f + b g ) = a X x ( f ) + b X x ( g ) , 
( 2 ) X x ( f g ) = ( X x f ) ( g ( x ) ) + ( f ( x ) X X x g ) 
CO 
f o r a l l f , g e C ( x , M ) , and a l l a , b € fR . X x i s c a l l e d a t angen t v e c t o r 
a t x . A t each p o i n t x c M , the t angen t v e c t o r s f o r m a v e c t o r space o v e r 
deno ted b y M x > 
T h e o r e m 1 . 1 . 1 . L e t M be an n - d i m e n s i o n a l m a n i f o l d , and l e t £ x^J 
( i = 1 , . . . . , n ) be a l o c a l c o - o r d i n a t e s y s t e m about a p o i n t x e M . T h e n i f 
i «i 
X e M , X = ( X x )(—=?—) (We use the E i n s t i e n summat ion c o n v e n t i o n ) , 
dx x 
and the c o - o r d i n a t e v e c t o r s ( r - ) f o r m a b a s i s f o r M „ , w h i c h thus has 
d x 1 x * 
d i m e n s i o n n . 
P r o o f : - See H i c k s [l2] page 7 . 
I f a t each p o i n t p e M , we p i c k a t angen t v e c t o r X ^ e M ^ , t h e n the 
c o r r e s p o n d e n c e X : p — > - X . i s c a l l e d a v e c t o r f i e l d on M . X i s d i f f e r e n t i a b l e 
c» ^ P 
i f X f e C ( M ) f o r a l l f e C ^ C M ) , w h e r e ( X f ) ( p ) = f . Denote b y * < » ) t h e 
s e t o f a l l d i f f e r e n t i a b l e v e c t o r f i e l d s on M , i t f o r m s a r e a l L i e a l g e b r a 
w i t h b r a c k e t d e f i n e d b y 
[ x , Y ] ( f ) = X ( Y f ) - Y ( X f ) ; X , Y e * T ( M ) and f s C ^ C M ) 
A c o v e c t o r a t a po in t . x € M , i s a v e c t o r UJX w h i c h be longs t o the d u a l 
space M* o f M x ^ S i m n a r t o v e c t o r f i e l d s on M , a 1 - f o r m i s an a s s ignmen t 
o f a c o v e c t o r t o each p o i n t o f M . I n l o c a l c o - o r d i n a t e s s y s t e m about x , 
e v e r y one f o r m CU c a n be u n i q u e l y w r i t t e n as 
to = f . d x 1 ; i = 1 , . . . , n 
(3) 
w h e r e f^ a r e f u n c t i o n s d e f i n e d on a n e i g h b o u r h o o d o f x , a n d ^ d x * ^ a r e 
the duals o f f - 4 - { f o r a l l i = 1 , . . . , n . LO i s d i f f e r e n t i a b l e i f f ; 6 C ^ C M ) 
Denote by D ( M ) the set o f d i f f e r e n t i a b l e 1 - f o r m s . We s h a l l c o n s i d e r o n l y 
d i f f e r e n t i a b l e v e c t o r f i e l d s , and d i f f e r e n t i a b l e 1 - f o r m s . 
The u n i o n o f a l l t angen t spaces IAX as x v a r i e s on M i s c a l l e d 
the tangent bundle o f M , and i s deno ted b y T M . T h e m a p T T : T M — ^ M , 
d e f i n e d b y T T X = x i f and. o n l y i f X e M x , d e f i n e s a p r o j e c t i o n f r o m T M 
onto M . S i m i l a r l y , we d e f i n e the co tangent bundle T M * . °'J 
L e t f : M > N , w h e r e M and N a r e m and n - d i m e n s i o n a l m a n i f o l d s 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . L e t p e M , and p ' g N be s u c h t h a t p / = f ( p ) , . t h en f i s s a i d t o 
be of c l a s s 0 ° ° a t p , i f f o r any open c h a r t s ( U •> 4* )» C V g f l p ) o f p and p ' 
p°f ° %( : H- >• IK- i s C at x q , 
CO CO 
w h e r e x Q = ^ ( p ) • f i s s a i d to be C , i f i t i s C a t a l l p o i n t s o f M . We 
CO 
s h a l l c o n s i d e r o n l y C - m a p s . , 
F o r each p e M , f i nduces a l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n o f i n t o ^ , 
c a l l e d the d e r i v e d l i n e a r f u n c t i o n on M r t , and i s deno ted b y ( d f ) . I f P ' P 
X e M , d e f i n e ( d f ) X t o be the v e c t o r i n . s u c h tha t i f h e C ^ C N ) 
p p J\pJ 
t h e n ( ( d f ) ( X ) X h ) = X ( h o f ) , w h e r e h o f € C ° ° ( M ) . I n l o c a l c o - o r d i n a t e s 
P P 
s y s t e m , the a c t i o n o f ( d f ) ^ i s d e t e r m i n e d b y 
<-T->„ —> M s ^ y ( a ) 
a x 1 P B x 1 P d y 3 f ( P } 
w h e r e [^J , ( i = 1 , . . . ,m) and J , ( j = 1 , . . . , n ) a r e c o - o r d i n a t e sys tems 
o f U and V f t r e s p e c t i v e l y . I f g : M — > N and f : N — > H , t h e n we have 
(d ( fog ) )p = ( d f ) g ( p ) o (dg) p 
w h e r e p € £ doma in o f f o g J ( C f B r i c k e l l and C l a r k £ 3 j C h a p t e r I V page 57) , 
(4 ) 
A map f : M—>N, w h e r e M and N a r e m and n - d i m e n s i o n a l m a n i f o l d s , 
d e t e r m i n e s a map d f : T M — > T N , d e f i n e d by X h > ( d f ) p X , w h e r e TTX = p . 
d f i s c a l l e d the d i f f e r e n t i a l o f f . A v e c t o r f i e l d X e 2 £ ( M ) i s f - r e l a t e d to a 
v e c t o r f i e l d X e * ( N ) i f ( d f ) x X ^ , f o r a l l x e M . I f X and Y i n 
•*T(M) a r e f - r e l a t e d to X ' and Y € ^ T ( N ) , t hen [ X , Y ] i s f - r e l a t e d t o [ x ' ,Y'J. 
CO 
L e t a~ : E — > M be C , w h e r e E cTR. i s open c o n t a i n i n g L a , b J , t hen 
the r e s t r i c t i o n o f <r~ to [ a , b J i s s a i d to be a C c u r v e . L e t t f c | a > k ] , and 
c o n s i d e r (c/e-) ^ / ^ t ) = T ( t ) , t h e n T ( t ) i s a tangent v e c t o r t o a~ at «s~(t). 
cs~ i s an i n t e g r a l c u r v e t o a v e c t o r f i e l d X6 3£(M) , w h e n e v e r <s~ i s i n the domain 
o f X , and X i s t a n get t o a~ f o r a l l t e [ a , b j . 
- 1 co 
A h o m o o m o r p h i s m f : M—>N, s u c h t h a t f and f a r e b o t h C , i s c a l l e d 
a d i f f e o m o r p h i s m . I f M = N , t h e n f i s c a l l e d a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n o f M . I f X a n < i 
Y a r e i n "^;(M) and f : M — > N i s a d i f f e o m o r p h i s m , then ( d f ) X and ( d f ) Y a r e i n 
9£CN) w i t h ( d f ) [ X , Y J = [ ( d f ) X , ( d f ) Y j . 
T h e mapp ing IR. x M — > M ; ( s , x ) l — > ^ ( x ) such tha t 
(1 ) 4^ : M — > M i s a t r a n s f o r m a t i o n o f M ^ f o r a l l S€- K., 
(2 ) ( x ) = 4*s f o r a l l s, t efR^and a l l X € M , i s c a l l e d 
a 1 - p a r a m e t e r g r o u p of t r a n s f o r m a t i o n . - E a c h 1 -pa rame te r g r o u p of t r a n s -
f o r m a t i o n i nduces a v e c t o r f i e l d X on M , w h e r e i f p€- M , the c u r v e e£> (p) 
( c a l l e d the o r b i t o f p , and 4% (p ) = p) i s an i n t e g r a l c u r v e to X . 
A l o c a l 1 -pa rame te r g r o u p of l o c a l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s can be d e f i n e d i n 
the same w a y , excep t tha t ( x ) i s d e f i n e d o n l y f o r t i n a n e i g h b o u r h o o d 
of o , and x i n an open se t o f M . C o n v e r s e l y , l e t X ^ 2 £ ( M ) , and " X e M , 
t h e r e e x i s t a n e i g h b o u r h o o d V of x i n M and a 1 -pa rame te r g r o u p of t r a n s -
f o r m a t i o n <^ : V — > M such t ha t | s | < 6 , f o r some p o s i t i v e € , and t h i s 
1 - p a r a m e t e r g r o u p induces X . ( G f « K o b a y a s h i and N o m i z u V o l . I [ 1 3 ] , 
page 12 ) . 
( 5 ) 
1.2 A f f i n e C o n n e c t i o n s : -
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 2 . 1 . L e t M be an n - d i m e n s i o n a l m a n i f o l d , the map ^5Ef(M)X3£(M) 
^ 9 C ( M ) , d e f i n e d b y ( X , Y ) I > ^ x Y 
i s c a l l e d an a f f i n e c o n n e c t i o n , o r c o v a H a n t d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n , i f i t s a t i s f i e s 
the f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t i e s 
( i ) V X ( Y + Z ) = V X Y + V X Z 
( i i ) V^Y = f ^ Y \ 
V ( X + W ) Y = • ^ X Y + V 
( i v ) V x ( f Y ) = ( X f X Y ) + f V X Y 
f o r a l l X , Y , Z , W € - ^ ( M ) , and a l l fC C ^ C M ) 
T h e s y m b o l ( M , ^ ) i s t a k e n to mean t h a t we a r e g i v e n a m a n i f o l d M 
w i t h a f f i n e c o n n e c t i o n ^7 . 
CD 
A v e c t o r f i e l d X a l o n g a C c u r v e c r i n M i s s a i d t o be p a r a l l e l i f 
^ j W h c r c T i s the tangent v e c t o r f i e l d t o <j~ . I f V - r ^ = ° > i . e . 
T i s p a r a l l e l a l o n g cs~ > t h e n <y- i s s a i d to be a g e o d e s i c . 
G i v e n a d i f f e r e n t i a b l e 1 - f o r m u / , we d e f i n e Vy^ , X e 3 £ ( M ) , to be 
the 1 - f o r m s u c h t ha t ( V^°XY) = X(OV(Y)) - U X V X Y ) , f o r a l l Y e 9 £ ( M ) 
- c o P i - o p o s i t i o n 1 . 2 . 1 . L e t o - b e a c u r v e i n M , and suppose t ha t
 e M e 
f o r some C € £ a , b j , t h e n t h e r e e x i s t s a u n i q u e ^ v e c t o r f i e l d X ( t ) a l o n g Q— 
s u c n tha t X ( c ) = X ^ . ^ . I f d e [ a , b ] , t h e n c o r r e s p o n d e n c e M . ^ ^ " > ^ - ( a ) g i v e n b y 
X t — < r * - X i s c a l l e d p a r a l l e l t r a n s l a t i o n a l o n g cs- f r o m c to d . 
c H c ; o - ( d ) 
P r o o f : - See W i l l m o r e [ 2 3 ] page 2 0 9 . 
P r o p o s i t i o n . 1 . 2 . 2 . L e t M be an n - d i m e n s i o n a l m a n i f o l d , and l e t p € M . 
(6) 
T h e n f o r e v e r y X e M , t h e r e e x i s t s an £ > o , and a un ique geodes ic <s-r. 
P * 
d e f i n e d on £-G>gJ such tha t <s~ (<=>)= p and cr-(o) = X . 
P r o o f : - See H i c k s j j L 2 j p a g e 5 8 . 
A n a f f i n e mapp ing f r o m ( M ,\J ) t o ( M , SJ) i s a d i f f e o m o r p h i s m 
7 dfCX) 
f : M ~ » M such tha t ( d f ) ( V x Y ) = Vdtfx) ( d f ) Y j> f ° r a l l X , Y <= ^ ' ( M ) . 
I f M = M , t h e n f i s c a l l e d an a f f i n e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n . A p a r a l l e l v e c t o r 
f i e l d X ( t ) a long a c u r v e o— i n M i s mapped u n d e r f t o a p a r a l l e l v e c t o r f i e l d . 
( d f ) ( X ( t ) ) a l ong the c u r v e f (or-) i n M . I n p a r t i c u l a r f maps geodes ies t o 
g e o d e s i e s . 
L e t M be an n - d i m e n s i o n a l m a n i f o l d , and l e t p € M , suppose t ha t <r^ 
i s the un ique geodes ic s u c h t ha t o"~(o) = X 6 M ^ ( p r o p o s i t i o n 1.2.2.). 
D e f i n e e x p ^ X = eg (1), w h e n c r ^ ( l ) i s d e f i n e d , e x p ^ i s c a l l e d the e x p o n e n t i a l 
m a p . F r o m the d e f i n i t i o n we see tha t at e ach p o i n t p € V M , has a subse t 
H p f o r w h i c h the geodesies o~y (1) a r e d e f i n e d , f o r a l l Y € H p . . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.2.3. L e t M be an n - d i m e n s i o n a l m a n i f o l d , and l e t p e M . 
T h e n t h e r e e x i s t s a n e i g h b o u r h o o d V o f _o i n Mp s u c h t ha t e x p ^ maps V 
d i f f e o m o r p h i c a l l y onto a n e i g h b o u r h o o d o f p i n M . 
P r o o f : - See W o l f [ 2 4 ] C h a p . I page 22. 
L e t x e M and U be a n e i g h b o u r h o o d o f x i n M , t h e n U i s c a l l e d a 
n o r m a l n e i g h b o u r h o o d i f exp^CV) = U , w h e r e V i s an open n e i g h b o u r h o o d o f 
0 i n M , and s u c h t ha t exp : V—*U i s a d i f f e o m o r p h i s m . P r o p o s i t i o n 1.2.3. 
says t ha t e v e r y p o i n t x e M has a n o r m a l n e i g h b o u r h o o d . L e t £ e - » 
1 = 1 n be a ba s i s f o r M x , and l e t £ e* J be the d u a l b a s i s , and d e f i n e 
x , . . . , x n C ( x , M ) b y x^ = e^oexp ' f o r a l l i . The f u n c t i o n s x ' , . . . , x n 
a r e c a l l e d a n o r m a l c o - o r d i n a t e s y s t e m . L e t y e"U be an a r b i t r a r y p o i n t , 
t h e n y can be j o i n e d t o x b y a un ique g e o d e s i c , and t h i s geodes ic i s g i v e n 
(7 ) 
bytfTT* w h e r e exp X = y . An. i m p o r t a n t t h e o r e m due t o J. W h i t e h e a d s ta tes 
t ha t i f we a r e g i v e n a ( M , \ f ) , and p e M i s any p o i n t , t h e n t h e r e e x i s t s a 
n e i g h b o u r h o o d U o f p i n M s u c h tha t any t w o p o i n t s i n U c a n be j o i n e d b y a 
un ique geodes ic , t h i s means tha t U i s n o r m a l at e a c h o f i t s p o i n t s , s u c h a 
n e i g h b o u r h o o d i s c a l l e d c o n v e x . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 2 . 2 . L e t U be a n o r m a l n e i g h b o u r h o o d of a p o i n t p e M , and 
l e t q t U , c o n s i d e r the geodes ic e~( t ) w i t h i n U s u c h t h a t e ~ ( o ) = p and 
<s~ ( 1 ) = q . P u t c r - ( - l ) = q ' . The mapp ing q J—^ q ' o f U onto i t s e l f i s 
c a l l e d a geodes ic s y m m e t r y w i t h r e s p e c t t o p , and i t i s denoted b y . 
1.3 Tensors and T e n s o r F i e l d s : -
L e t p £ M , t h e n i s an n - d i m e n s i o n a l v e c t o r space o v e r IR. C o n s i d e r 
the r e a l - v a l u e d b i l i n e a r maps d e f i n e d on M p * x Mp.* , these maps f o r m a 
v e c t o r space o v e r IR c a l l e d the t e n s o r p r o d u c t o f M ^ w i t h i t s e l f , and i t i s 
deno ted by M ® . The dua l of any bas i s^e^ ^ , i = 1 , . . . , n o f Mp 
d e t e r m i n e s a un ique bas i s f o r M ^ ® M ^ . 
T h e se t o f l i n e a r maps L : M * — f ° r i n a v e c t o r space o v e r (R , 
deno ted b y L ( M •* i M . w h i c h i s n a t u r a l l y i s o m o r p h i c ( i . e . i ndependen t 
o f p a r t i c u l a r b a s i s ) t o M ^ ® M p , t h e r e f o r e each e lement o f Mp ® Mp c a n 
be i d e n t i f i e d w i t h a l i n e a r map of M p * i n t o M p . F u r t h e r m o r e , the t w o 
v e c t o r spaces ( M p ® M p ) ® M p , and M p & ( M p ® M p ) a r e n a t u r a l l y 
i s o m o r p h i c , and t h e r e w i l l be no c o n f u s i o n i f t h e y a r e i d e n t i f i e d w i t h the 
s y m b o l M p ® M ^ ® M p . 
T h e set o f a l l r e a l - v a l u e d t r i l i n e a r maps d e f i n e d o f M p * x M p * y. M p * 
f o r m a v e c t o r space o v e r IR w h i c h i s n a t u r a l l y i s o m o r p h i c to Mp ® M p ® M p 
I n t h i s w a y , the v e c t o r space o f a l l r e a l - v a l u e d P - l i n e a r maps d e f i n e d 
o v e r M *"x • • * ^ ^ p * ^ ^ - t i m e s ) i s n a t u r a l l y i s o m o r p h i c t o the t e n s o r p r o d u c t 
(S) 
M p ® . . . © M p ( f " - t i m e s ) . Denote b y T Q r ( M p ) the v e c t o r space of the 
t e n s o r p r o d u c t M g> . . . <3) Mp ( f - t i m e s ) . A n e lement o f T Q r ( M p ) i s s a i d 
to be o f type ( h o ) . S i m i l a r l y , e lements o f T s ° ( M ) = M p * ® . . . © M p * 
( s - t i m e s ) a re c a l l e d t e n s o r s o f type (o_,s) at p . M o r e g e n e r a l l y , the e lements 
o f T r ( M ) ® T , ° ( M ) = T r ( M ) a r e c a l l e d t e n s o r s o f type ( V, s) at p . 
P ^ P ^ P 
A t e n s o r o f type ( | r , s) i s i d e n t i f i e d w i t h the m u l t i l i n e a r map on M p * x . . . x M ^ * 
x M p X . . . x M p ( Y - cop ie s o f M p * and s - cop i e s o f M ^ ) . F r o m above we have 
T ' ( M ) = M ' * , and T ° ( M ) = M . We d e f i n e T ° ( M ) = |R. S i n c e o p p | p p o p 
T ^ ( M ) i s a v e c t o r space o v e r fR, t hen i f A . B e T ( M ) , we have 
S P p - i 
a A + b B T r ( M ) ; a.belR. A l s o i f ReT * ( M ) , and £ G T ( M ) , 
S V A P % P 
we d e f i n e R ® , ^ £ T r + * ( M ) ( c f . W i l l m o r e [ ' 2 3 ] C h a p . V s e c t i o n 3 ) . 
^ 1 
S i m i l a r t o the d e f i n i t i o n o f the tangent b u n d l e , one can d e f i n e the 
t e n s o r bundle -p a s t h e u n i Q n o f a l l t h e v e c t 0 r spaces T r ( M ' ) a s p 
s S P 
v a i r e s o v e r M . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 . 3 . 1 . T J. ^ p ^ * s n a t u r a l l y i s o m o r p h i c to the v e c t o r space 
o f a l l V-linear maps o f M x • • . x M i n t o M . 
1 P P P 
P r o o f : - See K o b a y a s h i and N o m i z u [l3} V o l . 1 . page 2 3 . 
I t f o l l o w s t ha t i f A £ T , ( M ) i . e . i f A i s a t e n s o r o f type ( 1 , 1 ) a t p , 
i p 
t h e n A can be r e g a r d e d as a l i n e a r e n d o m o r p h i s m o f M ^ . 
L e t £ e » J , i = l , . . . , n be a b a s i s f o r M , and l e t £ e ^ b e t h e i r d u a l s , t h e n 
jr 
e v e r y t e n s o r K c T (^ .p ) c a n be u n i q u e l y e x p r e s s e d ( u s i n g E i n s t e i n summat ion 
c o n v e n t i o n ) as 
C ^ s L r w h e r e £ e^ ® • . . f i ) ^ ® e e J i s a b a s i s f o r T g ( M ^ ) 
^ 1 " " " ^ r C 
"K- - €L fR a r e c a l l e d the components o f K w i t h r e s p e c t t o ) e . 1 . 
(9) 
A n r - f o r m at p e 'M i s a s k e w - s y m m e t r i c e lement o f T r ° ( M p ) . T h e 
se t o f r - f o r m s at p e M i s a subspace of T r ° ( M p ) o f d i m e n s i o n ( ^ ) , w h e r e n 
i s the d i m e n s i o n o f M . Denote b y F ( M p ) the space o f a l l r - f o r m s at p fcM. 
Ana logous to the w a y we d e f i n e d v e c t o r f i e l d s on M , we can de f ine 
t e n s o r f i e l d s i . e . at each p o i n t p € M , we p i c k a t e n s o r A ^ e . T s r ( M p ) , t h e n 
the c o r r e s p o n d e n c e A : p - ^ - » A p i s c a l l e d a t e n s o r f i e l d on M of type (r, s ) . 
I f £ x ( , i = 1 , . . . , n i s a l o c a l c o - o r d i n a t e s y s t e m i n a . n e i g h b o u r h o o d o f p , 
pu t X^ = ^ / i x * as a bas i s f o r Mp , and »v i * d x i a r e t h e i r , d u a l s . T h e n A c a n 
be e x p r e s s e d as 
1
1 l , " l r v ^ _ v ~ ^ . j s A = A L X X ® . . <g)X. ® w <3> • • -<2> w 
J l " ^ s 11 x r 
w h e r e A. a r e r e a l - v a l u e d f u n c t i o n s on M , c a l l e d the components o f A 
J l " " J s 
C i 7 1 1 * ' * 1 r 
w i t h r e s p e c t t o ^ x f , A i s s a i d to be d i f f e r e n t i a b l e i f A . £ C ( M ) 
f o r a l l i ^ , . . . , i r , j . p . . . , j . A d i f f e r e n t i a b l e r - f o r m . i s a t e n s o r f i e l d s u c h 
t h a t at each p o i n t o f M we have an r - f o r m . Denote b y T ^ ( M ) and F ( M ) 
the v e c t o r spaces o f d i f f e r c n t i a b l e t e n s o r f i e l d s and d i f f e r e n t i a b c r - f o r m s , 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . We s h a l l c o n s i d e r o n l y e lements o f T r ( M ) and F r ( M ) . , 
s 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 . 3 . 2 . A t e n s o r f i e l d K o f type ( o , r ) ( r e s p e c t i v e l y o f type ( l , r ) ) 
on a m a n i f o l d M c a n be c o n s i d e r e d as a m u l t i l i n e a r map o f 5 £ ( M ) X . . .X;J£(M) i n t o 
C ( M ) ( r e s p e c t i v e l y 5 £ ( M ) ) s u c h tha t 
X ( f 1 X 1 > . . . , f r X r ) = f 1 . . . f r K ( X 1 , . . . ,X R ) , f o r a l l f C C°° ( M ) and a l l X ^ 3 ^ ( M ) . 
C o n v e r s e l y , any such mapp ing c a n be c o n s i d e r e d as a t e n s o r f i e l d o f t y p e 
( o , r ) ( r e s p e c t i v e l y ( l , r ) ) . 
P r o o f : - See K o b a y a s h i and N o m i z u £ l 3 ] V o l . 1 page 2 6 . 
G i v e n a ( M , ^ 7 ) , we d e f i n e the c u r v a t u r e t e n s o r R ^ T ^ ^ M ) b y 
R(X,Y;.Z= V X V Y Z - V Y V X Z - V ^ ^ Z ; X , Y , Z C X ( M ) 
(10 ) 
We a l s o de f ine the t o r s i o n t e n s o r T 6 T 2 ^ ( M ) b y 
TCX,Y) = V X Y - V x - [ x , Y J ; X,Y^9£(M) 
Y 
r 
L e t T ( M ) = U T ( M ) , t h e n T ( M ) i s an a s s o c i a t i v e a l g e b r a w i t h 
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n . ® , i , e , i f K£ T ( M ) and g £ T / ( M ) , then K® £ £ ~ T (M) 
i s s u c h tha t i f 'X € M , we have ( K © £* ) x = K. ® g 
R e m a r k : - A n a l y t i c m a n i f o l d s , a n a l y t i c maps , a n a l y t i c v e c t o r f i e l d s , and 
a n a l y t i c t e n s o r f i e l d s a r e d e f i n e d i n a s i m i l a r w a y to w h i c h d i f f e r e n t i a b l e 
m a n i f o l d s , d i f f e r e n t i a b l e maps , d i f f e r e n t i a b l e v e c t o r f i e l d s , and d i f f e r e n t i a b l e 
t e n s o r f i e l d s w e r e d e f i n e d , e . g . f o r a n a l y t i c m a n i f o l d s , we need the f u n c t i o n s 
- 1 
^c<p = *^ /3 ° ^ i n d e f i n i t i o n 1 - 1 - 2 . t o be a n a l y t i c . 
r r 
L e t A c T s ( M ) , t h e n S ? A g T S + 1 ( M ) i s c a l l e d the c o v a r i a n t d i f f e r e n t i a l 
o f A . I t i s d e f i n e d as f o l l o w s . L e t x < i M , A fcT r ( M ) i s c o n s i d e r e d as a 
>£ s p 
m u l t i l i n e a r map o f M X . . . X M ( s - t i m e s ) i n t o T r ( M ) ' S e t 
P P ° P 
( V A X Y , - X l f . . . , X g ) = ( V Y A X X 1 > . . . , X s ) ; Y , X . c M p 
N o w d e f i n e ^ 7 y A b y s o l v i n g the e q u a t i o n 
^ y ( A ( X 1 , . . . , X s ) ) = ( V Y A X X 1 , , . . , X S ) +57 A ( X 1 , . . . , ^ X . , . . . , X ^ ) 
w h e r e Y . X ^ ^ ' O v Q . 
A i s s a i d to be p a r a l l e l i f and o n l y i f ^7 . A = o ^ o r a l l X 6 " ^ ( M ) . 
X 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 . 3 . 3 . G i v e n t w o m a n i f o l d s ( M , ^ 0 , and ( M , ^ ) . Assume t h a t 
' / < - / > 
= V X R = Vx R = V ^ T =. o , f o r a l l X G £ f ( M ) , 
a n d a l l X € T £ ( M ) . L e t p £ - M , p £ M , and suppose t ha t A i s a l i n e a r 
1-1 map of M p onto / . L e t A denote the un ique t y p e ' p r e s e r v i n g 
i s o m o r p h i s m o f the m i x e d t e n s o r a l g e b r a T(Mp-) onto T ( M p ) , we e x t e n d 
(11) 
A such that A c o i n c i d e s w i t h (A*")" on the d u a l space M p * . Assume tha t 
A Rp = R / ; and AT-p = T ' . T h e n , t h e r e e x i s t s an open n e i g h b o u r h o o d 
U o f p i n M and an a f f i n e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n <$> o f U onto an open n e i g h b o u r h o o d 
U o f i n M. / such t h a t •=£ ( p ) = p / and (ol^)p = A . 
P r o o f : - See H e l g a s o n [ l ( T ] p a g e 165 . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1 . 3 . 4 . L e t (M,\70 be an n - d i m e n s i o n a l m a n i f o l d , s u c h t ha t 
7^ T = S/R = o . W i t h r e s p e c t t o the a t l a s c o n s i s t i n g o f n o r m a l c o - o r d i n a t e 
s y s t e m s , M i s an a n a l y t i c m a n i f o l d , and the c o n n e c t i o n i s a n a l y t i c . 
P r o o f : - See K o b a y a s h i and N o m i z u [ l S ^ V o l I page 2 6 3 . 
1 .4 R i e m a n n i a n M a n i f o l d s : -
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 4 . 1 . L e t M be an n - d i m e n s i o n a l m a n i f o l d . T h e n M i s c a l l e d 
p s e u d o - R i e m a n n i a n i f t h e r e e x i s t s a t e n s o r f i e l d g € T 2 ° ( M ) on M s u c h t ha t 
a t each p o i n t p € M , g^ i s a b i l i n e a r , n o n - d e g e n e r a t e , s y m m e t r i c f o r n o f 
M p x M p > iR. I f gp i s p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e , t hen M i s s a i d to be a 
R i e m a n n i a n m a n i f o l d * g i s c a l l e d the m e t r i c t e n s o r on M . 
Denote b y ( M , g ) a p s e u d o - R i e m a n n i a n m a n i f o l d w i t h a m e t r i c g . I t 
i s c h a r a c t e r i s e d b y h a v i n g a u n i q u e a f f i n e c o n n e c t i o n " ^ , w i t h t w o u s e f u l 
p r o p e r t i e s . 
T h e o r e m 1 . 4 . 1 . ( T h e Fundamen ta l t h e o r e m o f R i e m a n n i a n g e o m e t r y ) . T h e r e 
e x i s t s a un ique a f f i n e c o n n e c t i o n on a p s e u d o - R i e m a n n i a n m a n i f o l d w i t h the 
f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t i e s 
( i ) V § = ° > Cii) T = o 
P r o o f : - See W o l f [ 2 4 ] C h a p 1 , page 4 7 . 
T h e above ment ioned c o n n e c t i o n i s c a l l e d the R i e m a n n i a n c o n n e c t i o n on M , 
i f g i s p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e . When we c o n s i d e r R i e m a n n i a n m a n i f o l d s , we w i l l 
r e f e r t o the R i e m a n n i a n c o n n e c t i o n ( a l s o c a l l e d L e v i - C i v i t a c o n n e c t i o n ) . 
(12) 
W i t h the h e l p o f the m e t r i c t e n s o r , we can d e f i n e angles be tween two 
v e c t o r s at each po in t o f M , d i s t a n c e be tween t w o p o i n t s , and l e n g t h o f a 
c u r v e i n M . 
The R iemann C h r i s t o f f e l c u r v a t u r e t e n s o r i s d e f i n e d by 
R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = g ( R ( X , Y ) Z , W ) ; X ( Y , Z , W 6 ^ ( M ) 
I t i s a t e n s o r o f type (o ,4- ) , and i t has the f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t i e s 
R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = R ( Z , W , X , Y , ) = - R ( Y , X , Z , W ) = - R ( X , Y , W , Z ) 
and R ( X , Y , Z , W ) + R ( Z , X , Y , W ) + R ( Y , Z , X , W . ) = o 
T h e l a s t p r o p e r t y i s c a l l e d the f i r s t B i a ^ c ^ i i d e n t i t y . We a l s o have 
( V V R ) ( X , Y , Z , W ) = ( 7 V R X Z , W , X , Y ) = - ( V v R X Y , X , Z , W ) 
= - ( V v R ) ( X , Y , W , Z ) ; V , X , Y , Z , W G 9 £ ( M ) 
and ( \ 7 V R ) ( X , Y , Z , W ) + ( V w * 0 ( X , Y , V , Z ) + ( ^ R X X , Y , W , V ) = o 
j 
w h e r e the l a s t p r o p e r t y i s c a l l e d the second Biahc/?i i d e n t i t y . 
F o r a l l X , Y 6 M p , and a l l P £ M , the s e c t i o n a l c u r v a t u r e i s d e f i n e d by 
K = R p ( X , Y , Y , X , ) = g p ( R p ( X , Y ) Y , X ) 
P A p ( X , Y ) A p ( X , Y ) 
w h e r e o A p ( X , Y ) = g p ( X , X ) g p ( Y , Y ) - ( g p ( X , Y ) ) 2 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 . 2 . L e t M and N be t w o R iemann ian m a n i f o l d s w i t h R iemann ian 
m e t r i c s g and h r e s p e c t i v e l y . L e t f : M — > N be a d i f f e o m o r p h i s m o f M onto 
N , t hen f i s c a l l e d an i s o m e t r y i f f o r a l l X , Y € M p , and p 6 M , we have • 
V X , Y ) = h i X p ) ( ( d f ) P X ' C d f ) P Y ) 
f i s c a l l e d a l o c a l i s o m e t r y , i f a t each po in t p G M , t h e r e e x i s t n e i g h b o u r h o o d s 
U o f p , and V o f f ( ' p ) in M and N r e s p e c t i v e l y , • s u c h tha t f i s an i s o m e t r y o f U 
on to V . 
A n i s o m e t r y o f ( M , g ) onto i t s e l f i s n e c e s s a r i l y an a f f i n e t r a n s f o r m a t i o n 
w i t h r e s p e c t to the R iemann ian c o n n e c t i o n . I t a l s o p r e s e r v e s d i s t a n c e s ; and 
the c o n v e r s e i s t r u e , i . e . i f f : M — > M i s a d i s t a n c e p r e s e r v i n g t r a n s f o r m a t i o n , 
t h e n f i s an i s o m e t r y . 
(13) 
Proposition 1.4.2. Let f be an affine transformation of a pseudo-Riemannian 
manifold M . Suppose that for some point q € M , the map (df)^ : — 
is an isometry. Then f is an isometry of M onto i tself . 
Proof: - See Helgason (jLCfjChap. I I , page 166. 
The following theorem is very useful in. subsequent work. 
Theorem 1.4 - 3• Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold, and let f and g be two 
isometrics of M onto i tse l f . Suppose that fo r some p € M , f(p) = g(p), and 
(df) = (dg) p , then f = g on M . 
Proof: - See Helgason[jLO^Chap. I , page .62. 
Definition 1.4-. 3. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold, and let p el M , an 
(local) isometry which leaves pas an isolated fixed point, is called a (local) 
symmetry at p. 
For a Riemannian manifold, at each point p t M , there exists a neigh-
bourhood U of p in M , such that i f q 6 U , is spanned by an orthonormal 
basis, i . e . there exists a basis X . . . . . X € M , such that e (X. , X • ) = .£•• ' ' ' n q ' . i ' j ^ t j 
i -^ i > j $ ft ' a n c ^ ^ i j * s t * i e Kronecker delta.. 
n 
The Ricci curvature on (M,g) is defined as s ( X , Y ) = tp~ R (X. , X , X 
P \ i= l P 1 
= g(R('x x)x y ) 
where X , Y £ M p , and £ X^ ^ i= / , . . . ,n is an orthonormal basis for M ^ . 
a 
1.5. Minimal Submanifolds: -
Definition 1 .5 .1 . Let f:M—*N be a map, then f is called an immersion i f df 
is injective. f is called an imbedding, i f f is an immersion, and f i tself is 
injective. 
It follows that for a map to be an immersion is that i ts rank (dimention 
of range of ( d f ) p , for al l p e M) should be equal to the dimension of M.'-
Locally, we can consider an immersion as an imbedding (away from self 
( U ) 
intersection). 
Definition 1.5.2. Let M be a subset of an n-dimensional manifold N , and 
let j : M be the natural injection. Then M is said to. be a submanifold 
of N , i f j is an imbedding. 
We must notice that the topology of M is not necessarily the same as 
the subspace topology, but i f they coincide, then M is called a regular 
submanifold. 
Definition 1.5-3. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold. A map D, which 
assigns to each point p o M an m-dimensional subspace of M p , denoted by 
D , in such a way that each p e M , has a neighbourhood U and vector fields 
X, , . . . , X m e 5£(U), such that D^ is spanned by ^_X.J i= \ , . . . ,m at q 
for al l q € U , then D is called a smooth m-distribution ( o ^ m ^ n ) . The 
vector fields £ x ^ are called basis for D in U . D is called involutive i f 
[ X , Y j € 'D, whenever X , Y £ D. 
Definition 1.5.4-. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold, and let D be a smooth 
distribution on M , an integral manifold of D is a submanifold P of M , such that 
P x = D x for a l l x e P . 
Definition 1.5-5. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold, and let D be- a d i s t r i -
bution on M , then D is said to be integrable,if every point of M is contained 
in a maximal integral submanifold. 
Theorem 1.5.1. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold, and let D be a smooth 
m-distribution on M . Then D is integrable i f and only i f i t is involutive. 
Proof: - See Bishop and Crittenden£.23Chap. 1 page 22. 
Let (G,g) be an m+n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with metric tensor 
g and Riemannian connection ^ . Let f :M—>G be an immersion, where M 
is an m-dimensional manifold, f w i l l induce a Riemannian metric on M defined 
by K X p , Y p ) = g ( ( d f ) p X p , ( d f ) p Y p ) , for a l l X p , Y p € M p , and al l p € M . 
(15) 
Discussing local properties, M can considered as imbedded in G. Let 
A£(G,M) be the algebra of vector fields of G restricted to M . (G,M) = 
= 3£(M) <©$C(M^~ (direct sum), where "^ (M)" 1 " is a subspace of 3£ (G,M) 
of dimension n , and perpendicular to M . For any vector fields X , Y 6 5£ (M), 
V^,Y ^ 9£(G , M) , where ^ is the Riemannian connection on G, and so at 
any point p e M , we have 
< V x Y ) P = t a n ( V X Y ) p + V ( X ' Y ) p 
/ 
where tan ( ^ J X , Y ) and V ( X , Y ) are the tangential and the normal components 
P / P 
respectively. Let tan ( V x Y ) p = ( "V^Y) p 
Proposition 1.5-2. ( i ) V-^Y is the covariant differentiation for the 
Riemannian connection on M . 
( i i ) V : X(M)X 3£(M) »^(M)"^~is symmetric and 
bilinear over C (M), called the second fundamental form. 
Conversely, V ( X , Y ) p depends only on X p , Y p , and there is induced a 
symmetric bilinear map V : M XM—^M~^~ . 
P P P P 
Proof: - See Kabayashi and Nomizu Vo l . I I page 11,12. 
Let p e M , and consider ( V V N ) » where X € (M), and N €3£(M>^- . 
Let the tengential and the normal components of ( \ / v N ) be denoted by 
_ ( A N X ) p , and ( D x N ) p respectively, i . e . ( V x N ) p = - ( A N X ) p + ( D x N ) p 
Proposition 1.5.3. ( i ) The map A: ^ <M^~ X 2£(M) * X ( M ) given by 
CN ,X) | - > - ( A N X ) C 9£(M) is bilinear over C 0 0 ( M ) . C o n v e r s e l y - ( A N X ) p 
depends only on N p and X p , and a bilinear map is induced-' on M^" X M p 
into M p , where p is any arb i t ra ry point of M . 
( i i ) h ( ( A N X ) , Y ) = g(V (X,Y ) ,N) for each N € , 
consequently, A^, is a symmetric - linear transformation of M p with respect 
to the metric h at p. 
Proof: - See Kabayashi and Nomizu [l4~j Vol . I I , page 15, 
(16)' 
Let p e M , for each N € M , is a symmetric linear transforma-
tion on M . Define a real-valued function on M -1- by Vm (trace A>J. From ' 
p p J ' N 
linear algebra, there exists a unique element H € such that '/m (trace A^,) 
g(N,H), for every J\I € M ^ - . H is called the mean curvature normal at p € M . 
M is said to be a minimal submanifold i f H is identically zero on M , i . e . i f 
trace A^j = o, N e M ^ . 
Definition 1.5.6. M is said to be a totally umbilic at x € M , i f A-^, fo r a l l 
N € M ^ - is equal to A I , where A is any scales , and 1 is the identity trans-
formation of M ^ . M is called a totally umbilic i f i t is a totally umbilic at 
each of its points. 
1.6 Almost Complex Manifolds: -
Definitions 1.1.1. and 1.1.2. can go over to define a complex manifold 
by replacing f R n by 0Cn, and we assume that the function f ^ p = < ^ ) i 
is holomorphic, i . e . its co-ordinate functions can be expanded in convergent 
power series at each point of its domain. 
Definition 1.6.1. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold, then M is said to be 
an almost complex manifold, i f there exists a fixed tensor f ield of type (1^0, 
CO 
such that i f this tensor f i e ld , J say, is regarded as a C . (M) - linear map 
2 
of ^C- (M)—>-3£(M), then J satisfies J = — 1, where I is the'identity transfor-
mation of j )£(M) . 
• 
Any complex manifold carries i n a natural way an almost complex 
structure. 
Proposition 1.6.1. Let M be an n-dimensional almost complex manifold. Then 
( i ) n is even. 
( i i ) M is orientabley-e. i t admits a d i f fe ren t ia te n-form, which vanishes 
nowhere on M . 
Proof: - See Xabayashi and Nomizuj l^j^Vol . 11, Chap. I X , page 121. 
(17) 
A smooth map f: M—>M' , where M and M' are two almost complex 
manifolds with almost complex structures J and J1 respectively, is said to 
be almost complex i f 
CdOoJ1 - J l o ( d f ) 
On the other hand i f M and M' are complex manifolds, and (df)oj = 
J'o(df), then f is called holomorphic. 
The Njjeenhuis tensor (or torsion tensor) of an almost complex mani-
fold M , with almost complex structure J^is a tensor of type (1,2) defined by • 
E(X,Y) = [ x , Y ] + J [ j X , Y ] + J [X.JY] - [ j X J Y j , for a l l X,YC X ( M ) . 
J is said to be into arable i f E is identically zero on M . 
Proposition 1.6.2. An almost complex structure is a complex structure^, e. 
the underlying manifold is a complex manifold, i f and only if,the almost comple: 
structure is integrable. 
Proof: - See Kabayashi and No mi zu [ l 4 j > Vol 11, page 124. 
Proposition 1.6.3. Let M be an almost complex manifold with almost complex 
structure J. Suppose that J is integrable. Then^there exists a unique comple> 
structure on M such that J is the natural almost complex structure. 
Proof: - See Helgason [^ lO J^page 235. 
Definition 1.6.2. Let (M,g) be an almost complex Riemannian manifold with 
almost complex structure J, and Riemannian connection \\J , i f g(X,Y) =• 
g(JX,jY) for a l l X, Y € $G(M). Then M is called an almost Hermitian manifold 
with almost complex structure J. 
For an almost Hermitian manifold, the Kahler 2 - form F is defined by 
the formula F(X,Y) = g(JX,Y), for a l l X , Y <E 9£(M). F is a skew symmetric 
diffcrentiable 2-form. 
(13) 
Extending the Riemannian connection \f to act as a derivation on tensors 
of M , M i s called 
( i i i ) 
( i ) 
( i i ) 
Kahler i-f V X Q ) Y = o, for al l X , Y e 2 £ (M) . 
Nearly Kahler i f \7 X(J)X = o, for a l l X G i?£(M). 
Quasi Kahler i f ^ ( J ) Y + V X QXJY) = o, for a l l X , Y G 3£(M). 
( iv) Hcrmitian i f E — o on M . 
In G r a y L 7 j i t is proved that the class of Kahler manifolds is a subset 
of botli'the classes of nearly Kilhler and Hermitian manifolds. On the other 
hand, the class of nearly Kahler manifolds is a subset of the class of quasi 
Kahler manifolds. 
Definition 1.6.3. Let M and N be two almost Hermitian manifolds, and let M c N . 
Then M is said to be an almost Hermitian submanifold of N^if JX €• 5£(M) 
whenever Xe 9£f (M), where J is the almost complex structure on N . 
This means that the almost complex structure on M is the restrictions 
of the almost complex structure of N to M . 
Proposition 1.6.3. Any almost Hermitian submanifold of a Kahler, nearly 
KUhler, quasi Kahler or Hermitian manifold has the same property. 
Proposition 1.6.4-. Let N be a quasi K&hler manifold, and let M be an almost 
Hermitian submanifold of N . Then M is a minimal submanifold. In particular, 
any almost Hermitian submanifold of a nearly.Kahler manifold is a minimal 
submanifold. 
Proof: - See G r a y [ 7 J 
Proof: - See G r a y [ 7 l 
(19) 
CHAPTER I I 
Lie Groups and Homogeneous Spaces 
2 .1 . Lie Groups: -
Definition 2 . 1 . 1 . A Lie group G is an analytic manifold, which is also a 
group, such that group multiplication, and the taking of inverses.,are analytic 
operations, i . e . 
G X G >G by (g,H) | > goh 
and G > G by g | s> g ' 
are analytic. 
Definition 2 .1 .2 . Let G and G1 be two Lie groups, and let f:G—>G' be a 
map, then f is called an analytic Lie group homomorphism i f f(gh) = f(g)-p(h), 
fo r a l l g, h £ G , and f is an analytic Lie group isomorphism, i f f is an 
isomorphism, and f is analytic. 
Definition 2 .1 .3 . Let G be a Lie group, and let HcG be a submanifold of 
G , which is also a Lie group of G using the operations of G. Then H is 
called a Lie subgroup of G. 
Let G be a Lie group, and let A c G . The lef t transformation 
L a : G—^G of G onto i tself is an analytic diffeomorphism given by ,L a (b) 
= a b , b e G. 
Theorem 2 . 1 . 1 . Let G be a Lie group, and let H be a closed subgroup of 
oo 
G. Then H may be given a unique C structure in such a way as to make 
i t a Lie subgroup of G, whose topology is the subspace topology. 
Proof: - See Hausner and S c h w a r t z ^ ] , page 77. 
(20) 
Let G q be the largest connected component of a Lie group G.,which 
contains the identity e. G Q is an open, invariant, Lie subgroup of G, and 
i t is generated by a neighbourhood of the identity e in G . (cf Hausner and 
Schwartz£9J , page 37-33.). 
Definition 2.1.4. Let M be an n-dimeasional manifold, and let G be a Lie. 
group acting on M , i . e . every element of G is a transformation of M , where 
group multiplications are composition of transformations. Suppose that the 
map f : G X M >M defined by f(g ,x) = g(x) is 0 ° ° , for x 6 M,and ge G. 
Then G is called a Lie transformation group of M . 
G is said to act effectively i f 5 gx = x for x € M implies that g = C . G is 
said to acL freely on M„if the only element of G which has a fixed point on M 
is e. G is said to act t ransi t ively, if f o r every x , y £ M , there exists a ggG 
such that g(x) =y . 
Definition 2.1.5. A manifold which has a transitive Lie transformation group^ 
is called a homogeneous manifold. 
Definition 2.1.6. Let G be a Lie group which acts transit ively on a manifold 
M . Let x e M be a fixed point, the subgroup H of G whose elements leave 
x fixed_,is called the isotropy group a t x g M . H = £g £ G / g(x) = x j . The 
orbit of x, denoted by G(x) is the set ^ g . x f i M I g £ GJ . 
Proposition 2.1.2. Let G be the group of isometries acting on a Riemannian 
manifold M . Let x € M be any point, then the isotropy subgroup of G at 
is compact. t 
Proof: - See Helgason[ \oJ , page 169. 
Proposition 2.1.3. Let H be a closed subgroup of a Lie group G, denote 
G 
by the space of lef t cosets gH with the natural topology. Then, the coset 
G 
space has a unique analytic structurejjsuch that G is a Lie transformation 
(21) 
G G group of /JJ. In particular, the projection T T : G — g i v e n by TT (a) = 
aH, aeG, is real analytic. 
Proof: - See Che valley £4- Jpages 109-111. 
Proposition 2.1.4-. Let G be a Lie group which acts transit ively on a mani 
fold M . Let H be the isotropy subgroup of a fixed point p g M . Then H is 
G 
closed, and is diffeomorphic to M under the map 
f: G / 1 T ^ M 
given by f(g H) = g.p , gGG and psM. 
Proof: - See Hclgason JjLCf], page 114 
Definition 2.1.7. The group H* of linear transformations (dh) , 
~ ircei 
( he-H) of /-^ is called the linear isotropy group. 
Definition 2.1 .S. Let G be a Lie group, and let geG. 
Suppose that H is the subgroup of G generated by g, i .e . 
H = £h-eG / h = g n , n is an integer J-
Then g is a generator of G^if closure H = G . G is monotonic i f i t has a 
generator. 
Let s' be the unit sphere with i ts standard c°- structure (cf Br icke l l 
and Clark ^3^page 116). Consider the manifold 
T n = s 'x . . .xS' ( n-times) 
T n is called an n-dimensional torus. T n is diffeomosphic to fi^l-^n . 
Proposition 2 .1 .5 . The torus T n is monotonic, and the generators are 
dense in T n . 
Proof: - See Adams £l^ j , page 79. 
Proposition 2 .1 .6 . A compact, connected, Abelian, Lie group is 
isomorphic to the n-dimensional torus T n , where n is the dimension 
of G. 
(22) 
Proof: - See AdamsLlJ , pages 15-16. 
2.2 Lie Algebras: -
Dofi.iii.fion 2.2.1 . A vector space V over a f ie ld K (non characteristic 2) 
is called a Lie algebra, i f there exists a bilinear map v 
[ , ] : VXV * V 
which satisfies the following conditions 
(0 [X,Y] = - l y , x j ; X , Y e V 
( i i ) [ [ X , Y ] , z ] + [[Z,X],YJ + J j V , z ] , x ] = o 
X ,Y , Z £ V. Condition ( i i ) is called the Jacobi identity. From (i) i t is easy 
to deduce that [ x , X J = o, for a l l X £ V. 
Let W be a subset of V, then W is called a subalgebra of V , i f 
[ X . Y J ^ W , whenever X,Ye W , i t is called an ideal of V i f [ X , Y ] ^ W , 
whenever X C- W and Ye V . 
Let f: V =>U be a linear transformation of the Lie algebra V into 
the Lie algebra U, then f is called a homomorphism i f f £x. ,Yj | = j ~ f X , f Y j | , 
for a l l X , Y € V. I f f is 1-1, onto, then i t is called an isomorphism. I f 
V = U, and f is an isomorphism, then f is called an automorphism. 
Let G be a Lie group, and let L a : G — > G , be a lef t transformation. 
A vector f ie ld Z e ^C(G) is said to be a le f t invariant vector f i e ld , i f i t is 
invariant under the differential of L & , fo r a l l a € G, i . e . i f ( d L a ) Z = Z j for 
a l l a £ G. Denote by £ the set of a l l le f t invariant vector fields on G. 
£ = £ . X * ^ ( G ) / X g h = ( d L g ) X h , hec] 
I f X ,Y€i£ , then the Lie bracket [~X,YJ is also in £ , i . e . £x,Y_]is a 
le f t invariant vector f ie ld on G. Given a tangent vector XfcG , where C is the 
(23) 
identity of G, then there exists a unique le f t invariant vector f ield X on G 
such that = X . £ is called the Lie algebra of G. 
Let II. bo a Lie subgroup of a Lie group G, let £ and h be the Lie 
algebras of G and H respectively.. Then h is a subalgebra of £ . On the other 
handjif h is a subalgebra of £ , then there corresponds a unique, connected, Lie 
subgroup of G, whose Lie algebra is h (Cf Chevalley£4-3, pages 107-109). 
Given a finite dimensional vector space V over a f ie ld K, let GL(V) 
be the Lie group of al l invertable endomorphisms of V. I t is well known 
that the Lie algebra of GL(V), is the set of a l l endomorphisms of V , denoted 
by gl(V), with bracket operation 
[A,B'J = AB - BA , A , B Ggl(V). 
Definition 2 .2 .2 . Let W be a Lie algebra over a f ie ld K, and let V be a 
finite dimensional vector space over the same f ie ld K . A homomorphism of 
W into gl(V) is called a representation of W on V. 
Consider the map 
ad : £ — g l (&) 
defined by the linear transformation 
(adXXY) = f X , Y j , f o r a l l Y € 9 
(ad F X , Y ] )(Z) = [ f x , Y ~ ] , z j 
and ( £ a d X , a d Y ] )(Z) = (adXadY - adYadX)(Z) 
= [>' £Y>Zll - CY' E X ' Z j J = ~ [ C Y ' Z ] >XJ 
- [ r Z , x ] 5 Y ] = [ j > , Y ] , Z ] 
which shows that ad is a homomorphism of £ into gl( 3 ) , i . e . ad is a represen-
tation of £ into i tself . This representation is called the adjoint representation 
of £ . The center C(£) of £ is defined to be the kernel of ad (ker ad). C(£) is 
an ideal of £ . The image of ad (Im £) is a subalgebra of gl(V). More generally, 
i f f is any homomorphism of a Lie algebra V to a Lie algebra U , then the kernel 
of f is an ideal of V, and the image of f is a subalgebra of U . 
(24) 
Definition. 2 .2 .3 . The adjoint group Int (g) of £ is the analytic subgroup of 
GL(g), whose Lie algebra is ad(g). 
Definition 2 .2 .4 . Let £ be a Lie algebra over |R. Let h be a subalgebra of 
£, and let K be the analytic subgroup of In t (g) which corresponds to. the 
subalgcbra ad(h) of ad(£). h is said to be compactly imbeded subalgebra of 
£ , i f K is compact. £ is said to be compact i f i t is cbmpactly imbeded in 
i tself . 
Proposition 2.2. l .Le t f : G—>G' be a hqmomorphism, let £ and g 1 be the 
Lie algebras of G and G' respectively. Then (df) is a homomorphism of £ 
into £*. I f f is an isomorphism, then (df) is an isomorphism. 
Proof: - Se'e Hausner and Schwartz f 9 J , page 55. 
Definition 2 .2 .5 . An affine connection ^7 °f a Lie group G is said to be 
lef t invariant, i f each lef t invariant transformation of G is an affine trans-
formation with respect to . 
Proposition 2. 2.2.The re is 1-1 correspondence between the set left ' invariant 
affine connections of G, and the set of bilinear functions d : £ x £—>£» 
where £ is the Lie algebra of G, given by 
d ( X , Y ) = ( V ~ Y ) , where X = X , ' Y = Y A e e e 
Proof: - See Helgason [ lCf] , page 92. 
Proposition 2 .2 .3 . Let G be a Lie group, and let X € £ be such that X^, = XGG £ 
Then there exists a unique analytic homomorphism f : fR-—=>G such that f ^ ( 
X , and that f ^ ( 0 = X( f^< t ) ) , for a l l teJR, i . e . is a maximul integral curve 
of X . 
Proof:- See Sagle and Walde [22J , page 120. 
(25) 
Definition 2 .2 .6 . Lex G be a Lie group with Lie algebra £, let X € £ be such « 
that = X . Suppose that f ^ ( 0 is the analytic homomorphism of fR into G 
(of proposition 2 .2 .3 . ) . Define the exponential map of G by 
cxp: £ =>G : X => f ~ (1) 
Note that for a l l s £fR 
exp sX = f s ^ (1) = f £ ( s ) , 
and exp(s-i-t)X = exp ^ X . exptX; s , t £ R . 
Definition. 2 .2 .7 . A one-parameter subgroup of a Lie group G is an analytic 
.homomorphism of R. into G. 
From above, we see that the map exptX-, Xe.9 is a one-parameter 
subgroup of G. 
Consider the lef t invariant affine connection *\/on G, which corresponds 
to the bilinear map d(X,X) = o, fo r a l l Xc £ . With respect to this connection, 
a one-parameter subgroup of G is a geodesic, and the exponential map of G 
agrees with the exponential map defined i n Chapter I . 
Proposition 2.2.4-. Let 6 : G • * L be a homomorphism of a Lie group G 
to a Lie group L , let £ and_l be the Lie algebras of G and L respectively. 
Then 
exp( (d6 ) e X) = e(expX) ; X € £ 
Proof: - See Helgason [ ] l 0 ^ , page 100. 
Let Ad(a) : G >G be a map given by h j —> a h a - ' > 
i t is analytic isomorphism of G. By proposition 2.2.4-. Ad(a) induces an 
automorphism of £, the Lie algebra of G, also denoted by Ad(a). We also 
have for g 
exp (Ad(a)X) = Ad(a)(exp X) = a expX a" - 1 ; aeG 
For every a€G, Ad(a) is an isomorphism of G, hence we have a 
(26) 
homomorphism defined by a|—>Ad(a) of G into GLQ?), i t is called the adjoint v 
representation, of G. 
2.3 S cmisi.mplc Lie Algebras: -
Definition 2 . 3 . 1 . Let £ be a Lie algebra over a f ie ld of characteristic zero. 
Consider the following bilinear form 
B(X,Y) = Tr(adX adY) on £ X £,' X , Y e £ where T r means the trace 
of adXadY. B is called the Ki l l ing form of £ . 
Let f : £—>£ be an automorphism. Then (ad(fX)XY) = [ f X , Y ] , 
X , Y e £ , a n d ( f o a d X o f - ' )(Y) = f [ X , f ~ l YJ = [ f X , Y ] 
Therefore ad(fX) = foadXof 
Definition 2 .3 .2 . A Lie algebra £ over a f i e ld of characteristic zero, is 
said to be semisimple i f the Ki l l ing form is nondegenerate ie, its rank equal 
to the dimension of £ . £ is said to be simple i f i t is semisimple and has no 
ideals except £ o ' j and £ . A Lie group is called semisimple (simple) i f its 
Lie algebra is semisimple (simple). 
Using that for any automorphism f of the Lie algebra £ , we have 
ad(fX) = foadXof ' , and that for any endomorphism of £ , T r ( A B ) = T r ( B A ) , 
i t is easy to show that 
( i ) B ( f X , f Y ) = B(X,Y) ; X , Y c £ 
( i i ) B(X, [Y,Z2 ) = B(Z, [ X , Y ] ) = B(Y, [ z , X ] ) ; X , Y , Z e £ 
Proposition 2 . 3 . 1 . Let £ be a semisimple Lie algebra, and let h be an ideal of 
£ . Let b be the set of elements X ^ £ which are orthogonal to h with respect 
to B . Then h is semisimple, and b is an ideal. Also 
£ = h (J) b (direct sum) 
Proof: - See Helgason flO^j , page 121. 
(27) 
As a consequence of -proposition 2 . 3 . 1 . we see that the centre of a 
semisimple Lie algebra i s£c3 j , and that i f we continue decomposing h and b 
to their constituents ideals,we have 
£ = £ , © • • • © £ r 
where every £^ ( i = 1, . . . , r ) is a simple ideal of £ . 
2.4- Reductive Homogeneous Manifolds: -
Definition 2 . 4 . 1 . Let G be a connected. Lie group, and H a closed subgroup 
of G. The homogeneous space is called reductive i f the following condition 
is satisfied. In the Lie algebra £ of G, there exists a subspace m. of £ such that 
£ = h ® m (direct sum), where h is the Lie algebra of H , and such that Ad(H) 
m c m, for a l l h € H . 
We can always identify m with the tanget space ( / J _ J ) 0 ( ° = H), under 
G 
the projection TT : G—*•/]-];• 
Q 
Definition 2.4.2 . A homogeneous space provided with a G-invariant 
Q 
Riemannian metric g is called a Riemannian homogeneous space. /-^ is said 
to be na tur a l l y re due t i ve i f i t admits an A'd(H)- invariant decomposition 
£ = h © mjsat isfying the condition 
g ( T x , Y 3 m , Z ) = g(X, [ Y , z ] m ) , - X , Y , Z e m 
From GrayCs^j we have the Riemannian connection is given by 
2 < V x Y , Z > p = - < X , r Y , z ] > p - < Y , [ X , z ] > p + <^Z, [ x , Y ] > p 
p £• M X , Y , Z 6 m. 
Hence i f is naturally reductive, we have the Riemannian connection is 
given by 
2 < V x Y , Z / ' p =. <f[x,x] 5 21> p ; p t - M , X , Y , Z € . m 
(28) 
G 
Theorem 2 .4 .1. Let be a reductive homogeneous space with a fixed 
decomposition of the Lie algebra £ of G^i.e. £ = h m , and Ad(H)mcm. 
Then there exists a 1-1 correspondence between the set of a l l G-invariant 
affine connections on and the set of a l l bilinear functions d on m X in. 
wi th values in m, which are invariant by Ad(H)j i .e , (Ad(h)) d(X,Y) = 
d(Ad(h)X, Ad(h)Y).jfor X , Y e m, and h £ H . The correspondence is given by 
d(X,Y) = (7xY) Q ( o = H ) 
X , Y are vector fields on /-^ such that X Q = X , Y Q = Y , where we identify 
the tangent space at o with m. 
Proof: - See N o m i z u [ 2 l ] , Chap. 1 1 - 8 . 
G 
Proposition 2 .4 .2 . Let be a reductive 'homogeneous space, with a 
decomposition of the Lie algebra £ of G given by £ = m h, where 
A d ( H ) m C m . Then 
(i) There is a natural 1-1 correspondence between the set of a l l G-invariant 
Q 
almost complex structures J on and the set of linear endomorphisms 
J Q of m satisfying 
2 
(1) J Q =—1 , I is the identity transformation, 
(2) J Q o Ad(a) = Ad(a)oJQ , fo r every <? « H) 
when H is connected, we have instead of (2) 
(2') J Q o Ad(Y) = Ad(Y)oJ Q , fo r every Y € h 
Q 
( i i ) An invariant almost complex structure J on is integrable>if and 
only if,the corresponding linear endomorphism ] of m satisfies 
[~j x , j Y ! - [X,Y3 - J f"x,j Y1 - J l~J X , Y j = o 
u J o ' J o m *- ' m J o *- ,Jo - 1 m J o LJo m 
fo r a l l X , Y € m 
Proof: - See Kabayashi and Nomizu £"l4^], Vo l . I I , page 219. 
(29) 
CHAPTER I I I 
Riemannian Symmetric Spaces 
la this Chapter we give a br ief account of the results on Riemannian 
(locally) symmetric spaces which are of interest to us. The actual proofs 
of the results are of importance i n later work, and consequently we also 
include them. j 
Wc w i l l not consider affine (locally) symmetric spaces, since they 
i 
do not play any role in our work. i 
i 
3.1- Riomainuan Locally Symmetric Spaces j 
i 
Definition 3 - 1 . 1 . Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold, i f fo r each point I 
! 
p e M , there exists a neighbourhood U of p in M , and a local geodesic sym- ; 
P i 
metry s of p such that s is an isometry of U , then M is called a Riemannian ' 
P P P | 
• locally symmetric manifold. ' | 
\ j 
The local geodesic symmetry S p at. each point p s has the property j 
that (ds ) = — I , where I is the identity transformation. ' '< 
PP P P 3 
Theorem 3.1 .1 . ' Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold. Then M is a Riemannian j 
i 
locally symmetric space^if and only if,the sectional curvature is invariant under | 
a l l parallel translations . ! 
Proof: - Let p e M , then the sectional curvature of the two demins'ional vector 
space spanned by X,Y ^ is given by 
K = g p (R p CX,Y)Y,X) 
P - 1 1 
A p ( X ' Y ) 
Suppose that M is Riemannian locally symmetric. For a l l X , Y , Z , W<£^(M) 
we have 
(30) 
( V W R ) ( X , Y ) Z = V W ( R ( X , Y ) Z ) - R ( \ ^ X , Y ) Z — R(X, V W Y ) Z - R ( X , Y ) V W Z 
Since s p is an isometry in a neighbourhood U p of p, then 
(ds p ) [(\RXX,Y)z] = ( \ £ s w R ) ( d s p X , d s p Y ) ds p Z \ 
But ds = — I , therefore we have 
P P 
( V U R ) = o fo r al l p e M , and this implies that R = o on M . w p w 
Assume that X , Y are orthonormal unit vector fields on U , . since M 
is a Riemannian manifold, therefore ~SJ g = o on M , and the invariance of 
K follows. 
For the converse, we consider f i r s t the following Lemma. 
L emma : - Let A be a r ing with identity element e , such that 6a 5^  o 
fo r a ^ o in A. Let E be a module over A . Suppose a mapping B: ExExExE—*"A 
is quadrilinear and satisfies the identities 
(a) B ( X , Y , Z , T ) = - B ( Y , X , Z , T ) 
(b) B ( X , Y , Z , T ) = - B ( X , Y , T , Z ) 
(c) B ( X , Y , Z , T ) + B ( Y , Z , X , T ) + B ( Z , X , Y , T ) = o 
Then 
(d) B ( X , Y , Z , T ) = B ( Z , T , X , Y ) 
I f in addition to (a), (b), and (c) B saitsfies 
(e) B ( X , Y , Y , X , ) = o , for a l l X , Y € E 
.then B = o 
Proof: - See Helgason [lO^page 69. 
Let Y be a curve joining two points p, qe M , and let 'T be the 
parallel translation along Y • I f X , Y c M p , we have 
(31) 
g ( R ( X , Y ) Y , X ) = G ( R ( r x , r Y ) T Y , r x ) 
P P Q, Q. 
and g P ( R P ( X , Y ) Y , X ) = g ( r ( R P ( X , Y ) Y ) , r X ) 
Let B be the quadrilinear form given by 
B ( X , Y , Z , T ) = g ( R ( T X , T Y ) T Z , T T ) - g ( R ( X Y ) Z ) , Y D 
for X , Y , Z , T G M , then B satisfies the conditions of the above Lemma 
> 
' « B = o , so 
T ( R ( X , Y ) Z ) = R ( T X , T Y ) r z i . e . T R = R 
p q p q 
>\ V X R = o for each X € ?£(M). 
The diffeomorphism s of U defines a new connection \7 on U by 1 p p v p J 
(ds) V Y Y = V v ds Y , f o r X , Y « = ^ ( M ) P X d s p X P 
Let Rand T be the curvature and torsion tensors with respect to \J . Then 
and 
(ds X T(X,Y)) ' = T(ds X , ds Y) = o 
P P P 
(ds X ( V W R X X , Y ) Z ) = ( \ £ s w RX(ds X,ds Y) ds Z) = o 
fo r a l l W , X , Y , Z C ^ ( M ) . 
' ' T = V 1 = o we3£(M) . 
w 
Now, (ds ) (R(y,Y)Z) = R (ds p X,ds p Y)ds p Z 
But d S p = — 1 , this implies that R p = R . Hence by proposition 1.3.3. 
we have s an affine transformation. But s induces an isometry on M . 
P P J P 
Hence, by proposition 1.4.2. we have s p an isometry of Up. This completes 
the theorem. 
From proposition 1.3.4. we see that every Riemannian locally symmetr 
space is a real analytic manifold with a real analytic connection with respect 
to the atlas consisting of normal co-ordinate systems. 
(32) 
Remark: - The definition of an affine locally symmetric space ( M , ^7) is 
similar to definition 3 . 1 . 1 . , where we replace the isometry s ^ by an affine 
transformation. Analogous to theorem 3.1.1. ,a manifold ( M , ^ ) is an . 
af.fi.nc locally symmetric space/if and only i f ^ R = o on M . 
3.2. Riemannian Symmetric Spaces: -
Definition 3 . 2 . 1 . A Riemannian manifold (M,g) is said to be a Riemannian 
symmetric space, i f fo r each M , the symmetry s x can be extended to 
a global isomctry of M . 
Proposition 3 . 2 . 1 . Every Riemannian symmetric space is complete. 
Proof: - Let , o ^ . t ^ a , be a geodesic between two points x, y c M . 
Using the symmetry s , we can extend ^ beyond y as follows. Set 
*a + t = ty^K-? / y 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let M be a Riemannian symmetric manifold. Then, 
( i ) The set 1(M) of isometries on M is a Lie transformation group of M . 
( i i ) 1(M) is transitive on M . 
Proof: - See Kobayashi and Nomizu Vol . I I jl^Jpages 223-224. 
From proposition 2.1.4-. Chapter 11, we see that a Ricmannian 
G 
symmetric manifold is diffeomorphic to the homogeneous space , where G 
is the identity component of the group of isometries, and H is the compact 
subgroup of G which leaves a fixed point of M f ixed. The diffeomorphism 
is given by gH >g.p> where p is the fixed point of M fixed by H» and ge G. 
Theorem 3.2.3. Let M be a Riemannian symmetric manifold. Let G be the 
identity component of 1 (M) , and H the is'otropy subgroup of a fixed point . 
p e M . Then, 
(33) 
( i.) The mapo~: l (M)—K(M) given by g\—> s ogo.'s is an involutive 
(cr-1" = *G , but a- ^j .G) automorphism of G, such that H lies between 
Ha— and (Hc-Jo, where Trig- is the subgroup of G of a l l fixed points of cr—, 
and (H^ y— ) is the identity component of H ^ . Also H contains no normal 
subgroup of G other than £ c ] , where £ is the identity of G. 
( i i ) Let £ and h denote the Lie algebras of G and H , respectively. Then 
h = £ X G £ ( ( d c r ^ X = x j , and i f we have m = [ x £ - £ X = - x j , 
then £ = h ^ m (direct sum). Let TT be the natural map TT:G—>M 
given by g j—>g.p. Then (dTT^ maps h onto £o^ and m isomorphically 
onto M . 
P 
Proof: - ( i ) That o— is an involutive automorphism of 1(M) is abvious, and 
since i t maps connected components to connected components, then i t maps 
G to i tself . Let he H, then \s h s ~"' and h induce the same map of M. , 
P P 1 P 
also h(p) = p = Sph.Sp_Cp)= Hence, from theorem 1,4.3. we have 
s. hs ~ = h for a l l h H. This implies that H c H * - . 
P P Let 5"i—>g , s , be a 1-parameter subgroup of 1-Lj_. Then tr"(g )=g. 
Also (s o g g)(p) = (g g o S pXp) = gg(p^- Hence the orbit £_gx(p) ^ •S'Cll^is 
fixed by s^ for a l l S e l l . But p is an isolated fixed point of £p, this means 
that the orbit ^ g g ( p ) 
must reduce to p. Hence g € H , but g is a 
1-parameter subgroup of , and (H^.,) is the identity component of H ^ . 
This implies that (Hg-) C H , and we have 
(Hcr-) 0 <= H C T 
Let T be a normal subgroup of G in H . Let g be any element of G. 
Then fo r each }?eT, there exists k'<=T such that k 'g = gk. Hence k'g(p) = 
^Xp) ~ ^(p) for a l l g&G j i . e . i f x ^ M , and since G is transitive on M , there 
exists g' 6: G such that g'(p) = x > a n-d. we have k 1 . g 1 ^^ = kix = g'(p) = x « 
But G acts effectively on M , so k 1 = Q , and therefore T = 
(34) 
( i i ) Let h 1 bo the Lie algebra of H . Let X e h 1 , then we have from 
proposition 2. 2 .4 . that 
exp (dc-) e X = c~ (expX) = expX 
1 ' (do-) X = X 
Hence h' cz h . 
Conversely, let X e h , then exptX; tfcfR, is a 1-parameter subgroup 
of G. From proposition 2 .2 .4 . we have 
exp (dcr-)^ tX = cr-(exptX) = exptX 
or S p O exptXo s^~'(p) = (exp t X)(p) 
•'• s ( ( e x p t X ) / ? ) ) - (exptXXp) 
Hence (exptXXp) is a fixed point of s^, but s has p as an isolated 
fixed point, therefore the orbit £ (exptXXp) / t f fR |^ must reduce to p. 
Hence exptXe H and X e h 1 
The direct decomposition comes from the identity 
X = I (X + (dc~) e X) + i ( X - ( d o - ) e X) 
From propositions 2 .1 .3 . and 2 .1 .4 . we see that G acts transitively 
G G 
on /pj, and /-^ is diffeomorphic to M . The projection TT : G—>M maps H 
onto p, therefore h d. kernel (dTT)^ . 
Now, let X €E kernel (dTT)^, , then i f g 6 C ° ° ( M ) we have 
o = ( (dTT) e X)(g) = X(goTT) = g(exptX.p) } t = o 
Let s 6R, and consider the function g* (q) = g(expsX.q); q e M . Then 
o = g - ( e x p t X . p ) J t = o = ^ t g ( e x p t X . p ) ] t = fl 
which shows that g (expsX.p) is constant in s.g is arbi t rary and we have 
(35) 
(exp s X)(p ) = p for a l l s e|R, and so Xe-h. Hence (dTT) e vanishes on h . 
So rank TT equals (dimension of £ - dimension of h), which equals 
(dimension of G - dimension of H) . Hence 
G 
rank TT = dimension = dimension M . 
Hence (dTT)^ maps m isomorphically onto M p . This completes the theorem. / y 
Definition 3-2.2. Let G be a connected Lie group and H a closed subgroup. 
The pair (G,H) is called a symmetric pair i f there exists an involutive 
analytic automorphism a~ of G such that ( H 0 - ) Q c r H c : H a _ where H ^ is the 
set of fixed points of <j—, and ( H Q - ) is the identity component of H Q - . I f in 
addition the group Ad(H) is compact^ G, H) is called a Riemannian symmetric 
pair . 
Theorem 3.2.4-. Let (G,H) be a Riemannian symmetric .pair. Let TT denote 
the natural mapping of G onto / ^ , and put o = TT ( e) . x In each G-invariant 
G G Riemannian structure Q on /-^, The manifold is a Riemannian symmetric 
space. The geodesic symmetry's satisfies 
s 0 ° T T = TTo a— 
rCo- (g ) ) = s o T ( g ) S q , gcG 
Q 
where T ( g ) is the action of g on . 
In particular, s is independent of the choice of Q. 
Proof: - Let or-be an arbi t rary analytic involutive automorphism of G, such 
that (Ho-) 0 < = : H<= H , - - . Identify the Lie algebra of G with G e , the tangent 
space at the identity. The eigenvalues of ( d c r - ) g are + 1 , hence g_ = h <^ m 
(direct sum), • where h is the Lie algebra of H . For Xe m and k e H we 
have 
a- (exp Ad(k)tX) = o~ (Ad(k)exptX) = o~(k exptXk"' ) 
= o-(k)o-(exptX) cr-Ck"1) = k e x p ( d o - ) e tX k " 1 
= - Ad(k) exptX = - exp AdOOtX „ i t eR 
(36) 
so that ( d c - ) e Ad(k)X = - Ad(k)X; for a l lXc-m 
Thus m is invariant under Ad(H). 
G 
( d T T ) e is an isomorphism of m onto ( /pj)Q> let h e-H and Xem. Then 
TT (exp Ad(h)tX) = TT (Ad(h) exptX) = TT (h exptX h"') 
= h exptX h " 1 H = h exptXH = T(h)TT (exp(tX)); t e R 
• 
Hence we have 
(d.TT)^ Q Ad(h)X = d T ( h ) o d TT (X) 
This means that the isomorphism (dTT)g commutes with the action of H . 
We have (G,H) aRiemannian symmetric pair , this means that Ad(H) 
is compact, using Weyl's theorem (Cf MatsushimaJ^20jpage 279), there exists 
a s t r ic t ly positive definite quadratic form B on m invariant by Ad(H). Conside 
the form T Q = B°(dTT) e on ( /J_J)q> T Q is invariant under a l l the maps 
dT( l i ) , he'I-I, since f o r X e ( G / H ) Q we have 
T o (dT(h)(X)) = . B o U r n e " 1 (dT(h)(X)) = Bo (dTT) £~~ 1 ((dTT)^ Ad(h) 
(dTT) e ~^ (X)) = B(Ad(h)o(dTT) e"" i (X)) = Bo(dTT) e ~' i (X) = T Q (X) 
G G 
Let the correspondent symmetric bilinear form on ( / j . j) G X( /] .p 0 be 
Q Q . For each q £ % , we define Qq(dT(g)(X o ), d r ( g X Y Q ) ) . = Q 0 ( X 0 , Y Q ) , 
gC-G , X Q , Y o e ( G / H ) ^ o n ( % ) q X ( % ) q , where T ( g ) . o = q. 
Since B is invariant under Ad(H), this guarantees that Qq is well 
defined. The analyticy of T ' (g) , g e G, ensures that Qq is an analytic 
Riemannian structure on invariant under G. Define s Q : /-^ 
by the condition s oTT = TT oc—. Then s is an involutive diffeomorphism J o o 
Q of L, onto i tself , and we have (ds ) = — 1 . H o o 
Now s Q oTT(gg') = s o o T ( g ) ( g ' H ) = TTo ar(gg') = a- (g) o-(g')H 
= T (o~(g))(TT(c-(g'))) = ( T ( a - ( g ) ) o s ^ g ' H ) 
• ' ' s o o T ( g ) = T OKg)) o s o , g , g ' G G 
(37) 
Q 
Let geG, q = T (g).o, and let X , Y e ( / H ) , then the vectors X q = d T ( g ~ L ) ( X ) , q 
Y Q = d T ( g ~ ' ) ( Y ) belong to ( G / h ) q . Consider the following 
Q S ( q ) « d s Q X X ) , ( d s q ) ( Y ) ) = Q S ( q ) (ds Q o d T ( g ) ( X O ) , ds . 0 odT(g ) (Y O ) ) 
= Q . f n ^r (<r-( g ) )ds Q O , dT(cr(g))ds ( Y ) ) = Q (ds- ( X ) , ds ( Y J ) o 
^q; ° o o °^ o o ^o o o o o 
( ^ o ( - X o ' - Y o ) = W V • QqWTCfiXX o ) f dT(g)(Y b )) 
Thus s is an isometry. I f p is any arbi t rary point in H such that 
^ = "T^a^o, the symmetry at p is given by s^ = f (a )os o o < T' ( a - 1 ) ^ 
Remark: - The proof of the theorem 3.2.3 . can go over i f we consider an 
affine symmetric space instead of Riemannian symmetric space, where we 
replace the isometries by affine transformations. Also, similar to theorem 
G 
3.2 .4 . , i f we are given a symmetric pair (G,H), then is a reductive 
homogenious space, and has an affine connection such that i t beocmes an 
affine symmetric space. 
From theorem 3.2.3 . we see that a Riemannian symmetric space 
. induces a pair (g, s), where 
( i ) £ is a real Lie algebra 
( i i ) s : £ is an involutive automorphism 
( i i i ) Let h be the set of fixed points of s, then h i s a compactly imbedded 
subalgebra of £ . 
( iv) Let 3 be the center of £ , then h (\ 3 = h. o \ 
Definition 2 .2 .3 . A pair (g_, s) which satisfies the above conditions ( i ) , ( i i ) 
and ( i i i ) is called an orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra. I t is said to be 
effective, i f i t satisfies (iv) also. 
Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra £, H is a Lie 
subgroup of G with Lie algebra h, then the pair (G,H) is said to be associated 
(.33) 
with the orthogonal Lie algebra (g,s) . 
Let (£, s) be an orthogonal Lie algebra, and let (G,H), (G ' ,H ! ) be 
associated to i t . I f H and H' are connected, and G' is simply connected. 
Then H 1 is closed and (G ' ,H ' ) is a Riemannian Symmetric pair . I f H is 
G 
closed in G , then is Ricmannian locally symmetric for each G-invariant 
Q 
metric, and G 1/ is the universal covering manifold of L . 
' H 1 H 
3.3. Hcrmitian Symmetric Spaces 
Definition 3 . 3 . 1 . Let M be a connected Hermitian manifold, with complex 
structure J, then M is said to be a Hermitian (locally) symmetric space, i f 
each point p C-M is an isolated fixed point of an involutive holomorphic 
isometry s^  ( in a neighbourhood U of p in M) of M . 
Denote by H(M), the group of a l l holomorphic transformations of M , 
then the group of a l l holomorphic isometries of M is given by 
ACM) = H(M) n KM) 
where I(M) is the Lie group of a l l isometries of M . A(M) is a closed sub-
group of I (M) , hence i t is a Lie transformation group of M , i t contains a l l 
the symmetries on M , and this ensures that i t is transitive on M . Let p e M , 
and H the isotropy subgroup at p, then M is diffeomorphic to A Q (M)y^, where 
A Q ( M ) is the identity component of A(M). ••. 
Proposition 3 . 3 . 1 . Let M be a Hermitian symmetric space, then M is Kahler 
Proof: - Let J be the complex structure of M , and since each element of 
A Q ( M ) is a holomorphic isometry, then by definition we have 
dT(g)oJ = J ° d T ( g ) , g e A Q ( M ) . 
(39) 
Let xe-M, and s-^  the symmetry which leaves x as an isolated fixed point. 
Then. 
( V X J X Y ) = V X ( J Y ) - J V X Y , X,Ye-3£(M)-
( d s x ) [ ( ^ X J X Y ) ] = ^ S X X \ ^ J Y ) - ( d s ^ Q ^ Y ) 
" V ( d s x ) x J ( d s x ) Y " J ^ d s x ) X ( d s x ) Y 
= ( ^ d s ) X » ( d s x ) Y 
But d s x = — I 
(V X J )Y = o 
which is the condition fo r a Kahler manifold. 
Proposition 3.3 .2 . Let a Ivahler manifold M , with complex structure J, be 
a locally symmetric space as a Riemannian manifold. Then M is Hermitian '(ocittl^ 
Symmetric. 
Proof: - Let x e M , and let U be a normal neighbourhood of x i n M . For any 
y € U , let o~be the geodesic from x to y . The symmetry maps J x upon 
i tself , and since s^ is an affine transformation, and J is parallel alongc~, 
we have 
s x ( V = h (y) 
i . e . s x maps J the same as i t is parallel translated along the image of o— 
under s to the point s (y) . 
Thus s preserves J and M is a Hermitian symmetric, this completes 
proof, yy 
Proposition 3 .3 .3 . Let (G,H) be a Riemannian symmetric pair . Put o = TT ( £ ) , 
G 
where TT is the natural map of G onto / ^ . Let Q be any G-invariant Riemannian 
(4-0) 
G C structure oa , and. let A be an endomorphism of ( '/y^Q such that 
(i) A 2 = -1 
( i i ) Q O ( A X , A Y ) = Q Q ( X , Y ) , X , Y G ( G / H ) Q 
( i i i ) A commutes with the elements of the linear isotropy group H * . 
Then G/ has a unique G-invariant almost complex structure J, 
H G 
such that JQ = A , and that is a Hermitian symmetric space. 
Proof: - From proposition 2.4-.2. ( i) Chapter 11, such a unique almost 
complex structure exists. That M is an almost Hermitian manifold follows 
from the fact that each Q and J is G-invariant. 
I f c~ is any involutive automorphism of G such that (Hs-)oer H ^ H ^ , 
then we have s oTT = TTocr-and s oT(q) = T" (o~(c))o:s (theorem 3.2.4-.). o o o 
L e t p c M , Z e M p , choose g e G , such that g.o = p, let ZQ = dT(g"*)Z . 
Then using the relation d£ J = ] d$ . we have 
o o o o 
ds (J Z) = ds dT(g)J Z = d Y ( < r ( g ) ) o J (ds Z ) o J p o . o o J o o o 
= J (ds d f ( g ) Z ) = J (ds Z)  s • p o & o J s *p o oL o l
Hence J is invariant under s 
o 
Let g_ be the Lie algebra of G, h the Lie algebra of H , then we have 
£_ = m 0 h (direct sum). For any X , Y e m , we have CX .YJ e h . 
Hence the integrabili ty condition of J follows from proposition 2 .4.2. ( i i ) 
Chapter I I . The complex structure on M corresponding to J (see proposition 
1.6.3. Chapter I) due to its uniqueness is invariant under each s^ i p e M . 
Hence M is Hermitian symmetric space. ^ 
3.4 Totally Geodesic Submanifolds: -
Definition 3-4.1 . Let M be a Riemannian manifold, and let S be a 
submanifold of M . Suppose that at each point p e s , we have the geodesic 
(41) 
V t of M determined by every X <= S^, lies in S for a small value of the 
parameter t , then S' is called a totally geodesic submanifold of M . 
Proposition 3-4-. 1. A submanifold N of a Riemannian manifold M is totally 
geodesic i f and only i f its second fundamental form is identically zero. 
Proof: - See Hermann page 33S. 
In the notations of Chapter I , section 5, this means that for any 
arb i t ra ry point p e M 
V (X ,Y) = o ; X , Y € M p 
and from proposition 1.5.3- , we have that 
A N ( X ) | p = o , N ^ M p - i - , X € M p 
Proposition 3.4 .2 . Let M be a Riemannian locally symmetric space, and 
let S be a totally geodesic submanifold of M , then S is a locally symmetric 
space. 
Proof: - Let p be any point i n S , and suppose that Y^. be a geodesic starting 
f rom p. Since S is totally geodesic, ^ lies in S fo r small values of the 
parameter t . Hence, we can obtain a geodesic symmetry of p in S by the-
restr ic t ion of the geodesic symmetry of p in M . p is arbi t rary , and so we 
have S as a locally symmetric space. 
Riemannian symmetric spaces contain plenty of totally geodesic submanifolds. 
Define a Lie tr iple System of a real Lie algebra £ , as the subspace mof £ 
such that £ x , [V,Z~Q«= m , whenever X , Y , Z £ m . It is proved in Helgason 
[10J , page 189 that i f we have a Riemannian space M = 1-^, and £ = p_©h 
is a fixed decomposition of the Lie algebra £ of G, then, any Lie tr iple system 
of £ contained in p_, gives rise to a totally geodesic submanifold of M . 
(42) 
CHAPTER IV 
Riemannian s-Manifolds and Riemannian k-Symmetric Spaces 
Generalized Riemannian symmetric spaces were first introduced 
in Ledger (3.6*J, then in Ledger and Obata [^ 17 ]^s-manifolds were defined, 
s-Manifolds are divided into two parts, affine s-manifolds and Riemannian 
s-manifolds, which generalize the affine symmetric spaces and the Riemannian 
symmetric spaces of E . Cartan. In this thesis we are mainly concerned 
with Riemannian s-manifolds. 
Riemannian s-regular manifolds form a subset of Riemannian 
manifolds. Many results of Riemannian symmetric spaces can be generalized 
and are valid for Riemannian s-regular manifolds. 
4.1. Riemannian s-Manifolds 
Definition 4.1.1. Let (M,g) be a connected Riemannian manifold, and con-
sider the map s:M—>I(M) such that for each X e M , s(x) = s x is a symmetry 
at x, then M is called a Riemannian s-manifold and denoted by the triple 
s-structure on (M, g). 
Definition 4.1.2. Let S be the tensor field of type (1,1) on M such that 
S = (ds ) , x €=M, then S is called the symmetry tensor field. A . 
S x is an orthogonal transformation of M x , and it does not fix any 
vector of M x except the vector o, therefore S x does not have 1 as an 
eigenvalue, and since it is non-singular, it does not have zero as an 
eigenvlaue. 
(M,g,s). 
The family of symmetries £ s x I X 6 M ] is said to form a Riemannian 
x 
Riemannian s-structure is smooth if S is smooth. 
(43) 
For a connected Riemannian manifold (M,g) , the group I(M) of 
isometries is a Lie transformation group of M with respect to the compact -
open topology (Cf Kabayashi and Nomizu ^13~\ Vo. 1, page 239). For a 
transitivity of 1(M), an important theorem due to F . Brickell, whose proof 
is found in (~17 j[ , states, 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let M be a Riemannian s-manifold . Then I(M) is 
transitive on M.V 
This theorem shows that M. is diffeomorphic to the homogeneous space 
of proposition 2.1.4., Chapter 11, where H is the isotropy subgroup of 
a fixed point p€M. 
Remark 1 Affine s-manifolds are defined similarly to Riemannian s-manifolds, 
each symmetry (affine symmetry) s x , xeM is an affine transformation, and 
1(M) is replaced by A(M), the Lie group of all affine transformations on M. 
The transitivity of A(M) is proved in £" 17~] , where it is assumed that the 
symmetry tensor field S defined by S x = (ds x ) x is smooth, which is not the 
case for Riemannian s-manifolds. 
4.2 Riemannian (Locally) s-Regular Manifolds 
Definition 4.2.1. An (M,g,s) is called a Riemannian s-regular manifold, 
if the symmetry tensor field S is smooth and invariant by each s , xe M a 
\ x 
i .e. if X«9£(M), we have 
ds x (SX) = S(ds xX) 
In this case the Riemannian s-structure is called regular. 
Proposition 4.2.2. Let M be a Riemannian s-regular manifold, then for 
all x,y, ^ e M, such that s x(y) = 3, we have 
s x o s y = s 3 o s x 
(44) 
t 
Proof: - We have for any X € 3£(M) 
(ds X ) ( d s X ) ds (SX) s (y ) 
(ds_ o ds. XX (ds o ds XX 
y 
or d( s x o s y)(X y). = d(s o s x )(X y ) 
But s x o s (y) = s x(y) = 3, and s o s x(y) = s (3) = 3 
Hence by theorem 1.4.3. , Chapter I , we have 
o s y '3 ° S * / / 
Definition 4.2.2. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold which satisfies the 
following conditions, 
an isolated fixed point. 
(ii) The tensor field of type (1,1) defined on M by S = (ds x ) x for all 
xeM is smooth and locally invariant by each x. Then M is called a 
Riemannian locally s-regular manifold. 
From the defintion of a Riemannian s-regular manifold, we see that 
it is also a Riemannian locally s-regular manifold. 
Remark 2 Affine (locally) s-regular manifold is defined similarly to Rieman-
nian (locally) s-regular manifold, where the symmetry tensor field S is 
already smooth, and each symmetry is an affine transformation. 
Remark 3 Riemannian symmetric spaces are nothing but Riemannian s-regular 
manifolds, such that each symmetry ig-involutive, and where the regularity 
condition is trivially satisfied. The symmetry tensor field S at any point x£M 
is given by S = — 1, where 1 is the identity transformation of M . . 
(i) At each point xeM. we can assign a local symmetry which has x as 
(45) 
Let (M,g) be a Riemannian locally s-regular manifold, with. Riemannian 
convections ^ . Define a new affine convect ion^ on M by 
V X Y = V X Y - D ( X , Y ) , X , Y € ^ ( M ) 
w here D ( X , Y ) = ( ^ 1 S ) - 1 X S ) ( S
 _ 1 Y ) 
here S - 1 is non-singular, since S does not have eigenvalue 1, and S - 1 is 
invertable. 
Graham and L e d g e r ^ ^ p r o v e d that al l the symmetries s x , x g M are 
affine transformations with respect to the affine c o n n e c t i o n ^ . The affine 
manifold ( M , ^ 0 is complete, and admits an analytic atlas in which S is 
analytic. If R and T are the curvature and the torsion tensors respectively, 
t h e n V R = V T = V § = °« l n M 
it is also shown that the relation 
between Riemannian (affine) locally s-regular manifolds and Riemannian (affine) 
s - regular manifolds is similar to the relation between Riemannian (affine) 
locally symmetric manifolds and Riemannian (affine) symmetric manifolds. 
4 . 3 . k-symmetric spaces: -
(1) k^-2 is any integer 
Definition 4 . 3 . 1 . A .Riemannian locally s-manifold M which has at each point 
k 
p M , a.local symmetry Sp such that s^ = id, where k^ .2 i s the least 
positive integer of that property, is called a Riemannian locally k-symmetric 
manifold . The local symmetry is called, local k-symmetry and the s-structure 
|p € is said to be or order k. M is said to be a Riemannian k-symmetric 
manifold if each symmetry s^, p M can be extended such that its domain is the 
whole of M . 
(46) 
Theorem 4-.3.1. ( f irst proved by A . W.Deicke) 
Let M be a Riemannian s-manifold, then M. admits an s-structure of 
order k, for some integer k ^ 2 . 
Proof: - Let p e M , and let H be the isotropy subgroup at p, then the sym-
metry at p, S p C H . Since M is a Riemannian manifold, then by proposition 
2 . 1 . 2 . , Chapter 11, H is compact. It is sufficient to prove the theorem at 
p only, since at any other point q e M , the symmetry is given by g o S p ° g 7 ^ 
wtiere g € l ( M ) , the group of a l l isometries of M , and g(p) = q. 
Let C be the subgroup of H generated by s^, the closure C of C in 
H is an Abelian closed subgroup of H , hence it is a compact Abelian L i e 
group. We have two cases to consider. 
( i) If the connected component C Q of (2 is t r iv ia l , then C is finite and 
the theorem is proved. 
( i i ) If C Q i s not t r iv ia l , then by proposition 2 . 1 . 5 . , Chapter 11 it is a 
torus. By proposition 2 . 1 . 4 . , the elements of finite order are 
dense in CQ. <^ 
Let M be a Riemannian locally k-symmetric manifold, k £ 2 , suppose 
that the map s : M > 1(M) is d i f ferent iate , let p € M be any point, then 
in a neighbourhood U of p in M we have s = identity in U , this implies 
that S = 1 , where I is the identity transformation of M . The eigenvalues 
th 
of Sp are k roots of unity, and since S is continous on M , each root is 
constant over M . Sp is r e a l , non-singular, and does not have 1 as an 
eigenvalue, then the possible eigenvalues (we let S act on the complexifica-
tion Mp of Mp) are -1 and pairs of conjugates w, ,w , . . . , w r , w r > Since 
we are dealing with a Riemannian locally k-symmetric manifold, S i s an 
P 
(47) 
orthogonal transformation of M.^. There exists an orthornormal frame 
£ ei"^» i = l i • • • n, where n is the dimension of M , of such that the 
matrix representation of related to the mentioned frame is given by 
-1 
cos</>^ - s i n ^ 
cos 4> sin4>( 
X 
X X 
where w, = cos ^ , + s in*£ w = cos - V^-l s in«£ 1 1 r 1 r ' r ' r 
L e t T = S + S _ 1 = S + S 1 
P P P P P 
• • T t = ( S + S t ) t = S t + S = T 
P P P P P P 
Hence is symmetric. Let the eigenvalues of be X Q , . . . , X r , then from 
the symmetry of T we have M = M © . . . ©M. (direct sum), where M . J J p p p o ^ ^ pr ' pj 
(j = o , . . . , r ) is the eigenspace which corresponds to the eigenvalue ^ y The 
Mpj's are orthogonal to each other. 
S uppose that X ^ M . 
PJ 
'U8) 
•'• T (X) = V X 
P J \ 
\ 
T (s x) = (s + s n : 1 xsx) = ;s(s + s _ 1xx) = s or x) p p P p P p p p p p 
That is S . X € M . i f X € M . 
P PJ PJ 
Hence we have on M. mutually orthogonal differentiate distributions 
M Q , . . , M r . The symmetry tensor field S decomposes into the form 
S ™ S •••.« • s 
o r 
where S . acts on M. ( i = o , . . . , r ) 
(An outline of the above calculations can be found in Ledger and Obata £17] ) . 
M . J . F ie ld ~~\ made some studies of k-symmetric spaces, where he 
used the same notations, and followed a similar style of Kobayashi and Nomizu 
f 5 ] , Chapter X I . 
He defined a k-symmetric space as a quadruple (G , H , s ,k ) G is a con-
nected L i e group, H a closed subgroup of G with ( H g ) Q £ H s H s , where H f i 
is the subgroup of G of fixed points of s and ( H x ) Q is the connected component: 
of H , and s i s an automorphism of order k of G . F ie ld did not show that a 
k-symmetric manifold in the sense of definition 4-. 3.1. determines a quadruple 
( G , H , s , k ) as in his definition. He also defined a k-symmetric L i e algebra 
as a quadruple ( £ , h , s , k , ) a consisting of a L i e algebra £ , a subalgebra h of 
£ , and an automorphism of order k of £ such that h consists of a l l elements 
of £ which are left fixed by s. Then he used the following Lemma for a 
natural decomposition of the associated k-symmetric L i e algebra of a 
k-symmetric space. 
Lemma 4.3.2. Let T : V - >V be a l inear map of a finite dimensional vector 
space V into itself , and suppose that fCt) = g(t)h(t) are polynomials such that 
f(T) = o, and g(t) and h(t) 
(49) 
are relatively prime. Then V is a direct sum of the T - invariant 
subspaces U and W, where U = kernel g (T) and W = kernel h ( T ) . 
Proof: - See L i p s c h u t z £ l 9 ] Chapter 10, page 232. 
Combining the work of "Field^^and the proof of theorem 
3 .2 .4 , Chapter I I I , it can be shown that a quadruple ( G , H , s , k ) 
as defined above, with the assumption that Ad (H) is compact 
determines a Riemannian k - symmetric manifold as in the definition 
4 . 3 . 1 . 
Theorem 4 . 3 . 3 . Let ( G , H , s , k ) be a quadruple, G is. a connected 
L i e group, H is a closed subgroup of G with. ( H f i ) Q C k c r H a , and 
s is an automorphism of G of order k. Further assume' that Ad(H) 
is compact. In each G - invariant, s - invariant Riemannian structure 
G G Q on / H , the manifold / H is a Riemannian k - symmetric 
manifold. -The symmetry s Q ( o = H ) satisfies 
s 0o7T= 77"o <r-
T « g ) ) = sgKg) o s Q 
Q 
whereTT: G— •> / H is the natural map, andT(g) is the action of g on 
G / H . 
Proof: - s induces an automorphism ( d s ) e of the L i e algebra g of 
k k G , such that (ds)£ = 1. Consider the polynomial f (t) = t - 1 - (t-1) \ 
( t k _ 1 + . . .+1), where g(t) = (t-1) and h(t) = t k _ 1 + . . .+1 are 
relatively prime. Moreover f ((ds)e) = O . Hence we have a 
decomposition. 
£ = _ h © m 
where 
h = £ x e £ | ( d s ) e X = x ] 
and m = £ x e g _ l x + ( d s ) e X + . . .+ ( d s ) k _ 1 X = o j 
Let X«m , and k € H . Then for t€R we have 
(50). 
s(exp AdGO(tX)) = s(Ad ( k) exp(tX)) = s(k exp(tX)k" b 
= s(k)o s (exp(tX)) O s ( k - 1 ) = k o s (exp(tX))ok' 1 
= Ad(k)s(exp(tX)) = Ad(k) exp((ds^ tX) 
= exp(Ad(kX(ds) e (tX))) 
i . e . (ds) (Ad(k)(tX)) = AdCkXCdsL (tX)) 
e e 
Now 
Ad(kXX) = -AdCkXds) ( X ) - A d ( k X d s ) e k _ 1 ( X ) 
= - ( d s ) e ( A d ( k X X ) ) - . . . - ( d s ) e k _ 1 (AdCkXX)) 
Q 
i . e . A d ( H ) m c i n , and therefore i s a reductive homogeneous space. 
From the proof of theorem 3 . 2 . 4 . , Chapter I I I , we can construct a 
Riemannian structure Q, invariant by G . We define s Q : * ^ 
s Q o 77" = 77"o s 5 i t is easy to verify that s k = identity. We also have 
by theorem 3 .2 .4 . that f (<T"(g)) = s o T ( g ) o s Q , for a l l g € G . 
Our aim now is to prove that s Q is an isometry, having that done, 
G 1 then any symmetry at any point p e is given by Sp =Af (g) o s Q o *Y (g" ) , 
where p = / T(g) • o, g e G . 
p 
Let g € G , q = f ( g ) ' o, let X , Y € ( / H ) q , then the vectors 
X Q = d T C g ^ X X ) , Y Q = d r ( g _ 1 X Y ) belong to ( G / H ) o . L e t x ' 0 , Y ^ C m , 
such that X = (dTT)- ( x ' J , and Y = (dTT)p(Y / ) . Then O C O o c o 
Q s i ( q ) ( ( d s o X X ) , ( d s o X Y ) ) = Q S o ( q ) ( ( d s o ) o d T ( g ) ( X o ) , ( d s . 0 ) o d r ( g X Y Q ) ) 
= Q ^ ( q ) ( d r ( s ( g ) ) ( d s o ) ( X o ) , d r ( s ( g ) ) ( d s o ) ( Y o ) ) = Q o ( ( d s o ) ( X o ) , ( d s o X Y o ) ) 
= Q 0 ( ( d s Q ) o (dTT) € ( X ^ ) , ( d s o ) o ( d 7 T ) e ( Y o / ) ) = QQ((d7r^ o (ds) e ( X o X d ^ ) e 
= B ( ( d s ) g ( X Q ) , (ds) f i ( Y Q )) = H X Q , Y Q ) = Q o « d T 0 e (X c ) , (d77^ (Y Q ) ) 
" Q o ( X o ' Y o > = Q q ( X ' Y ) 
Where 13 is the corresponding symmetric bilinear form 
(51) 
onm X HI induced by the quadratic form B on m of theorem 3.2.4* 
Also B ((ds) (X' ) , (ds) (Y' )) = B (X' , Y ' ) since B i s s-e o e o o o 
invariant by assumption. 
(11) k>2 is any odd integer 
Proposition 4 . 3 . 4 . Let M be a Riemannian locally k - symmetric 
manifold, where k is odd, then there exists an almost complex 
structure J on M , which makes M into an almost Hermitian manifold. 
Proof: - Since k is odd, the symmetry tensor field S does not have 
-1 as an eigenvalve, and hence the eigenvalues appear as pairs of 
conjugates. From the calculations in part (1) of this section, we 
see that at each point p€M, the tangent space = M ^ ^ g . . . ® M p r 
(direct sum), and hence we have mutually orthogonal differentiable 
distributions on M , M^, . . . . , M r , where (j = 1 . . . . , r ) 
corresponds to the eigenvalues cce^j-f-l sin<^,. Also the 
symmetry tensor field decomposes into the form 
S = . .. ® s r 
•where S. acts on M^. Consider the matrix representation of S at 
a point peM. with respect to the orthogonal frame mentioned of 
part (1). It is in the form. 
1 cos ^ - s in $1 
s in cos 
\ 
cos 4r, r 
sin<£ 




If we restr ict ourselves to the way S . acts on M . we have the matrix 
PJ PJ 
representation of S^j in the form v 
cos«J> 
sin<£. 




/ . S p : j = ( c o s ^ . ) l + ( s i n < £ . ) J p . 
sin' 
sos^ 
where 1 is the identity transformation of M . and T . : M T 
PJ PJ PJ 
2 
J . = - I , and this i s true for a l l i = 1 , . . . , r . 
. such that 
PJ 
L e t J p = Jpl © ' • • © Jpr 
then J : M ~ 
J P P 
-^-M is a l inear transformation of M such that J = -1 and 
P P J P 
this is true for al l p € M , hence we have an almost complex structure J on M . 
With respect to the orthogonal frame mentioned, each J ^ (j = 1 , . . . , r ) 





which is orthogonal. Hence for a l l p ^ M , Jp = J p t © • • • © J p r 
(53) 
is orthogonal, and this implies that M is an almost Hermitian manifold with 
respect to J . 
Proposition 4-. 3 .5 . Let M be a Riemannian locally k-symmetric space, where 
k is odd, let J be the associated almost complex structure on M . Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(i) M is locally regular. 
( i i) E a c h local symmetry is almost complex with respect to J . 
Proof; - (i) for simplicity, let X be a vector field on M which belongs to the 
distribution U.. Let p e M . Then ( d s p ) . ( S X ) ^ =» ( d s p ) ( S X ) 
= (ds ) ( c o s ^ . ) X + (sin4>.)(J X )1 
P L J q J qj q J 
= (cos4».)(ds X ) + (sin<*>,)(ds oj .)(X ) 
J p q J p qj q 
Now, if X € M ., then ds X d M , v , because if we assume that ds X -q qj P q Sp(q)j' p q 
belongs to another subspace, M { N say, then we have from the regularity 
s pv.qyr 
of M that t 
S ( >Xds X ) = ds (S X ) 
s p (q) P q P q q 
or 
(cos * r X d s p X q ) + ( s i n ^ ) J s ^ ( d s p X q ) 
= (cos^.Xds X ) + (sintf>.) ds (J X ) \ 
J p q J p q q 
But X is perpendicular to J X , and since s is an isometry, we also have 
q v v J q q • P J 
ds X is perpendicular to ds (J X ) and ds X is perpendicular to J f ^(ds X 
p q F F p q q p q ^ F s p < v P q 
» t (cos 4> - c o s ^ X d s X ) = o = ^ cos = cos^. 
r J P q r ] 
and we must have ds X 6 M / \ . 
P q V < P 3 
l f S , >Xds X ) = ^ - ( c o s ^ J d s X + (sin^.)J , Sds X ) Sp(q) P q ^ i P q i s p(q>. p q 
then by similar argument as above we can show that ds X € M 
p q a p ( q ) j 
(54) 
S (ds X ) = S e , v. (ds X ) = Rcos^ . ) I + (sin<A) J n * l / , v P q s (qjj p q L j ] J s (q)jl (ds X J 
V V —1 V H 
= (cos+.) (ds X ) + (sin-*.) (J . , v o ds ) (X ) 
J p q J sp<.qJj p q 
Since cos ^'j^oand s i n ^ o for al l j = l , . . . , r , we have 
(ds )o J . = J , so (ds ) 
p qj s P *P-> P 
which is true for al l j= 1, . . . , r . Hence we have 
(ds )o J = J ( -.o (ds ) 
p q s p (q) P 
and this proves that s^ i s an almost complex local isometry. 
(ii) Assume that each local symmetry i s almost complex with 
respect to J , i . e . if pcM. 
(ds )o T = I (s.o (ds ) 
P q s p W ' P 
B u t j q = j q l 0 © J q r - Therefore 
j = l , . . . . , r 
(ds )o (I P = (T , s .) o (ds ) 
p qj s p (q) J P 
and this gives us that for X € M ..we have * q qj> 
(cos4».) (ds X ) + (sin<f>.) (ds o J .) (X ) 
j p q J p qj q 
= (cos«*.) (ds X ) + (s in^.) (T r , , o ds ) (X ) 
] p q J . y w P q 
or ' 
n 
(ds ) ( S X ) = S / \ (ds X ) .and hence M is regular > ^ 
p q S p ^ P q 
Proposition 4 . 3 . 6 . Let C (M) be the group of a l l almost 
complex isometrics on a Riemannian k - regular symmetric 
manifold, where k is odd. Then C (M) i s a transitive L i e 
transformation group on M . 
Proof; - F o r a l l pc-M, s e C ( M ) , and since in the proof of 
^ K theorem 4 - 1 . 1 . in 0-7]] only symmetries are used, we concu^de 
that C (M) is transitive on M . Let ^f^be a sequence of almost 
complex isometries which converges to f in I (M). By assumption, 
the symmetry tensor field is continuous, and hence, the assosiated 
(55) 
almost complex structure T is continuous. We have df o T = Jodf , r n . 1 n 
for al l n, from the continuity of J we see that dfoj = Jjfifo' a n ( j 
f eC(M) . Hence C(M) is closed in 1(M). By proposition 2 . 1 . 1 . 
Chapter 11, we see that C(M) is a L i e transformation group of IA.^/ 
Let M be a Riemannian k - regular symmetric manifold, 
where k>2 is odd integer. Let G be the Wb£$tyjisftoh&f^ u)&rk\f^ 
component of C(M), the group of almost complex isometries on 
M . Let x e M be a fixed point, and denote by H the isotropy 
subgroup of G at x. Final ly , let J be the associated almost 
complex structure on M . Now, we wil l give a proof ianalogous 
to the proof of theorem 3 . 2 . 3 . Chapter I I I . 
Theorem A• 3• 7. Le t M be a Riemannian k r regular symmetric 
manifold, where k>2 is odd integer. Then 
(0 The k - symmetry s x induces a k - automorphismo—of G 
defined by 
<y-(g) = s x o g p s ^ 1 , for a l l g c G 
If H^i s the subgroup of G of fixed points of Then 
0 V ) o C H C H ^ 
where '(H6-)Q is the identity component of H^-. Also H contains 
no normal subgroup of G other than 2 . 
( i0 Let £ and h denote the L i e algebras of G and H respectively. 
Then h = £xt£ I (d<r) e X = X j , and if we have m = £xe£ | X 
+ (do -) X + + (dcr)^ X =. of. Then c = m©h (direct sum) 
e e j — — 
LefJTbe the natural map77: G —»M given by gf_>g.»^.Then 
(d<r^e maps, h onto£o|and m'isomorphically onto M ^ . 
(56) 
Proof: ( i ) o~: C (M) > C ( M ) is an automorphism of C ( M ) , and since it 
maps connected components to connected components, it is also an automorphism 
of G . Now 
•2 
x 
2 1 2 o-(g) = c - ( c K g ) ) = 6 - ( s x o g o s x " ) = s x o g o s 
! 
a-^g) = <r~ ( ^ " ^ g ) ) = s x k o g o s x " k = g , 
which proves that a—is a k-ewtomorphism of G . 
Le t h g H , then at x we have 
[d (cr (h) ) ] x = ( d s x o dh o ( d s x ) _ 1 ) x 
s i n * ^ ) ^ ) © . . . 6D((cos «^r)I + (s in«/> r )J r ) l x o dh o 
C t f c o s ^ ) ! + ( s i n ^ j p © . . . ^ ( c o s ^ l + ( s i n ^ J ^ _ 1 
= [ ( ( c o s ^ ) ! + ( s i n ^ J j ) © . . .©((cos<£ r ) l + (sin <£ r )J r ) ] x o dh o 
[((cos fyl + (sin ^ J j ) " ® • • • $((cos «£r)l + (sin ^ ) J r ) ' 
= [ ( ( c o s ^ ) ! + ( s i n ^ ) ) J ) © . . . @((cos4» r )I + ( s i n < ^ ) J r ) ] x o dh o 
/7 (cos^ r ) l + ( s i n ^ r ) J r ) k _ 1 ^ . . . © ( ( c o s ^1 + (s in 1 ) J 1 ) k ' 1 ] x 
£ w h e r e from linear algebra we used that i f T : V—yV is a l inear automorphism of 
a finite dimensional vector space V , and T = T-^QJT2 with respect to T-invariant 
-1 -1 -1 —i 
direct-sum decomposition, then T" = T^~ © and T = T 2 © T ^ J 
But h is an almost complex isometry i . e . for al l j = 1 , . . . , r , (dh) o J . :»o 
• & o - ( h ) ] x = (dh) x 
A l s o c r ( h ) ( x ) = ( s x o h o s^^'^Xx) = x and h (x) = x 
. \ C O O = h and H c H ^ 
The rest of (i) i s similar as in proof of theorem 3 . 2 . 3 . 
( i i ) From proposition 2 . 2 . 1 . (sl<r)g is an automorphism of £ of order k i . e . • 
(d<r-)k - l = o 
k k 1 Consider the polynomial Kt) = t -1 = (t - l X t " +•••+ 1) 
(57) 
where g(t) = (t-1) and h(t) = t^"* + . . . + 1 are relatively prime. « 
Moreover K(dcr)g) = o. 
Hence by Lemma 4 . 3 . 2 . , we have 
£ = h & m 
where h - kernel g ( (dcr) e ) = [ x f i £ I ( d c r ) e X = X } 
andm = kernel h((d<r) e ) = X « £ f i |x+(d<r^X + . . . + (d<r-)e k _ 1 X • = 
The rest of ( i i) is as in the proof of theorem 3 . 2 . 3 . 
Proposition 4 . 3 . 8 . Let M be a Riemannian k-regular symmetric manifold, 
where k > 2 is an odd integer. Let J be the associated almost complex 
structure on M . Then every almost Hermitian totally geodesic submanifold 
of M. is k-regular symmetric. 
Proof: - Le t P be an almost Hermitian totally geodesic submanifold of M . 
Le t x € P be any point. Then for any X « £ P x , J X € P x since P i s an almost 
Hermitian submanifold. I f S is the symmetry tensor field on M , then 
S x X = [ ( (cos 4>f )1 + (s in ^ )J ) © . . . © ( ( c o s ^ 1 + (s in ^ J ^ C X ) 
• » ^ X X = ^ s x ^ x ^ ^ ^ x ' a n ^ for any positive integer 1 , such that 
l ^ k 
S l X € P x x 
k k this implies that S X X = X , i . e . . S x is the identity on P x « 
Further P i s totally geodesic, this implies that s i s an isometry 
in a neighbourhood U of x in P , and that s. = identity in U . Hence any 
symmetry in P is obtained by the restriction of a symmetry in M , and the 
almost complex structure on P is the restriction of the almost complex 
structure J on M . This insures that each symmetry is almost complex isometry, 
and P is a Riemannian k-regular symmetric. 
C H A P T E R V 
(58) 
Riemannian 5-Symmetric Manifolds 
In this Chapter, we shall consider the case of a Riemannian (locally) 
S-(regular) symmetric manifold. Of course, a l l the results in Chapter I V 
section (4) part 11 go over when k = 5. We wil l generalize some of the 
results valid for (pseudo) Riemannian 3-regular symmetric manifolds studied 
In section 5.1. we state the important theorems of a (pseudo) Riemannian 
3-symmetric manifold. Section 5-3. deals with the curvature relations of a 
Riemannian locally 5-regular symmetric manifold. F ina l ly , in the last section 
of this chapter we discuss some properties of a Riemannian 5-regular symmetric 
manifold, when considered as a reductive homogeneous space. 
5.1. Riemannian (locally) 3-Regular Symmetric Manifold 
A Riemannian manifold M , which admits at each point x e M , an (a local) 
isometry of order 3, having x as an isolated fixed point was studied by Gray 
1 .8J . He defined such a manifold in a different way from definition 4.3.1., 
when k = 3, but as we shall see later if the regularity condition is imposed, 
the two definitions come out to be the same. 
identity, he showed that at each point p € M , there exists a neighbourhood • 
U and a diffeomorphism s p : V » U , such that s p i s of order 3,and has p as 
an isolated fixed point. Further (ds ) = S . A family of local cubic diffeo-
p p p J 
morphisms on a manifold M is then defined as a map pi—* sp> which assigns 
to each point p € M , a diffeomorphism s p on a neighbourhood U of p in M , 
and has p as an isolated fixed point. It is then proved that this family give 
by Gray [ 8 l . 
[ 8 ] 
Gray 1.8 J f irst considered an almost Hermitian manifold M with almost 
complex structure J . Then by putting S = - i I + ' / n J , where 1 i s the 
\ 
(59) 
r ise to a) smooth almost complex structure J on M , called the canonical « 
almost complex structure of the family. 
Definition 5 . 1 . 1 . (Due to A . Gray) A Riemannian locally 3-symmetric space 
M is an analytic Riemannian manifold M. together with a family of cubic dif-
feomorphisms p | — • S p * such that S p i s a holomorphic (almost complex) 
isometry, in a neighbourhood U of p in M , with respect to the canonical 
almost complex structure of the family. If the domain of each local cubic 
isometry i s al l of M , then M. is called Riemannian 3-symmetric space. 
Graham and Ledger j^6 3 showed that a Riemannian 3-symmetric manifold 
M defined as in definition . 4 . 3 . 1 . , when k = 3i always admits an analytic 
atlas, where the symmetry tensor field S is analytic. If M. is regular, then 
by proposition^/.3.5. each symmetry i s an almost complex isometry (holo-
morphic in definition 5 . 1 . 1 . ) with respect to the almost complex structure J , 
(called the canonical almost complex structure in definition 5 . 1 . 1 . ) and finally, 
from proposition 4 . 3 . 4 . , the symmetry tensor field i s given by 
from this, we see that a Riemannian 3-regular symmetric manifold is in 
fact the same as Riemannian 3-symmetric space defined by Gray . 
Proposition 5 . 1 . 1 . Le t M be a Riemannian locally 3-regular symmetric 
manifold. Then 
( i ) R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = R ( J X , J Y , Z , W ) + R ( J X , Y , J Z , W ) + R ( J X , Y , Z , J W ) 
X , Y , Z , W € ^ ( M ) 
( i i ) V V ( R X X , Y , Z , W ) + V V ( R X J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) = o , V , X , Y , Z , W € * ( M ) 
Proof: - See Gray page 24. 
Theorem 5 . 1 . 2 . Le t ( G , H , t , 3 ) be a symmetric quadruple, where G is a 
connected L i e group, H is a closed subgroup of G with ( H t ) Q d H C H j 
(60) 
and t is an automorphism of order 3 of G . Further , assume that Ad(H) 
i s compact. 
Q 
(i) In each G-invariant, t-invariant Riemannian structure Q on / ^ , the 
Q 
manifold is a Riemannian 3-regular symmetric manifold. 
( i i ) If we write (dt)g I m = — i l H ^ C , J> then J induces the almost complex 
G 
structure on and Q is almost Hermitian with respect to J . 
P r o o f s (i) Exact ly the same proof of theorem 4 . 3 . 3 . , where in this case 
Proposition 5 . 1 . 3 . Let M be a Riemannian 3-regular symmetric manifold, 
with almost complex J . Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
( i ) M is naturally reductive. 
( i i) The almost complex structure J i s nearly Kahler ian. 
Using proposition 5 . 1 . 3 . we have the following 
Proposition 5 . 1 . 4 . A totally umbilic almost Hermitian submanifold M of a 
naturally reductive Riemannian 3-regular symmetric manifold N is a 
naturally reductive Riemannian 3-regular symmetric manifold. 
Proof: - From proposition 5 . 1 . 3 . N is nearly Kahler . By proposition 1.6.4.^ 
M i s a minimal submanifold, but M is totally umbilic, i . e . if p £ M is any 
point, then using the notations of section 5, Chapter I , we have 
k = 3, and t = s. 
( iOSee Gray , page 35. 
Proof: - S e c Gray L 8 J , page 36. 
A N 1 p • X 1 
here X is a sca ler and 1 is the identity transformation of M w 
trace A n 
. # A N i p = o for a l l p € M . 
(61) • 
a • « M is a totally geodesic almost Hermitian submanifold of N . By 
proposition 4.3.8. M is a Riemannian 3-regular symmetric manifold. 
From proposition 1.6.3. M is a nearly Kahler, hence by proposition 
5.1.3. M i s naturally reductive. / / 
Gray (_8 J gave a classification of (pseudo) Riemannian locally 
3-regular symmetric manifolds, his arguments depended on a joint work 
done by him. and Wolf J 25 J . 
Proposition 5.1.4. Let M be a/Riemannian s-manifold of order k, such that 
the only eigenvalues of the symmetry tensor field S of M are 9 and Q 
( 0 is not real). Then either M is locally symmetric, or k = 3. 
Ricmannian 3-symmetric manifolds appear in the recent work of Ledger 
and Pettitt £ l8^ | . They consider a metrizable s-regular manifold (M,S) 
( i . e . for some metric g, M is a Riemannian s-regular manifold) for which 
the symmetry tensor field S has a quadratic minimal polynomial, in this 
case (M,s) is called a quadratic s-manifold. Such manifolds are found to 
admit an almost complex structure J. It is also proved that either all the 
symmetries are of order 3 or J is integrable, and there exists a metric g 
such that (M,g) is Hermitian symmetric with respect to J. A classification 
up to equivalence of all compact quadratic manifolds (M,s) is given. 
One may ask about a classification of a metrizable s-regular manifolds 
4 3 
for which the symmetry tensor field S has a minimal polynomial S +o( S + 
o 
/ffS^+ y S + V l = o, and in general a classification of a metrizable s-regul 
manifolds, for which the symmetry tensor field S has minimal polynomial 
S m + . . . + V 1 = o, where m is an even integr > o. . 
[ ] 
1 2 5 ] 
r MS 
Proof: - See Ledger and Obata[_17 [ 7 ] . 
(62) 
5.2 Riemannian (locally) 5-Symmetric Manifolds; -
If we put k = 5 in definition 4 . 3 . 1 . , we get the definition of a 
Riemannian (locally) 5-regular symmetric manifold. 
In the following proposition we wi l l prove a statement similar to 
the one given in proposition 5.1.4., where we assume that the symmetry 
tensor field has four distinct eigenvalues. 
Proposition 5 .2 .1 . Let M be a Riemannian s-manifold of order k, such 
that the eigenvalues of the symmetry tensor field S are B| , 9 ( » Q^and 
where all them's are distinct ( © p © 2 a r e n o t real). Further assume that 
®1 a n d 62 ^ ®2* T h e n e i t h e r 
(i) k = 5 or ( i i ) M is locally symmetric. 
Proof; - At each point X € M, denote the © t—eigenspace and ^-eigenspace 
of on the complex tangent space M x by N ^ x and Then their complex 
conjugates N ^ x and N2 X are the ©j -eigenspace and Q^-ei gens pace. Let 
D^, D2» D p and D^ be the complex distributions which assign N ^ x , N2 xf 
and N2 X at x. If X and Y are complex-valued vector fields, then 
S X U X , Y ^ - (ds x ) x £ X , Y ] x - [ d 3 x x , d , X Y ] X - C S X , S Y J X 
Consider the following cases 
r~ 2 
(1) ( X , Y € D j ) ; [ © X , © Y j x = 6X L x , Y J x , then either Zx?Jx ' < 
or one of the following is valid 
a) &l = e 2 , ( u ) © 1 = © 2 
(2) ( X , Y € D 2 ) ; C E 2 X , E 2 Y ~ ] X = 6 | [ X , Y J x , then either [ X , Y 3 x -
or one of the following is valid 
(0 e | - S , ao e | - e 
(63) 
(3) ( X . Y C S p ; [ ^ X , © Y ] X = Of E X . Y J X ' then either [ X f - Y ] x - 6 
or one of the following is valid 
(i) ^ 2 = 9 2 » (iO ^ 2 = © 2 » a n d this implies that either 
( 3 C , Y J x = o , or one of the following is valid \ 
(i) 0 2 = © 2 , ( i i) B\ = 92 (the same as (D) 
(4) ( X f Y e T J 2 ) S L V , V I x " e 2 2 [ x , Y ] x , then either [ X . Y ] x = o 
or one of the following is valid 
(i) © 2 = » ^ ^ 2 = ®L ' a n d this implies that either 
= o , or one of the following is valid 
(i) 0 2 = ^ , ( i i ) 0 | = 6 1 ( t h e s a m e a s ( 2 ) ) 
(5) ( X 6 D r Y € D 2 ) ; [ j ^ X , © 2 Y 3 X = 9 i 9 2 C X ' Y ] x " ° n e o f t h e 
following cases is valid 
(i) Qx 9 2 = 9 1 ' 9 1
 e2 = B2 ' 9 1 9 2 = ®1' 
av) e x o 2 = o2 (v) C X , Y ] x = o \ 
(i) and (ii) are rejected. For ( i i i ) \ ^ 2 = ^ \ 4 ^ \ B2 **2 9 1 = ^1^2 
< = > 0 2 = © 2 - ^o r ( i v ) ^ © 2 " ® 2 ^ ^ 2 = ® 1 " H e n c e e i t h e r 
J 7 X , Y J ^ = o , or one of the following is valid 
(0 e 2 = e 2 , ( i i ) © 2 = © x 
(6) ( X € D p Y € D j ) ; [ ^ X , ^ Y ] X ©, ^  [ X . Y J x = fr^^X^ 
(7) ( X 6 D r Y e D 2 ) ; [ ^ X , B 2 Y ] X - 2 t X * Y J x * ° n e o f t h e 
following is valid. 
\ (64) 
- ^ i 
( i) ©i© 2 " °V 91^2 = ^2 ' e i ^ 2 V &V ( i v ) 01*2 T ® 
(v) T X , Y ] X = O 
(i) and (i i) are rejected. For ( i i i ) ©^^2 = ®2*^®2 = ®1' a n c* 
fo r ( iv ) 9^2 = Q^^O* - ©2' Hence either [ k , Y j x = o, or one 
of the following is valid 
(0 S 2 = &.( , ( i i ) © x 2 = © 2 . 
(8) (X€LD 2 > Y6D X ) • ; & 2 X ' ^ j f x = 0 2 G l t - X ' Y l x * 0 1 1 6 o f * h e 
following cases i$ valid: -
(i) 9 l 9 2 = © x , ( i i ) ^62 = ©2 ' ^1 0 2 = 0 1 ' 
(iv) = 92 , ( v ) C x , Y ] X = o 
(i) and (ii) are rejected. For ( i i i ) 6]L 0 2 = G ^ ^ © 2 = and for N 
(iv) ^82 = ®2^e2 = ^1" Hence, either [ x , Y " ] x - o, or 
one of the following is valid 
(i) © 2 = © 2 ' 9 2 = ^1 (^e same as (7)) 
(9) ( X € D 2 , Y € T 3 2 ) ; [ e 2 x , 0 2 Y J x , = * 2 « 2 & » X l x " [ X , Y ] ^ X , Y J -
(10) ( X e D 1 , Y 6 ^ 2 ) 5 r e ! X » ^ 2 Y J x " ® L ^ 2 C X » Y 3 x " ° n e o f t h e 
following cases is valid 
(0 6^2 - Sv ( i i) e j 2 = S"2, ^2 - 9V ( i v ) V 2 • ° : 
(v) f x , Y j x = o 
(i) and ( i i ) are rejected. For ( i i i ) ^ ^ 2 = ®i = ®2 a n d f o r 
(65) 
^1^2 = ^2^^ ^2 = ®1" H e n c e ' e i t h e r [ x , Y ] X = o, or one of the 
following is valid. 
(i) &l = 0 2 , ( i i ) 9 2 = ^ 1 ( the same as (5) ) 
Al l the cases from (1) to (10) are reduced to 
(i) (0 el = a 2 or ( i i ) of =ke2 or (uo [ X , Y ] x = o 
and (11) (i) = ^ o r ( u ) e 2 = ^ Q R ( U I ) [ X , Y ) x = o 
and (111) (i) 0* = 9 2 or ( i i ) © | .= ©x or ( i i i ) [ X , Y ] x - o 
and (IV) (i) 9* = Gx or ( i i ) 9^ = ^ or ( i i i ) [ X , Y U x = o 
2 
Assume that (1) (i) is valid i . e . 9* = © 2 . S quare both sides we 
have e£ = ©f • This with (11) (i) gives 9* = © ^ =^6p = 1 which 
is rejected, while = ©^ with (11) ( i i ) gives 9± = G ^ 5 ^ © ^ = 1 . 
(Il l) and (IV) do not give any new information. Similarly, i f we assume that 
(1) ( i i ) is valid, then this with (11) (i) give 9^ = 1 , while with (11) ( i i ) give 
9 2 = 1 , which is rejected. (Il l) and (IV) do not give any new information. 
Finally, assume that £ X , Y 3 x = o. From theorem 2.1.4. , M = ^ /^ , 
where G is the largest connected component of the Lie group l(M) of all 
isometries of M, and H is the isotropy subgroup of G at some fixed point 
G/ 
x € M . H is a reductive homogeneous space, with fixed decomposition of 
the Lie algebra £ of G, i . e . £ = h ^ m (direct sum), where h i s the Lie 
algebra of H, and m is a subspace of £ such that Ad(H)(m)cm . Denote by 
m c the complexification of m , and since we have £ X , Y J = o, for all 
m , m I c. h , where h is the 
complexification of h. We also have m = m ^ £ 
• i [ m , m] = £> g ] - [nf. s f j f l & £ £ = h 
i . e . £m » nfj £ h» and this proves that M is locally symmetric space. 
(66) 
Remark: - In proposition 5 .2.1., the conditions that B ^ ifc © j and G% ©2 
are clearly necessary, as it is shown in the following example due to Dr. 
R. B. Pettitt, to whom 1 am very grateful. 
Example; - Let (M^g^) be s^  (the six sphere) with the usual metric and let 
S-, be the 3-symmetric structure defined via the representation 
U(3) ' L E T 
^72 ^ e the levi-Civita connection of g^, and the symmetry tensor field. 
The eigenvalues of S, are cos" + i sin 2.TT/3 and ^ / ^ ( S ^ ) ^ o. Let 
2 ' 
(M.2^2) befR with the usual flat metric, and let S2 be the k-symmetric structure 
defined by (s2^ = rotation about p by ^ / j ^ * Let ^ 2 t>e the Levi-Civita 
connection of g2» and S2 the symmetry tensor field. The eigenvalues of 
217" 2TT 
S 2 are cos + i sin /^. Define the product s-manifold 
(M ,g , s ) = ( M J X M 2 , g ] X g 2 > ®i^s2^ » s = ^ i ® s 2 i s t h e 3 y m m e t r y 
tensor field of M and y ( S ) - V j ( S ] ) f l ! ^ ( S 2 ) . Since V ^ S j ) ^ o, then 
^ 7 ( S ) = £ o . The eigenvalues of S are cos Aj +. s ^ n 3^ a n d cos ^ / + 
k 
2~ir 
i sin /^. Thus i f k is any integer ^ 3 , ( M , g , s , ) is a Riemannian regular 
±19, ±iez _ 
s-manifold for which S has eigenvalues Q , € *o40= 'k ^ ^2 ° 
^ " ' ^ j ' ^ ' " ^ but neither locally symmetric nor 5-symmetric. ^ 
Let M be a/Riemannian locally 5-symmetric manifold. Let S be the 
/\ 
symmetry tensor field on M . The eigenvlaues of S are the 5th roots afunity, 
and since they appear in pairs we have three cases to consider 
(i) cos ^"^5 +. i sin a r e the only eigenvalues :'of S . 
( i i ) cos ^1 + * s i n ^^5 a r e t * i e o n ^ v eigenvalues °f S . 
5 — 
( i i i ) Al l cos ^^ / t j + i sin and cos ^"^5 + i sin ^"^5 are eigenvalues 
o f S . ( i = \ / ^ I ) 
(67) 
In cases (i) or ( i i) the symmetry tensor field S has only two eigen- » 
values conjugate to each other, but the square of one eigenvalue does not 
equal the conjugate of this eigenvalue, hence by proposition 5.1.4-., M is 
locally symmetric. For case ( i i i ) , and using proposition 5 .2 .1 . , we see 
that M is not locally symmetric. From now on we wi l l only consider the 
case when the symmetry tensor field S has four distinct eignevalues. 
At each point p € M , we have = © ^ p l ' a n d ^ s 8 i v e s 
rise to two differentiable distributions and M 2 on M , S = S ^& S 2 , 
where S X = (cos 2 1 1 ^ ) 1 + (sin 2 7 r / 5 ) J x and S 2 = (cos + (sin W/J J 2 > 
and J = J^© J 2 is an almost complex structure on M . We wil l always 
refer to the almost complex structure mentioned above. 
5.3. Curvature Relations in Riemannian Locally 5-Regular Symmetric 
Manifolds 
Proposition 5 .3 .1 . Let S : V—»V be an isomorphism of an even dimensional 
vector space V. Let V = V^© V 2 (direct sum) j S = S 1 © S 2 > such that 
S . (V.)<=V. ( j = 1,2). Suppose that S. = (cos ^ l 5 ) 1 , + (sin " 7c) Ji 
and S 2 = (cos + ^ s i n ^5^2' w h e r e *j = V j — ^ V j i s t h e i d e n t i t y 
transformation, and = V\—>V\ ( j = 1,2) is an almost complex structure 
on V. «Let M and 6 be two tensors on V of type (-4,0) and (5,0) respec-
tively, such that they satisfy the following conditions 
« ( X , Y , Z , W ) = -CX(Y,X,Z,W) = - o f ( X , Y , W,Z) = l * ( Z , W , X , Y ) 
^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = - / ? ( V , Y , X , Z , W ) = - ^ ( V , X , Y , W , Z ) = p (V ,Z ,W,X,Y) 
for all V ,X,Y,Z ,W€.V. Suppose that S preserves oC and (2 
(1X0 If X ,Y ,Z ,W belong either to or V 2 or X,Y€ V x and Z, W€ V 2 
or X , Z € V 1 and Y , W € V 2 . Then 
* ( X , Y , Z , W ) = *(JX,JY,Z,W) + <*(JX,Y,JZ,W) + <X(JX,Y, Z ,JW) 
and (*(X,Y,Z,W) = CX (JX,JY,JZ,JW) 
(68) 
(ii) If X.Y.ZGV, and W f e V 2 . Then , 
- 3 K ( X , Y , Z , W , ) = <*(JX,JY,Z,W,) + tf(JX,Y,JZ,W) + *(JX,Y,ZJW) 
and <X(X,Y,Z,W) = <X(JX JY JZ JW) 
( i i i ) If X€.V, and Y , Z , W 4 i V 2 . Then 
3<X(X,Y,Z,W) = <X(JX JY,Z,W) + {X(JX,Y JZ,W) + <tf(JX ,Y ,Z ,JW) 
and tf(X,Y,Z,W) = - <X (JX JYJZ JW) 
(2)(i) I f V , X , Y , Z , W belong either to V 1 or V 2 . Then 
-10^(V,X f Y,Z f W); . = ^ ( J V J X , Y , Z , W ) + 0(JV,X,JY,Z,W) 
+ |9(JV,X,Y,JZ,W) + f?(JV,X,Y,Z JW) + (? (VJXJY,Z,W) 
+ ?(V JX,Y JZ,W) + (?(VJX,Y,ZJW) + P(V,X,JY,JZ,W) 
+ ? (V,X,JY,Z,JW) + f ( V , X , Y JZ JW). 
(ii) If V , X , Y , Z € V 1 and WfeV 2 or V , X ^ V 1 and Y , Z , W € V 2 or V € V 2 
and X , Y , Z , W € V 1 or V , Z , W € V 2 and X , Y € V 1 o r V , Y , W e V 2 and X , Z £ V r Then 
2(9(V,X,Y,Z,W) = P (JVJX,Y,Z,W) + . . . + ^ (V ,X,Y JZ ,JW) 
(i i i ) If V , X , Y 6 V 1 and Z,W«=V2 or V ,X , Z e V ^ Y , W € V 2 or V f i V 1 and 
X , Y , Z , W € V 2 or V , W € V 2 and X , Y , Z €V X or V,Y ,Z,W^V2 and X f i V ^ Then 
-2 p (V,X,Y,Z,W) = ^ (JYJX,Y,Z,W) + . . . + p (V,X,Y,JZ,JW) 
Proof: - Let ZgV be any vector, then Z = X + Y, when X eV^ and Y € V 2 -
S 2 Z = S ^ X ^ S ^ Y = S ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ Y ) 
= ((cos 2 1 ^ ) 1 1 + (sin ((cos ^ X + (sin 2 l ^ ) J 1 x ) 
e ((cos 4 7 ^ ) 1 2 + (sin 4 7 ^)J 2 )((cos Y + (sin ^ / ^ Y ) 
= C(cos 2 2 7 r / 5 ) X + 2(sin 2 T! ' 5)(cc6 2" T} 5)J 1X -(sin 2 ^ x ] 
© £ c o s 4 4 " ^ 5 ) Y + 2(sin 4 7 £ . ) (cos 4 1 ^ ) J2Y -(sin 2 ^ ) Y ] 
\ 
(69) 
= ((cos AlT/s)X + C s i n 4 l ^ ) J 1 X ) e ( ( c o s 2 l J" 5 )Y - (sin 2 \ ) J 2Y) ' 
- ( [(cos A \ ) I x + (sin ]^ Q £(cos 2 " ^ ) I 2 - (sin 2 \ ) J2"]XZ) 
Similarly, we have 
S 3 Z = (/(cos 4 l ! / 5 ) I x - (sin 4 l F 5 ) . J j ] © [ ( c o s ? " n / 5 ) l 2 + ( s i n 2 1 T / 5 ) J 2 ] ) ( Z ) 
Z 4 Z - ( {(cos ^ / g M j - (sin 2 l ^ 5 ) j j 8 [ (cos 4 ^ 5 ) I 2 - (sin 4 \ ) J 2 ] ) ( Z ) 
and S 5 Z = Z 
We have S preserves <K , ie . for a l l X , Y , Z , W 6 V, we have 
* ( X , Y , Z , W ) = (SX,SY,SZ,SW) = K ( S ^ . S ^ , S 2Z ,S 2W) 
= (X. ( S ^ . S ^ S ^ . S ^ ) = (X (S^X.S^Y.S^Z.S^W) . . . Q 
Let X = X1 + X 2 , Y = Y x + Y 2 > Z = Z x + Z 2 and W = W x + W 2 , where X r Y j 
Z l ' W l € V l a n d X 2 ' Y 2 ' Z 2 ' W 2 e V 2 
2 2 2 2 
Hence t* (X,Y,Z ,W) = ^ 2 1 2 7 5 1 c< (X. ,Y. ,Z, , W ) 
i = l j= l k=l m=l 
This gives 16 terms, to prove (1) of the proposition, we make use of the 
condition 0< satisfies, and this requires us to consider only 6 cases which 
are given in ( i ) , ( i i ) and ( i i i ) of part (1). 
(DCiXa) X ,Y,Z ,W€ V y F rom Q) we have 
U ((cos 2 \ ) X + (sin 2 \ ) J X , (cos 2\)Y + (sin ^ ^ J Y , (cos 2 l £ ) Z + 
9"IT 9 TT 9 "IT 
(sm / 5 )JZ), (cos Z 75)W + (sm /5)JW) = <X(X,Y,Z,W) (i) 
IX. ((cos 4 _ 1 , / 5 )X + ( s i n ^ 5 ) J X , (cos 4 "7 5 )Y + (sin 4 ^5) JY, (cos 4 \ ) Z +. 
( s i n 4 \ ) J Z , ( cos 4 T / 5 )W, + (sin 4TE;)JW) = X (X,Y,Z,W) . . • • ( i i) 
(70) 
Using linearity of 0<,and add (i) to (ii) (in each equation 8 terms * 
out of 16 are cancelled), we have 
2(cos4 2 \ + cos 4 4 " ^ 5 ) # ( X , Y , Z , W ) + 2(cos2 2 \ s in 2 2 \ + cos 2 4 \ 
sin ^ / 5 ) 
x |c< (JX,JY,Z,W) + <X(JX,Y,JZ,W) + *(JX,Y,Z,JW) .+ U (X,JY,JZ,W) 
+ £><(X,JY,Z,JW) + <X.(X,Y,JZ,JW)J 2(sin 4 2 \ + s in 4 4 \ ) 
• • 1 
0<(JXfJY,JZ,JW) = 4K(X,Y,Z,W) - - - ( i i i ) 
From the appendix (5) ( i ) , (ii) and ( i i i ) .we have 
7 / l 6 (X,Y,Z,W) + 5 / l 6 [*(JX,JY,Z,W) + « ( J X , Y J Z , W ) + tx(JX,Y,ZJW) 
+ K (X,JY,JZ,W) + *(X,JY,Z,JW) + ^ (X,Y,JZ,JW)j [ + l 5 / l g 
<<(JXfJYJZ,JW) = 2K(X,Y,Z ,W) , or 
*(JX,JY,Z,W) + t* (JX,Y,JZ,W) + X(JX,Y,ZJW) + « ( X , J Y J Z , W ) 
+ P^(X,JY,Z,JW) + <X(X,YiJZ,JW) + 3*(JX,JY,JZ,JW) = 5 <tf(X,Y,Z,W)- - - ( i v ) 
Replace X, Y, Z, W by JX, JY, JZ, JW in (iv) we have 
/* (JX,JY,Z,W) + #(JX,Y,JZ,W) + ^(JX,Y,Z,JW) + *UX,JY,JZ,W) 
+ 0C(X,JY,Z,JW) + X(X,Y,JZ,JW) + 3K (X ,Y ,Z ,W) = 5<X(JX ,JY ,JZ JW)—-(v) 
From (iv) and (v) we get 
5 * ( X , Y , Z , W ) - 3(X(JX,rY,JZ,JW) = 5oC(rX,JYJZJW) - 3 <*(X,Y ,Z ,\W) 
or <X (X,Y,Z,W) = * (JX,JY,JZJW) - - - - - - (vi) 
Using (vi) we have 
<*(X,Y,Z,W) = <X(JX,JY,Z,W) + (X (JX,YJZ,W) + <X (JX,Y,Z,JW) 




From above we see that the coefficient of S 2 are exactly the same as 
2 2 ^ L. the coefficients of , and the coefficients of S 2 » S 2 , and S 2 are exactly 
the same as the coefficients of S^, and respectively. Hence from 
equation we are going to get exactly the same equations as in( l} (iXa) 
but this time we have X ,Y ,Z , W € V 2 , and this gives us that 
* (X,Y,Z,W) = IX (JX,JY,JZJW) 
and <X(X,Y,Z,W) = CX(JX ,JY ,Z ,W) + <X(JX,YJZ,W) + cx(JX,Y,ZJW) 
(lXiXc) X , Y € . V 1 and Z ,W€V" 2. From equation Q , we have 
« ( ( c o s 2 "^ 5 )X + (sin 2"^ 5)JX, (cos 2 " ^ ) Y ±(sin 2 )JY, ( c o s 4 7 ^ 
^ s i n ^ ^ J Z , ( c o s ^ ^ W t(s in 4 "^ 5 )JW)= 2<X(X,Y,Z,W) (i) 
« ( ( c o s 4 T / 5 ) X K s i n 0 / ^ , (cos 4 T / 5 ) Y ±(sin 4 T / 5 ) J Y , (cos 2 l f / 5 ) Z 
T (cos 2 l / 5 ) J Z , (cos 2 "^ 5 )W+(s in 2"^/5)JW) = 2 * ( X , Y , Z , W ) - ~ ( i i) 
Using linearity of 6( and add (i) to ( i i ) , we have 
2(cos2 2 l r / 5 cos 2 4 ¥ / 5 + c o s 2 . 4 ^ cos 2 2 1 T / 5 ) ( K ( X , Y , Z , W ) + 2(cos2 2 l r / s 
s in 2 A i r / 5 + cos 2 A l r / S s in 2 ^ ^ [ r t t t ,Y JZ ,JW) + *(JX ,JY ,Z ,W)] 
+2(sin2 2 T / 5 s in 2 ° / 5 +sin 2 4 7 r / 5 s in 2 2ir/^K (JX,JY,JZJW) -
4-K(X,Y,Z,W) 
From the appendix (6 ) ( i ) , (ii) and (i i i ) we have 
<* (JX, JY, Z , W ) + K(X ,Y,JX JW) + 0C(JX, JY ,JZ ,JW) = 3<>UX,Y ,Z ,W) --(iii) 
Replace X , Y , Z , W by JX,JY,JZ,JW we have 
K(JX,JY,Z,W) + <*(X,Y JZ JW) + K(X,Y ,Z,W) = 3 K(JX,JY J Z J W > - --(iv) 
From (ii i) and (iv) we have 
<X (X,Y,Z,W) = <X.(JXJY JZ JW) • - - (v) 
Hence from (iij)we get 
* (JX JY,Z ,W) = (X. (X,Y,Z,W) (vi) 
(72) 
Replace Y, Z by JY , JZ in (vi) we get 
-c*(JX,Y,JZ,W) = <X (X,JY,JZW) 
But from(v) we have t*(X,JY,JZ,W) = <* (JX,Y,Z,JW) 
•'. K (JX,Y,JZ,W) + (JX,Y,Z,JW) = o (vii) 
Hence from (vi) and (vii) we have 
<X(X,Y,Z,W) = *(JX,JY,Z,W) + *(JX,Y,JZ,W) + (X (JX,Y,Z,JW) 
(D(iXd) X, Z € V r and Y , W€ V 2 . From equation Q we have 
« ((cos ^ X + (sin 2 \ ) J X , (cos 4 ^ ) Y + (sin 4 ^ J Y , (cos 2\)Z + (sin ^ J Z , 
( cos 4 7 ^ 5 )W+ (sin 4 "^)JW) = 2 K ( X , Y , Z , W ) - ( i ) 
PC ((cos 4"^ 5)X + (sin 4 i y 5 ) JX, (cos ^ Y + (sin 2"^ 5)JY, (cos *\)Z + (sin 4 \ ) J Z , 
(cos 2~^5)W + (sin 2 lf 5)JW) = 2<X(X,Y,Z,W) ( i i) 
Using linearity of (X , and add (i) to ( i i ) , we have 
2(cos2 2 \ cos 2 A \ + cos 2 47 5 cos 2 2 i r / s ) * (X, Y, Z, W) + 2(cos2 g i n 2 4 ^ + 
cos 2 tfs s in 2 275)[]fiC (JX,Y,JZ,W) + <X (X,JY,Z,JW)] + 
2 ( s i n 2 2 T / 5 s i n 2 4 l F 5 + s in 2 U \ sin 2 ^ ^ ( J X . J Y . J Z J W ) 
= 4*(X,Y- ,Z,W) - - ~ - - - ( i i i ) 
From the appendix (6)( i ) , ( i i ) and ( i i i ) , we have 
DC. (JX,Y,JZ,W) + X(X,JY/Z,JW) + *(JX,JY,JZ,JW) = 3* ( X , Y , Z , W ) - - - • (iv) 
Replace X , Y , Z , W by JX,JY,JZ,JW in (iv) we get 
OC (JX,Y,JZ,W) + (X(X,JY,Z,JW) + CX(X,Y,Z,W) = \3« (JX.JY, JZ,JW) - - - (v) 
\ 
From (iv) and (v) we get 
(73) > . 
3o((X,Y,Z,W)-o<(JX,JY,JZ,JW) = 3X(JX,JY,JZ,JW)- *(x,y,?,W) , 
or <X(X,Y,Z,W) = /X(JX,JY,JZ,JW) - - - - (vi) 
In (vi) replace Y, Z by JY, JZ we get 
* (X,JY,JZ,W) = K(JX,Y,Z,JW) - - (vii) 
Using (vi) in (iv) we have 
C< (JX,YJZ f W) = * ( X , Y , Z , W ) - - - - - -. - -.(viii) 
In (vii i) replace Y, Z by JY, JZ we get 
-ftC(JX fJY,Z^) = *(X,JY,JZ,W) = i*(JX,Y,Z,JW) 
or oC (JX,JY,Z,W) + (X. (JX,Y,Z,JW) =' o 
»'» <X (X,Y,Z,W) = <*(JX,JYZ,W) + K (JX,Y,JZ,W) + (JX,Y,Z,JW) 
(lXii) X ,Y, Z €V X and W 6 V 2 > From equation Q we have 
* ((cos275)X + (sin 275)JX, (cos 2\)Y + ( s i n 2 l ^ ) J Y , (cos 2 ^ 5 ) Z + (sin 2 \ ) ] Z , 
( cos 4 ^ 5 )W+(s in 4 l ? 5 ) JW) = 2oC(X,Y fZ,W) - - - ( 0 
((cos ^ 5 ) X + (sin 475)JX, (cos ^ Y + (sin ^ J Y , (cos ^ Z + ( s i n ^ J Z , 
(cos 2 T / 5 )W"(s in 2 T I ' 5 )JW) = 2 * ( X , Y , Z , W ) - (ii) 
Using linearity of bC , and add (i) to (i i) we get 
2 ( c o s 3 2 T 5 co s 4 ^ 5 + cos 3 4 T 5 c o s 2 i r / 5 ) ^ ( X , Y , Z , W ) + 
2(cos2 2 \ sin 2 \ s i n 4 ^ - cos 2 A \ s i n 2 \ sin ^ [<X(X,Y,JZ,JW) + 
<*(X,JY,Z,JW) + <X (JX,Y,Z,JW)] + 2(cos 2 7 5 s in 2 2 ^ 5 cos ^ \ + 
c o s 4 7 5 s i n 2 4 f 5 cos 2 l / 5 ) [ ^ ( X , J Y , J Z , W ) + {* (JX,Y ,JZ, W ) + * (JX,JY,Z, W)] 
+ 2(sin 3 2 7y 5 s in 4 7 5 - s in 3 A \ sin 2 ^ 5 > 0((jxf JY,JZ,JW) = 4t* (X,Y,Z ,W) 
(74) 
From the appendix (7)(i), ( i i ) , ( i i i ) and (iv) we have • 
- [oe(jX,JY,Z,W) + K(JX,Y,JZ,W) + <X(JX,Y,ZJW) + * (X , JYJZ f W) 
+ tf(X,JY,ZJW) + ^(X,Y ,JZ,JW)]] + <?<(JXfJY,JZ,JW) = 7<* (X,Y,Z,W)---(i i i) 
In ( i i i ) replace X , Y , Z, W by JX, JY ,JZ,JW we have 
- | j * ( J X , J Y , Z , W , ) + <rf(JX,Y JZ,W) + * ( J X , Y , Z JW) + 0<(X JY JZ,W) 
+ * ( X J Y , Z J W ) + a U X . Y J Z J W ) ] + * ( X , Y , Z , W ) = 7*(JX,JY JZ JW) »(iv) 
From ( i i i ) and (iv) we get 
7<X(X,Y,Z,W) - * (JX,JYJZJW) = 7oC(JX,JYJZJW)-<X(X,Y,Z,W) 
X ( X , Y , Z , W ) = <* (JX,JYJZJW) - • (v) 
U sing (v) in ( i i i ) we have 
-3<X(X,Y,Z,W) = #(JX,JY,Z,W) + 6( (JX,Y,JZ,W) + (X. (JX,Y,Z,JW) 
(lXiii) X € V 1 and Y , Z , W € V 2 
Ot ((cos 2 ^ 5 ) X + (sin 2 ^ 5 ) JX , (cos 4 7 ^ ) Y + (sin 4 T 5 )JY, (cos A\)Z + (sin 4 ^ ) J Z , 
( c o s 4 ^ ) W + ( s i n ^ J W ) = 2<*(X,Y,Z,W) - (i) 
K ((cos 4 5 5 )X + (sin 4 T 5 )JX, (cos 2\)Y + (sin 2 ^ ) j Y , (cos 2 ^ ) Z +(s in 2 \ ) ] Z , 
(cos 2 ^ 5 ) W + (sin 27 5)JW) = 2(X(X,Y,Z,W) ( i i ) 
Using linearity of$( , and add (i) to (ii) we get 
2(cos 2 \ cos 3 AJ5 + cos * > \ cos 3 2 7 5 )« (X ,Y ,Z ,W) + 2(cos 2 \ cos 4 ^5 s i n 2 ^ 
+ cos 4 T 5 cos 2 \ s i n 2 2 7F 5)[* (X,Y JZ JW) + <K(X,JY,ZJW) +<X (X, JY J Z , W)] 
+ 2(sin 2 l f 5 s i n 4 7 f 5 cos 2 ^ \ - sin 4 7 f e sin 2 \ cos 2 2 \ ) \ * (JX,Y,Z JW) 
+ << (JX,YJZ,W) + 0<(JXJY,Z,W)]J + 2 (sin ^ s in 3 4 7 ^ 5 - s i n 4 " ^ s in 3 2 l ^ ) 
(75) 
<X (JX,JY,JZ,JW) = 4 * ( X , Y , Z , W ) 
From the appendix (7X0, ( i i ) , ( i i i ) and (iv) we have 
(X,Y,JZ,JW) + <X(X,JY,Z,JW) + Oi (X,JY,JZ,W)J + [(X (JX,Y,Z,JW) 
+ *(JX,Y,JZ,W) + <*(JX,JY,Z,W)J--o<(JX,JY,JZ,JW) = 7<X(X,Y,Z,W) ( i i i ) ! 
In ( i i i ) replace X , Y , Z , W by JX,JY,JZ,JW we have 
- jcX(JX,JY ,Z ,W) + IX (JX,Y,JZ,W) +IX ( JX ,Y ,Z , JW )J + [<X (X,JY,'JZ,W) 
+ (X,JY,Z,JW) + <X ( X , Y ; J Z , J W ) J - t f ( X , Y , Z , W ) = 7t*(JX,JY,JZ,JW) * NNNGV) 
Add ( i i i ) to (iv) we have 
- [ " * ( X , Y , Z f W ) + <* (JX,JY,JZ,JW)] = 7 j jX(X ,Y ,Z ,W) + IX (JX,JY,JZ,JW)] 
or fit ( X , Y , Z , W ) = -<X(JX,JY,JZfJW) - ^ . . ~ . _ . (v) 
Using (v) in ( i i i ) we get 
3# (X,Y ,Z ,W) = <X (JX,JY,Z,W) + oC(JX,Y,JZ,W) + * ( JX,Y ,Z , JW) 
(2) We have S preserves j$ , i . e . for all V , X , Y , Z , W V , we have 
jj(v,x,Y,z,w) = ^ ( S V , S X , S Y ; S Z , S W ) = ^ ( S ^ . S ^ . S ^ . S ^ . S W ) 
= ( S 3 V , S 3 X , S 3 Y I S 3 Z , S 3 W ) = ^ ( S ^ V . S ^ X . S ^ Y . S ^ Z ^ W ) (2) 
Le tV = V 1 + V 2 , X = X 1 + X 2 > Y = Y x + Y 2 , W - + W 2 > Z^^here 
V 1 , X 1 , Y 1 , Z 1 , W 1 € V 1 and V 2 , X 2 , Y 2 , Z 2 W 2 e V 2 
Hence (? ( V . X . Y . Z , W) = k t f l <L. g T f ^ . X . Y k , Z m , W n > 
* i = l ]=1 k=l m=l n=l ' J 
This gives 32 terms, to prove^^of the proposition, we make use of the 
condition ^ satisfies, and this requires us to consider only 12 cases, which 
are given in ( i ) , ( i i ) and ( i i i ) of part of the proposition 
(76) 
2) (i) (a) V, X, Y , Z , W 6 V x . Then from equation © we have 
f? ((cos 2 "^ 5 )V + (sin 2\)]V, (cos 2 ^ ) X + (sin 2 ^ J X , (cos 2 ^ ) Y + (sin 2T 5)JY , j 
(cos 2T 5)Z + (sin 27 5)JZ, (cos 2\)W + (sin 2 ^ ) J W ) = 2(?(V,X,Y, Z, W) (i) j 
j? ((cos 4 75)V + (sin 4 T 5 )JV, (cos 4 ^ ) X + (sin A\)]X, (cos 4 ? 5 ) Y + (sin ^ J y , j 
(cos 4 ^ ) Z + (sin 4 ^)JZ, (cos 4 ^ ) W + (sin ^ J W ) = 2 j?(V, X , Y , Z, W) • (i i) 
Using linearity of ^ , and add (i) to (i i) (in each equation 16 terms out 
of 32 are cancelled), we have 
2(cos 5 2 \ + cos 5 4 T 5 ) f (V ,X ,Y ,Z ,W) + 2(cos3 2 ^ s in 2 2 ^ 5 + cos 3 A \ sin ^ 
[ |?(JV,JX,Y,Z,W) + f (JV,X,JY,Z,W) + ^ (JV,X,Y,JZ,W) + (JV,X,Y,Z ,JW) 
+ ^(V,JX,JY,Z,W) + ^(V,JX,Y,JZ,W) + ^(V,JX,YZ,JW) + ^ (V,X, JY, JZ , W) 
+ ^(V,X,JY,Z,JW) + ^(V,X,Y,JZ,JW) j + 2(cos 2 ? 5 s i n 4 2 T 5 + cos 4"^ 5 s i n 4 4 | ) 
^ (JV,JX,JY,JZ,W) + p(JV,JX,JY,Z,JW) + ^ (JV,JX,Y,JZ,JW) 
+ P(JV,X,JY,JZ,JW) + (?(V,JX,JY,JZ,JW)J = 4 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
From the appendix (8)(i), ( i i) and ( i i i ) we have 
- [ p(JV,JX,Y,Z,W) + ^(JV,X,JY,Z,W) + p(JV,X,Y,JZ,W) +^(JV,X,Y,Z,JW) 
+ ^ (V,JX,JY,Z,W) + f(V,JX,Y,JZ,W) + j2(V,JX,Y,Z,JW) + ^ (V,X,JY,JZ,W) 
+ ^ (V,X,JY,Z,JW) + ^(V,X,Y,JZ,JW) - ^ (JV,JX,JY,JZ,W) 
- f(JV,JX,JY,Z,JW) ^(JV,JX,Y,JZ,JW) - (?(JV,X,JY,JZ,JW) 
- p(V,JX,JY,JZ,JW)] = l5p (V,X,Y,Z,W) * - - - - ( i i i ) 
In ( i i i ) replace V , X , Y , Z by JV,JX,JY,JZ, we get 
(77) 
- [ " f C j V . J X . Y . Z . W ) + f ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + f ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z,JW) 
+ ? ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) + p ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) + p ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + f ( V , X , J Y , JZ, W) 
+ f ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + p ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) ( V . J X . J Y . J Z J W ) - f ( JV.X.JYJZJW 
- ^ ( JV , JX ,Y , JZ , JW) - ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) - p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ] 
= 1 5 ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) v . _ ( i v ) 
Subtract ( i v ) f r o m ( i i i ) we have 
- ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) + | £ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = l 5 j j ? ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , w j 
Hence p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ ( JV , JX . JY , JZ ,W ) ' ( v ) 
S i m i l a r l y , i f we replace V , X , Y , W or V , X , Z , W or' V , Y , Z , W o r 
X , Y , Z , W by JV,JX,JY,JW or JV,JX,JZ,JW or JV,JY,JZ,JW or JX,JY,JZ,JW 
respect ively i n ( i i i ) and each time we sub. t r a c t the resu l t f r o m ( i i i ) , we get 
p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ft ( JV , JX , JY ,Z , JW) o r p ( V , X , Y i Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
o r p ( V , X , Y r Z , W ) = ( ? ( JV ,X , JY , JZ , JW) o r ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) 
respec t ive ly . Hence ( i i i ) i s reduced to 
- / o f ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + . . . + ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
2) ( 0 ( b ) v ,x ,Y ; z ,wev 2 
2 3 4-
Since the coef f ic ien ts of S21S2 ' ^ 2 ' a n < ^ ^ 2 a r e e x a c t ^ t ^ L e s a m e a s 
the coeff ic ients of S^ , S^ , S^ and S^ respec t ive ly , hence f r o m equation ^ 2 ) , 
we are going to have exact ly the same equation as ( i i i ) i n (2)( i ) (a) , and we use 
the same calculat ions done there to get 
- /o p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = p ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + . . . + ^ ( v i x . Y J Z . J W ) 
(78) 
2)(i i)(a) V , X , Y , Z € V x and W€ V 2 • F rom equation © we have 
f? ((cos 2 \ ) X + ( s i n 2 7 5 ) J V , (cos 2 75>X + ( s in 2 1 T / 5 ) JX, \ (cos 2 7 5 ) Y + ( s in 2\)JY * 
(cos 2 ? 5 ) Z + ( s i n 2 7 ^ ) J Z , (cos 4 ^ ) W + ( s i n 4 ^ ) J W ) = 2 f ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) * ( i ) 
^ ( ( c o s 4 i y 5 ) V + ( s i n 4 ^ 5 ) J V , ( c o s 4 \ ) X + ( s i n ^ J X , (cos 4 ^ ) Y + ( s i n ^ J Y , 
(cos ^ ^ Z + ( s i n 4 ^ 5 ) J Z , (cos 2 l ^ ) W + ( s i n 2\)]V0 = 2 £ ( V , X f Y , Z , W ) ( i i ) 
Using l i n e a r i t y of ?^ , and add ( i ) to ( i i ) , we have 
2(cos 2 \ c o s 4 * \ + cos * \ c o s 4 2 7 5 ) ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 2 ( c o s 3 2 7 ^ s in 2 \ 
s i n 4 T ^ - c o s 3 4 ^ 5 s i n 4 7 ^ 5 s i n 2 T 5 ) [ ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) + / $ > ( V , X J Y , Z , J W ) 
+ £ ( V , J X , Y ' , Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) ] + 2 ( c o s 2 , ! ' 5 s i n 3 2 7 5 s i n 4 ^ 5 — 
cos /cj s in s in 
x j f f ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + p C j V . X . J Y . J Z J W ) + p ( J V , J X , Y J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V J X , ] Y , Z , ] W ) ] 
+ 2(cos
 2 7 5 s i n 4 4 7 5 + c o s 4 7 ^ s i n 4 2 7 5 ' 5 ) ^ ( J V , J X , J Y f J Z , W ) x 
= 4 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) \ 
F rom the appendix ( 9 X i ) f ( i i X i i i ) and ( i v ) , we have 
^ ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + f ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , X ,Y , Z , JW) 
+ ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + / ? ( J V , X , J Y > J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V f J X , Y , J Z , J W ) + / £(JV,JX,JY,.Z,JW) 
- 2 ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) = ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - ( i i i ) 
I n ( i i i ) replace V , X , Y , Z by JV , JX , JY , JZ , we have 
- / ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) + P ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , X , J Y f J Z , J W ) + ^ ( V f J X , J Y , J Z J W ) 
+ ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z J W ) + ? ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y f Z , J W ) +f ( V , X , Y , JZ, JW)] 
- 2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) ( i v ) 
(79) 
' \ 
Add ( i i i ) to ( i v ) , we get 
- 2 ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ] = 6 [ j?(JV,JX,JY , JZ, W) + ^ (V,X,Y,Z,W)J 
o r ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( JV , JX , JY , JZ ,W ) = o (v) 
U9e (v) i n ( i i i ) we get \ 
2 [ ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z J W ) + | 3 ( V , X , J Y f Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , JX.Y , X , j W ) + (? ( J V , X f Y f Z , J W ) ] X 
= 4 / 5 ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - - - ( v i ) 
, • \ • •' 
X n W Ke/»foce V , X by JV,JX, then replace V , Y by JV,JY and f i n a l l y 
replace V , Z by JV,JZ, and add the three r e su l t s , we get 
^ ( J V l J X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z > W ) + p ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) 
+ ^ ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) + f (V , JX,JY, ; . ,Z ,W) = o ( v i i ) 
F rom ( v i ) and ( v i i ) we get 
2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , JY, Z , W) + ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W) 
+ ^  ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) + ^ (V ,JX , Y , Z , JW) 
+ ^ ( V , X > J Y , J Z , W ) + ^ , ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + ^ > ( V , X > Y , J X , J W ) 
2) ( i iXb) V , X € V x and Y , Z , W€ V 2 . F rom equation @ we have 
^ ((cos 2 V + ( s i n 2 ^ ) J V , (cos 2 ^ ) X + ( s i n 2 ^ 5 ) J X , (cos *\)Y + ( s i n 4 l ^ ) J Y , 
(cos 4 T / 5 ) Z + ( s i n 4 " ^ ) J Z , ( c o s + ( s i n ^ 5 ) J W ) = 2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i ) 
((cos A l f 5 ) V + ( s i n 4 ^ ) J V , (cos A \ ) X + ( s i n ^ J X , (cos 2 ^ 5 ) Y + ( s i n 2 T 5 ) JY , 
(cos 2 ^ ) Z + ( s in 2 ^ ) J Z , (cos 2 ^ ) W + ( s i n 2 ^ ) J W ) = 2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i i ) 
Us ing l i n e a r i t y o f ^ and add ( i ) to ( i i ) , we have 
2 ( c o s 2 2 \ ) c o s 3 * \ + c o s 2 ^ 5 c o s 3 2 \ ) ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 
(80) 
+ ' 2 (cos 2 2 \ cos ^ \ s i n 2 * > \ + c o s 2 4 i£ cos 2 \ s i n 2 2 ^ ) [ j?(V,X,Y ,JZ J W ) 
+ ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y J Z , W ) J 
+ 2Ccos s i n /g cos s in - cos s in cos s in 
J ^ ( V J X , Y , Z J W ) + ^ ( V J X , Y J Z , W > ^ ( V J X J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + 
^ ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) ] + 2(cos 2 ^ s in s i n 3 4 ^ - cos 4 T 5 
2 ^ 5 ) [ p ( V , J X f J Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , X , ] Y , J Z , J W ) ] + 2 ( s i n 2 4 T 5 co s 3 2 7 5 
+ s i n 2 2 ^ cos^ ^ g ) 
f f (JV J X , Y , Z , W ) + 2 (s in 2 cos 2 f 5 s i n 2 2 ^ + s i n 2 2 T 5 cos 4 7 5 s i n 4 T 5 ) 
s in s in 
^ (5 > ( JV , JX,Y, JZ , JW) + ^ ( J V , J X > J Y , Z , J W ) + / ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z f W ) | = 4 J ? ( V , X , Y , Z , W) 
F rom the appendix (10) ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i i i ) , ( i v ) , ( v ) , and ( v i ) we have 
/ ? ( V , X , Y J Z J W ) + p ( V , X , J Y , Z J W ) + y £ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( V J X , Y , Z J W ) 
+ ^ ( V J X , Y J Z , W ) + ^ ( V J X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + / 5 > ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) 
+ ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + 3 [ " j 5 ( V J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , X J Y J Z J W ) J 
- 3 / ? ( J V J X , Y , Z , W ) - J j ? ( J V J X , Y J Z J W ) + ^ J V J X J Y . Z J W ) 
+ P ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) 3 = 1 3 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - ~ - ( i i i ) 
I n ( i i i ) replace X , Y , Z , W by JX,JY,JZ ,JW, we have 
£ ( V J X , J Y , Z , W ) + . ^ ( V J X , Y J Z , W ) + / 5 > ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y J Z , W) 
+ ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z J W ) + / ? ( V , X , Y J Z J W ) - ^ ( J V J X J Y J Z , W ) - /? ( J V , J X , J Y , Z J W ] 
- / ? ( J V J X , Y J Z J W ) + 3 [ - ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) - ^ ( V J X , Y , Z J W ) ] 
- 3 ^ ( V , X , J Y J Z , W ) - [ ^ ( J V , X J Y , Z , W ) - ^ ( J V , X , Y J Z , W ) 
(81) 
- ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) ] = 13 | ? (V, JX,JY,JZ , JW) ( i v ) 
F rom ( i i i ) and ( i v ) we get 
1 3 / ? ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 3 / ? ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) - 3 [ ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + ( JV ,X , JYJZJW)] 
= 13 |* (V , JX, JY, JZ , JW) - 3 ^ ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) - 3 [ p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - f ( J ^ J X , Y , Z , W ) | 
o r ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) — . . . . . . . . . . . ( v ) 
S i m i l a r l y , i n ( i i i ) i f we replace V , Y , Z , W by JV,JY,JZ,JW and compare 
the resu l t w i t h ( i i i ) we get 
• 
1 3 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 3 ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) - 3 ^ | § ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , X , J Y , JZ,J\V)] 
= 13 |? (JV,X,JY,JZ,JW) - 3 ;^ (V,JX,JY,JZ ,JW) - 3 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - |2 ( JV^Y, Z , W ) ] 
o r j ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = f? ( JV ,X , JY; JZ , JW) — - - - ( v i ) 
I n ( v i ) replace V , X by JV,JX and add the resu l t to ( V ) , we get 
j? ( V , X > Y , Z , W ) + ^ > ( J V , J X , Y f Z , W ) = o - - - - - ( v i i ) 
Using ( v ) , ( v i ) and ( v i i ) we have 
^ ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , ] Y , J Z , ] W ) 
= - [ ' p ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + p ( J V , X , Y J Z > W ) + f ? ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) ] 
= - [ p ( V , J X f J Y , Z , W ) + P(VJX- ,YJZ,W)+ ^ ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) J 
- ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) + ft ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + j ? ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) ] 
Th i s w i t h ( v ) , ( v i ) and ( v i i ) i n ( i i i ) gives 
. - / ^ ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V f J X , r r f Z , J W , ) + ^ ( J V , J X , J Y ; J Z , W ) J 
( V , X , Y , . Z , W ) 
Hence ( i i i ) i s reduced to 
2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z f W ) = ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + . . . + ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
(82) 
( 2 X i i X c ) V g V 2 and X , Y ,Z,W^V1. F rom equation @ w e have 
j2 ((cos *\)V + ( s i n 4 % ) J V , (cos 2 \ ) X + ( s i n ^ J X , (cos ^ Y + ( s i n ^ J Y , 
(cos 2 7 / 5 ) Z i ( s i n 2 l | 5 ) J Z , ( c o s 2 \ ) W + ( s in 2 " ^ ) J W ) - 2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W)* » ( i ) 
^> ((cos 2 l , / 5 ) V " ( s i n 2 T 5 ) JY , (cos 4 ^ ) X + ( s in * ^ ) J X , (cos 4 ^ ) Y + ( s i n * % ) J Y , 
(cos 4 ^ ) Z + ( s i n 4 7 f 5 ) J Z , (cos ^ W + ( s in 4 ^ ) J W ) = 2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) * » » i ( i i ) 
Using L i n e a r i t y of^? , and add ( i ) to ( i i ) , we have 
2Ccos 2 \ c o s % * cos % cot 2 \ p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) • (cos 2 \ cos2 % i n % 
+ c o s 4 T 5 c o s 2 2 l 7 5 s in 2 ^ 5 ) j j 8 ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( V . X . J Y , Z , J W ) +^<V,Xjr,]Z,W) 
+ ( 5 ( V , ] X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) + p ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) ] + 2 ( c o s 2 7 5 s in ^ 
+ cos ^ s in 2 7 5 ) ( 5 > ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + 2 ( s i n 4 7 5 s i n ^ c o s 2 \ 
- s i n 4 ^ 5 s in 2 \ c o s 3 4 ^ ) f ^ ( J V f X , Y , Z , J W ) + j? ( J V , X , Y ,JZ, W) 
+ ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + | ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) J + 2 ( s i n 4 ^ 5 cos 2 ^ 5 s i n 3 2 T } 5 -
s i n 2 ^ c o s 4 7 f 5 s i n 3 4 " ^ ) ^ ( JV ,X, JY , JZ , JW) +fi ( JV , JX,Y ,JZ,JW) 
+ j ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) + |^(JV,JX,JY,JZ,W)J = 4 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
F r o m the appendix ( 9 ) ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i i i ) , ( i v ) and ( v ) , we have 
- 2 ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + [ ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + j S ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) 
+ ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , . W ) j ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) 
+ ^ ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) + / ? ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) + p ( JV , JX , JY , JZ , W ) ] 
= ^ | £ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - ( i i i ) 
I n ( i i i ) replace X » Y , Z , W by JX,JY,JZ , JW, we have 
\ (83) 
- 2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + [ " - ^ ( J V J X , J Y , J Z , W ) - ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) 
- j $ ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) - ^ ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) J + ["-f ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) 
- ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) - ^ ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) ( J V , X , Y , Z J W ) ] 
= £ f ! ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) - - ( i v ) 
Add ( i i i ) to ( i v ) we have 
- 2 [ j 2 ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) ] 
= ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( V J X , J Y , 7 Z , J W ) ] 
o r | 5 > ( V , X > Y , Z , W ) + ^ > ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) = o (v) 
"U se (v) i n ( i i i ) we have 
2 f ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W) + ^ ( J V ^ . Y J Z , W) x 
+ ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) ( v i ) 
I n (v) f i r s t replace X , Y by JX,JY ', then replace X , Z by JX, JZ , 
and f i n a l l y replace X , W by JX,JW, and add. the three resul ts we get 
^ ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) + ( 5 ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) + p ( V J X , Y , J Z , W ) 
+ ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) = o ( v i i ) 
Us ing ( v i i ) , ( v i ) can be w r i t t e n as 
2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = 3^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + . . . + ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
2) ( i iXd) V , Z , W 6 V 2 and X , Y ^ V r Then f r o m equation @ we have 
(?((cos 4 7 5 ) V + ( s in 4 7 5 ) J V , (cos ^ X + ( s i n 2 ^ ) J X , (cos 2 ^ ) Y + ( s i n ^ J Y , 
(cos 4 T T / 5 ) Z + ( s i n 4 7 5 ) J Z , (cos 4 " ^ ) W + ( s in 4 7 5 )JW))= 2 | 9 ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - ( i ) 
(84) 
((cos 2 7 5 ) V - ( s i n 2 \ ) ] V , (cos ^ X + ( s i n 4 \ ) ] X , (cos A \ Y + ( s i n ^ J Y , 
(cos 2 7 5 ) Z + ( s i n 2 l ^ ) J Z , (cos 2 l ^ ) W + ( s in ^ J W ) ) = 2 j & ( V , X , Y , Z , W) • • • ( i i ) 
Using l i n e a r i t y of , and add ( i ) to ( i i ) , we have 
3 2 3 2 2 
2(cos 4 T 5 c o s 2 7 5 + c o s 2 " ^ 5 c o s 4 l T / 5 ) p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 2(cos ^ \ cos 2 \ 
s i n 2
 4 7 5 + cos 2 \ c o s 2 4 ^ / 5 s i n 2 2 l J* 5 ) [ f ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + 
( 5 ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) ] + 2 ( c o s 2 4 1 ! ' 5 c o s 2 7 5 s i n 2 7 5 s i n 4 ^ 5 . c o s 2 2 ^ c o s 4 ^ 5 s i n 4 ^ 
s i n
 2 T 5 ) 
X ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + £ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) 
3 2 3 2 "TT 
+ £ ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + 2 (cos ' 4 7 5 s i n 2 " ^ 5 + cos 2 7 5 s i n 4 / g ) 
/? ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) + 2(cos 4 7 5 s i n 2 2 ? 5 s i n* ^ \ + cos ^ s i / 4 7 5 s i ^ 2 7 ^ ) 
f ( ? ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + p ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) + p ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) ] + 2(sin 2 \ cos 2 \ 
3 3 i 
s i n 4 l f 5 - s i n ^ I ) 5 c o s 4 7 5 s i n ^ ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J w f ] 
= 4 | 2 ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
F rom the appendix ( I 0 ) ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i i i ) , ( i v ) , (v) and ( v i ) , we have 
P ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) + p ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + / ? ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) + p ( V , X , ] Y , Z , J W ) 
+ ^ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + p ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) 
+ p ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) - 3 f ( V , J X , J Y , . Z , W ) - [ p ( V J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) 
+ | ? ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) + p ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) ] + 3 [ p ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) N 
+ ^ ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) ] = 1 3 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - ( i i i ) 
I n ( i i i ) replace V , Y , Z , W by J V , J Y , J Z , J W , we have 
(? ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + £ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + f ( V , X , J Y , Z J W ) + f ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W) 
+ p ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) - ^ ( J V J X , J Y , J Z , W ) - / ? ( J V , J X , J Y / Z , J W ) 
+ / ? ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) - ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + 3 p ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
- [ - ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) - ^ ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) - ^ ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) J 
+ 3 [ " p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - $ ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) J = 1 3 ^ ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) . , . ( i v ) 
. F r o m ( i i i ) and ( i v ) we have 
(85) 
1 3 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 3 ^ ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) - 3 ^ ( J V , X , J Y J Z , J W ) - 3@ (JV,JX,Y,JZ,J\ fcD 
= 1 3 ^ ( J V , X , J Y , J X J W ) - 3 ^ ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) - 3 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 3 p ( V J X , ] Y , Z , W ) 
o r ^ > ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , X , J Y f J Z , J W ) (v) j 
S i m i l a r l y , i f we replace V , X , Z , W b y J V , J X , J Z , J W i n ( i i i ) and compare I 
i 
the resul t w i t h ( i i i ) we have j 
r i i i 
i 
1 3 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 3 / ? ( V , J X , ] Y , Z , W ) - 3 ^ ( J V , X , J Y ,JZ,JW) - 3^ (JV, J X , Y , J Z , J W ) j 
= 1 3 ^ ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) - 3 ^ ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + 3 ^ ( V , J X , ] Y , Z , W ) - S ^ V ^ . Y . Z . W ) \ 
i 
o r p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) • •. , , » ( v i ) ! 
F r o m (v) and ( v i ) we have by rep lac ing X , Y by J X , J Y i n (v ) 
^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) = o ( v i i ) 
Using (v ) , ( v i ) and ( v i i ) we have 
^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) 
= - [ y ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) J 
= - [ * p ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( V , X J Y , J Z , W ) + j 9 ( V , X , J Y , Z J W ) J 
= - [ ' ^ ( V > X , Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z J W ) + ^ ( J V > X , Y , J Z , J W ) J 
Thi s w i t h (v ) , ( v i ) and ( v i i ) i n ( i i i ) , we have 
- j ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , J X J Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V . J X . J Y . J Z . W ) ] 
= ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
(86) 
Hence ( i i i ) is reduced to 
2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = jB(JV, J X , Y , Z , W ) + + B(V ,X , Y , JZ , JW) 
2)( i i X e ) V , Y , W g ^ and X , Z £ V , . F rom equation (2) we have 
B((cos 4 7 r / 5 ) V ± ( s i n 4 i r / 5 ) j v ' , (cos 2 ^ / g ) X (s in 2 / 5 ) J X , (cos 4 l T V 5 ) Y ± 
( s in 4 W / 5 ) J Y , (cos 2 ¥ / 5 ) Z ± ( s i n 2 " ^ J Z , (cos 4 / 5 ) W ± ( s i n 4 T / 5 ) J W = 
2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i ) 
B((cos 2 1 7 / 5 ) V + : ( s i n 2 " ^ J V , (cos 4 " ^ X + G i n 4 " " ^ J X , (cos 2 " n / 5 ) Y + 
( s in 2 / 5 ) J Y , (cos 4 T / 5 ) Z ± ( s i n ^ / ^ J Z , (cos 2 ^ W ^ X s i n 2 T / 5 ) J W ) -
2 B ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( t i ) 
Using l ineaMty of B , and add ( i ) to ( i i ) we have 
2(cos h ^ / 5 cos 2 2 T / 5 + cos 3 2 ^ cos h^l5) B ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 2(cos 2 4 * I r / 5 
cos 2 7 f / 5 s in 2 % s in 4 ^ . c Q s 2 ^ c q s 4 7 ^ s i n ^ g i n 2 7 7 ^ , 
[ p ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) . + p ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + B ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + p (V ,JX, JY , Z ,W) + 
p ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) + B ( J V , J X , Y , Z , w j ] + 2(cos 4 l T " / 5 cos 2 2 " ^ s in V l T / g 
+ cos 2 7 r / 5 c o s 2 4 * 7 5 s i n 2 2 7 V 5 ) [ ' p ( V , X , J Y , Z > J W ) + B ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) 
+ p ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) J + 2 (cos s in 2 2 T / / 5 + cos 3 2 T T / 5 s in 2 4 " / T / 5 ) 
p ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) + 2(cos 4 7 r / 5 s in 2 2 * / 5 s in 2 4"»7/ 5 + s in 22-TT/ 5 cos ^ I S 
s i n 2 4 7 T / 5 ) [ p ( V J X f J Y , J Z , J W ) + p (JV, JX , Y , JZ, JW) + p(JV J X , JY, JZ , W ) ] 
+ 2 ( s in 2 s in h l T / s cos ^ - s in 32"TT/ 5 s in * T / 5 cos 4 7 T / 5 ) 
[ ~ p ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + B ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) ] = 4p(V , X , Y , Z ,W) 
From the appendix (10) ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i i i ) , ( i v ) , (v) and ( v i ) , we have 
< B ( V ' , Y , J Z , J W ) + p ( V , X , J Y , J Z ) W ) + p(V J X , Y , Z ,JW) + p(V , JX, JY , Z ,W) 
+ j B ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) + p ( j V , J X , Y , Z , W ) ] + f p ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + p ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) 
+ p ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) ] - 3 p ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) - ( p ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) 
+ p ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) . + p ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) ] + 3 [ p ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) 
+ p(JV,JX,JY,Z,JW )J = 1 3 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i i i ) 
I n ( i i i ) replace V , Y , Z , W by J V , J Y , J Z , J W , we have B(JV , X ,JY , Z ,W) + 
B ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) - p ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) - B Q V , J X f Y , J Z f J W ) + B ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) 
+ pCV,"JX?y,JZ,JW)] + ] r f i ( J V , X i y f 7 Z j W) + . p( V r X J Y j Z , W ) + 
r <87) 
- i p ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) - p ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) ) + 3 f e ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
- p ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) ] = l 3 p ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) ( i v ) 
F rom ( i i i ) and ( i v ) we have , 
13/B(V,X,Y,Z,W) + 3 / 3 ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) - 3 j p ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) 
+ p ( j v , j x , j Y , z , j w ) j = i 3 p ( j v , x , j Y , j z , j w ) - 3 p ( j v , j x , j Y , z , r » y ) 
- 3 j p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - p ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) ] o r p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = p ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) 
(v) 
S i m i l a r l y , i f we replace V ,X , Y ,W by JV , J X , JY , JW i n ( i i i ) , we have 
l 3 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 3 p ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) - 3 j j 3 ( J V , X J Y , J Z , J W ) 
+ p ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W 2 / = 1 3 p ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) - 3p(JV , X ,JY ,JZ ,JW) 
- 3rp(V,JX,Y,JZ ,W) + p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) j o r p ( Y , X , Y , Z , W ) = 
p ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) ( v i ) 
In (v) replace X , Z by JX ,JZ and add the resu l t to ( v i ) , we get 
p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + p ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) = 0 ( v i i ) 
Using ( v ) , ( v i ) and ( v i i ) we have>p(V, J X , JY ,JZ ,JW) + p(JV, J X , Y , J Z , JW) 
+ p ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) = - [ B ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + p ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) + 
p ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) ] = - j p ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) + / B ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + p ( V , X , Y , J Z f J W ) } 
= - [ | 3 ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + p ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + p ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) ] 
This wi th ( v ) , ( v i ) and ( v i i ) i n ( i i i ) gives 
| ^ ( V , J X , j y j Z » J W ) + p ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) + p (JV,JX,JY,JZ ,W>] = p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
Hence ( i i i ) i s reduced to 
2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = p ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + + p ( V , X , Y , Z ,JW) 
2 ) ( i i i ) (a) V , X , YeV,, and Z , W V^.. Then f r o m equation (D we have 
p((cos 2 T / 5 ) V t ( s in 2 1 T / 5 ) J V , (cos 2 7 f / 5 ) X t ( s in 2 ^ J X , (cos 2 T / ^ Y 
+(sin 2 ^ J Y , (cos 4 K/JZ +_ ( s in ^ ^ J Z , (cos 4 ^ W _ + ( s in 4 " 1 T / 5 ) J W ) 
= 2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i ) 
p(cos 4 " i l"/ 5)V + ( s in 4 Y / 5 ) J V , (cos 4 T / 5 ) X +_ (s in 4 ¥ / 5 ) J X , (cos 4 ^ Y 
+_ ( s in 4 T T / 5 ) J Y , (cos 2 l t ' / 5 ) Z ^ ( s i n 2 T / 5 ) J Z , (cos 2 T / 5 ) W "+ ( s i n
 2 T / 5 ) J w ) 
= 2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i i ) 
Using l i e a s i t y of p , and add ( i ) to ( i i ) we have 
2(cos 3 2^1 s cos 2 4 " n / 5 + cos 3 4 T T / 5 cos 22^I^ p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
+ 2(cos 3 2 ^ / 5 s in 2 4 1 1 / 5 + cos 3 4 T / 5 s in 2 2"^/ 5 ) p(V , X , Y , JZ ,JW) 
+ 2(cos 2 2 % cos 4 T / 5 s in % S , V ^ - C o / ^ c o s 5 j n I f f ^ g i n 2 * ^ 
(8a) 
[ p ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + p ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + p ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + |3(V , JX ,Y , JZ ,W) 
+ p ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + p ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) ] + ^ ( c o s 2 W / S s in 2 2 1 T / 5 cos h tyg. 
+ cos 4 T / 5 s in hir/s cos 2 2 7 / 5 ) [ j 3 ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) + p ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) 
+ p ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) ] + 2(cos 2 7 T " / 5 s in 2 2 l r / 5 s in HWI $ + cos 4 l i r / 5 
s in h'7r/5 s in 22 ^ /g) [p (V , J , X , JY , JZ , JW) * p(JV, X , JY , JZ , JW) + pC JV, J X , Y , 
J Z , J W ) j + 2 ( s i n 3 2 T 7 / 5 c o s 4 l i r / 5 s in 4 ^ / 5 -
 Cc^fS s in 2 T / 5 S / / | 3 f £ f ) 
[ " p ( J V , J X j Y , Z , J W ) + p(JV,JX,JY,JZ,W)J= * p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) * 
F rom the appendix (10) ( i ) , ( f t ) , ( i i i ) , ( i v ) , (v) and ( v i ) , we have 
- 3 p ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) - £ p ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + p ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + p ( V , J X , Y . , Z , J W ) 
+ p ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) + p ( J V , X , Y t Z , J W ) + p ( J V , X , Y J Z , W ) ] + [ p ( V , J X , J Y , Z f W ) 
+ p ( J V t X , J Y , Z , W ) + p ( J V J X , Y , Z , W ) | - [ p ( V > J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + p ( J V , X , J Y , 
J Z , J W ) + p ( J V , J X , Y , J Z , J W ) ] - 3 j p ( J V , J X , J Y f Z , J W ) + p ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) ) = 
1 3 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( ( i i i ) 
In ( i i i ) replace V , X , Y , Z by JV , J X , JY , JZ , we have,3p(JV , JX, JY , Z , JW) 
- E P Q V . J X . Y J Z . J W ) * p ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) - p ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) 
+ / 3 ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) - p ( V , J X , J Y , J Z f J W ) + p ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) ] + [ p ( J V , X , Y f J Z , W ) 
+ p ( V J X , Y , J Z , W ) + p ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) f + | p ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + p(V ,JX , Y , Z ,JW) 
+ p ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) ] - 3 ^ p ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) + p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) J = 13 ( J V J X J Y , 
JZ.JW) - . . - - • - _ _ ( \ V ) 
From ( i i i ) and ( i v ) we have 
- 3 j p ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) + p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ] = 1 3 [ p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 
p ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) j o r p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - t f ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , w \ = 0 (v) 
In ( i i i ) replace V , X , Y , W by JV , JX, JY , JW and compare the resu l t 
w i th ( i i i ) we have 
- 3 [ p ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) + p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ) = i q [ p ( v , x , Y , z , w ) + p ( jv , jx , 
J Y . Z . J w j ] o r p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + p(JV , J X , J Y , Z , JW) ( v i ) 
I n (v) replace Z ,W by JZ,JW and add the resu l t to ( v i ) we get 
p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + p ( V , X , Y , J Z J W ) = 0 . . . . ( v i i ) 
Using ( v ) , ( v i ) and ( v i i ) , consider the fo l lowing \ 
p ( V , J X ,JY ,JZ ,JW) + p(JV , X , J Y , JZ,JW) + p(JV,JX , Y ,JZ ,JW) 
(89) 
= p ( J V , X , Y , Z J W ) + p ( V J X , Y , Z J W ) + p ( Y , X J Y , Z J W ) 
= p ( J V , X , Y J Z , W ) + p ( V J X , Y J Z , W ) + p ( V , X J Y J Z , W ) U - C v i i i ) 
= -[p(V J X J Y , Z , W ) + p ( J V , X J Y , Z , W ) + p(JV J X f Y , Z , W ) ] 
This and ( v ) , ( v i ) , ( v i i ) i n ( i i i ) gives 
- [ p ( v , J X , J Y ,JZ ,JW) + p(JV , X , J Y ,JZ ,JW)+j5(JV, JX , Y ,JZ,JW)) = 
p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
Hence ( i i i ) i s reduced to 
- 2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = p ( V , X J Y , Z J W ) + p(V , X , JY J Z ,W) + p(V J X ,'V, Z J W ) 
+ p ( V J X , Y J Z , W ) + p ( J V , X , Y J Z , W ) + p ( J V , X , Y , Z J W ) 
But f r o m ( v i i i ) we have 
p ( V J X J Y , Z , W ) + p ( J V , X J Y , Z , W ) + p ( J V J X , Y , Z , W ) * p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
= - p ( V , X , Y J Z J W ) 
Hence we f i n a l l y have 
- 2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) p(JV J X , Y , Z , W ) +. p(JV , X J Y , Z ,W) + p(JV , X , Y J Z , W) 
+ p ( J V , X , Y , Z J W ) + p(V J X J Y , Z , W ) + p(V J X , Y J Z , W ) 
+ p(V J X , Y , Z J W ) + p ( V , X , J Y J Z , W ) + p ( V , X J Y , Z J W ) 
+ p ( V , X , Y J Z J W ) 
2) ( i i i ) (b) V , X , Z«= V,, and Y , WeVj . Then f r o m equation (2) we have 
p((cos 2 "7 5 ) V+(s in 2 7 f / 5 ) JV , (cos 2 7 r / 5 ) X t ( s in 2 ^ J X , (cos ^I$>Y 
+_ tsin*Wf ( c Q s 2 TT; ) z \ ( s in 2 1 7 / 5 ) J Z , (cos 4 l T / 5 ) W +- ( s in 4 T / 5 ) J W ) 
= A p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i ) 
p((cos 4 T 1 "/ 5 )V +- ( s in 4 F / 5 ) J V , (cos 4 T / 5 > X +- ( s in 4 1 7 /g )JX , (cos ^/JY 
± ( s i n 2 7 r / 5 ) J Y , (cos 4 7 7 / 5 ) Z + - ( s i n 4 i r / 5 ) J Z , (cos 2 " ^ ^ W + ( s in 2 1 ^ 5 ) J W ) 
4 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) . . ; ( i i ) 
Using lineaH-ty of p , and add ( i ) to ( i i ) we have \ 
2(cos 32r/5 cos 2 4 T / 5 + cos h i r / s cos 22^l^ p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
+ 2(cos 2 2 W / 5 cos 4 ^5 s in 2 T I / 5 s in 4^/5 - cos 2 ^ / s cos 2 1 1 / 5 s in 2 1 I^ 
s i n 4 T / 5 ) [ p ( V , X , Y J Z J W ) + B ( V , X , J Y J Z , W ) + p(V J X , Y , Z J W ) 
+ p ( V J X J Y , Z , W ) + p ( J V , X , Y , Z J W ) + p ( J V , X J Y , Z , W ) ^ - f 2(cos 3 2 T / 5 
\ 
(90). • ; 
s in h F / 5 + cos 3 4 7 r / 5 s in 2 2 T / 5 ) p(V , X , JY , Z , JW) + 2(cos 2 ^ s in 2 2 " I r / 5 
cos 2 4 7 r / 5 + cos 4 ^ s in h T / 5 cos 22~^/^) j j 3 ( V , JX ,Y ,JZ ,W) + p(JV ,X ,Y ,JZ , W ) 
+ p ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) ] + 2(cos 2 ^/g s in 2 4 T / 5 s in V 1 1 "^ + cos 4 l T / 5 s in ^ - / g 
s i n 2 4 ^ / 5 ) [ ~ p ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) . + p (V , JX , JY , JZ , JW) + p(JV,JX,JY , Z ,JW)] 
+ 2(sin 4 l 1 / 5 cos 4 7 f / 5 s in 3 2 T / 5 - s in 3 4 T / 5 s in 2 ^ C*S *^)[P&V J*TX jyj2 J3W) 
+ p ( JV, JX,JY,JZ ,W)J = 4 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
F rom the appendix (10) ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i i i ) , ( i v ) , (v) and ( v i ) , we have 
- ^ 3 ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) + p ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + p(V ,JX ,Y , Z ,JW) + p(V ,JX ,JY , Z ,W) 
/ ? ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + /9(JV,X,JY,Z,W)J - 3 ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + £fi (V f JX,Y,JZ,W 
i 
+ ^ ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) + / ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) | - j ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( JV,X, JY, JZ , JW) 
+ ^ ( J V , J X , J Y f Z , J W ) ] - 3 [~j?(JV,JX,Y,JZ,JW) + ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W)J 
= 1 3 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - _ - - - ( i i i ) 
In ( i i i ) replace V , X , Z , W by JV,JX,JZ,JW, we have 
- [ p ( J Y , J X , Y , Z , W ) - ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) + p ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) - 0 ( JV,X,JY,JZ ,JW) 
+ ^ ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) - / 3 (V , JX,JY,JZ , JW)] + 3 ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) + 
r (3 ( JV ,X ,Y ,Z , JW) + / ? ( V , J X , Y , Z f J W ) + ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) ] - [ - f l f j V . X J Y . Z . W ) 
- £ ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) - ^ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) ] - 3 ] j ? ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) -^ (V ,X , JY ,Z , JW)J 
= 13 P(JV,JX,Y,JZ,JW) ( iv ) 
i 
F r o m ( i i O and ( iv ) we have I 
- 3 [~^(JV,JX,Y,JZ , JW) + ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ] = l 3 [ p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ (JY,JX,Y,JZ,jW)j 
o r ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + y^ ( JV , JX ,Y , JZ , JW) = o (v) 
S i m i l a r l y , i f we replace Y , X , Y , Z by JV , JX , JY , JZ , and we compare the 
r e su l t w i t h ( i i i ) we have 
- 3 [ p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) = £ ( V , X , Y , Z , W) + 
^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) J 
o r ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + I? ( JV,JX,JY,JZ>W) = o - - - - ( v i ) 
I n (v) replace Y , W by JY,JW and add the resu l t to (vO we get 
j £ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) = o (viO 
Using (v ) , (v i ) and (viO» consider the f o l l o w i n g 
^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + / ? ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) 
= ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( V . J X . J Y . Z . W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y J Z , W ) 
= ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + /3 ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + / ? ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
= - [ " ^ ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) ] 
This and ( v ) , (vO (viO in. ( i i O gives 
%: (92) 
\ 
- 2 ^ ( V , X f Y , Z , W ) = | j S ( V > X > Y , ] Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X f J Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( V > j X , Y > Z , J W ) 
+ y ? ( V , j X , J Y t Z > W ) + ^ ( J V , X > Y , Z > J W ) + p O V > X , J Y , Z , W ) J \ 
But from ( i i i ) we have 
^( V I ] X F Y , J Z , W ) + P ( J V , X F Y , J Z f W ) + ^ O V l J X , Y l Z , W ) = ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
= - ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) 
Hence we f i n a l l y have 
. 2 ^ ( V , X , Y f Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + * . . + ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
fa ) ( i i0 fc3 V € V, . ^ ' x ' 
and X , Y , Z , W G V 2 . F r o m equation@we have ^ Q c o s 2 / 5 ) V ± ( s i n 2 / 5 ) J V , 
( c o s ^ X t (s in ^ ) J X , ( c o s 4 T ^ 5 ) Y t ( s i n 4 ^ ) J Y , ( c o s 4 7 5 ) Z i ( s i n 4 7 5 ) J Z , ' 
( c o s 4 l I / 5 ) W l : ( S i n 4 7 ! ' 5 ) J w ] = 2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z > W ) . . . . ( i ) 
ft f c o s 4 7 5 ) V t ( s i n 4 i y 5 ) J V , ( c o s 2 ^ X + C s i ^ ^ J X . f c o s 2 7 5 > Y + ( s i n 2 \ ) ] Y , 
( c o s 2 7 5 ) Z + ( s i n 2 l / 5 ) J Z , ( c o s 2 7 r / 5 ) W q p ( s i n 2 ' 7 T / 5 ) j w ] •-• 2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i i ) 
U sing l i n e a r i t y of ^ , and add ( i ) to ( i i ) we have 
2(cos 2 7 7/ 5cos 4 ^ + c o s ^ c o t 2 T 7 / 5 ) ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 2Ccos 2 l ^cos 
s in + cos 4 7 ? 5 cos 2 ^ 5 s i n 2 7 ^ ) ( j ? ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) + ( V , ] X , Y , J Z , W ) 
+ ^ ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V > X I J Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + / ? ( V , X , Y , JZ.JW)] 
+ 2 ( c o s 2 7 y 5 sin ^ + c o s 4 ^ s in 2 T ^ ) p ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + 2 ( s in 2 T 5 
cos 3
 4 7 5 s in 4 "7 5 - s i n 4 ^ s i n 2 " 7 ^ cos ^ " ^ [ J 5 ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + £ ( T V , X , Y , J Z , W ) 
+ £ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) ] + 2 ( s i n 2 " / 5 c o s 4 1 ^ sin 4 T / 5 -
3 
s i n 4 ^ sin
 2 7 5 *°s2\)[P ( JV ,X, JY, JZ , JW) + ^ (JV,JX, Y , J Z , J W ) + 
j3 ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) + ft ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) ] = 4 £ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
(93) 
F r om the appendix OJ) ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i i i ) , (iv) and (v) we have 
^ ( V . J X . J Y . J Z . J W ) - f ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + ( !?OV > X,Y,JZ,W) + ^(JV,X,JY,Z f >W) 
+ (S( jV,JX,Y,Z,W)j - [ p ( J V f X , J Y , J Z f J W ) + ^ ( J V f J X , Y , J Z f J W ) 
+ ^(JV,JX,]Y,Z,JW) + P(JV,JX,JY,JZ,W)] = £ ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i i i ) . 
Replace X , Y , Z , W by JX,JY,JZ,JW in ( i i i ) we have 
- 2 j ? ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - £ - j £ ( J V J X J Y J Z , W ) - ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) 
-^OV.JX.Y.JZ . JW) - ^ ( J V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) ] (5(JV,JX,Y,Z,W) 
- ^ ( J V . X . J Y . Z . W ) - | 3 0 V f X , Y , ] Z , W ) - ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) ] 
= ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) (iv) 
From ( i i i ) and (iv) we have 
- 2 [ | ? ( V J X J Y J Z J W ) + ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ] = 6 f ( V f X , Y , Z , W ) 
+ ^(V,JX,JY,JZ,JW)| C ,^ (5 (V,X,Y,Z,W) + p (V,JX,JY,JZ > JW) = 0 (v) 
U sing (v) in ( i i i ) we have 
- 2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) 
+ ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) (vi) 
Also i f in (v) we f i r s t replace X , Y by JX,JY, then we replace X, Z by JX,JZ 
and f inal ly we replace X,W by JX,JW, and we add the three results we have 
j 9 ( V J X J Y , Z , W ) + f9 (V,X,Y,JZ,JW) + ^ ( V , J X , Y f J Z , W ) + ^ (V,X,JY,Z ,JW) 
+ ^ ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) = 0 £vii) 
Equations (vi) and (vi i ) give \ 
-2 p ( V , X , Y f Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , J X f Y , Z , W ) + . . . + p (V,X,Y,JZ,JW) 
f 
2) ( i i i ) (d) V , W ^ V 9 and X , Y , Z e V , . From equation @ we have 
(94) 
^ [ ( c o s ^ V ^ s i n ^ J V , (cos 2 7 ? 5 )X t ( s i n ^ J X , ( c o s 2 ^ t ( s i n ^ J Y , 
(cos 2 l T / 5 )Z t ( s i n 2 , y 5 ) J Z , ( c o s 4 l J 5 ) W t ( 3 i n 4 i r / 5 ) j w ] = 2 p ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) _ « 
^9 [ (cos 2 V + ( s i n 2 / 5)JV, ( c o s 4 7 r / 5 ) X t ( s i n ^ J X , ( c o s ^ ^ Y t 
( s i n ^ J Y , (cos 4 ^ ) Z t ( s i n 4 T / 5 ) J Z , (cos 2 + ( s i n ^ j w ] -
2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i i ) 
. "U sing l ineari ty of ^ , and add (i) to ( i i ) , we have 1 
2 (cos 2 4 \ cos2 \ + c o s 2 2 \ c o s 3 ^ 5 ) ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 
0 , 2 2 TT . 2W, . 4% 2T. 2 4 T , ". 4% . 2TT. 2(cos cos sin sin - cos cos /g sin sin ) 
f f ? ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) , ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + ! ? ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) 
2 2 
+ ^ ( J V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + / ^ Q V . J X . Y . Z . W ) ] + 2(cos 4 T / 5 sin cos 2 1 T / 5 
2 2 
"\ + c o s 4 i r / 5 sin 4 F / 5 cos 2 l f / 5 ) f (5(V,X,JY,JZ,W) + |? (V,JX, Y,JZ ,W) 
+ ^ ( V , JX, JY,Z ,W)] + 2 ( c o s 3 2 T / 5 sm2^T/5 + c o s 3 * 7 ^ sin211/^ 
f ( JV,X,Y,Z,JW) + 2 ( c o s 4 T / 5 s i n 3 2 7 7 / 5 s i n 4 l 7 / 5 - c o s 2 " ^ s i n ^ 7 ^ s in 2 " 7 1 ^) 
[ ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V J X J Y . J Z . W ) ] + 2 (cos 2 T J / 5 s i n 2 2 l T / 5 s i n 2 * 7 ^ 
2 2 
+ c o s 4 7 T / 5 sin 4 " ^ 5 sin 2 T / 5 > . Q V f X f JY,JZ fJW) + ^ (JV.JX,Y,JZ,JW) 
+ f (JV,JX,JY,Z,JW)] = 4 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
From the appendix (10) ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i i i ) , ( i v ) , (v) and (vi) we have \ 
- [ ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z J W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + /? (V,JX,Y,Z,JW) 
+ ^ 0 V , X , Y , J Z , W ) + ^ 0 V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ G V , J X , Y > Z , W ^ + [ ^ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) 
+ ^ C V l J X l Y f J Z f W ) + ^ ( V f J X f J Y f Z l W ) ] - 3 ^ ( V , J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) 
+ ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) ] - [ " ^ O V , X , j Y , J Z , J W ) 
(95) 
+ /£QV,JX ,Y f JZ , JW) + ^ (JV,JX,JY,Z,JW)] = 1 3 ^ ( V , X , Y f Z , W ) _ ; 
In ( i i i ) replace X , Y , Z , W by JX.JY,JZ,JW, we have 
- [ " | g ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) + | S ( V > J X , Y > J Z , W ) + ^ , ( V , X , J Y , J Z f W ) 
- ^ O V . J X f J Y , Z f J W ) - ^(JV.JX.Y.JZ.JW) - ^ ( JV ,X, JY, JZ , JW)] 
+ [" j£(V,JX,Y,Z,JW) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X , Y J Z , J W ) ] 
- 3 f ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) - /?(JV,JX,JY,JZ,W) - ^ ( JV ,X ,Y,Z , JW)] 
- f - p O V , J X , Y , Z f W ) (JV,X,JY,Z,W) - ^ ( J V , X , Y J Z , W ) J 
=13/?(V,JX,JY,JZ,JW) (iv) 
From ( i i i ) and (iv) we have 
3 ^ (V,JX,JY,JZ,JW ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ (JV,JX,JY,Z,JW)] 
+ 1 3 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = - 3 [ " ^ ( V , X f Y , Z , W ) - ^ (JV,JX,JY,JZ,W) 
+ P 0 V , X , Y , Z , J ^ 2 ) -13p(V,JX,JY,JZ,JW) or ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
+ ^(V,JX,JY,JZ,JW) = 0 (v) 
Similarly i f in ( i i i ) we replace V , X , Y , Z , by JV fJX,JY,JZ and compare 
the result by ( i i i ) we have 
| S ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + |3 (JV,JX,JY,JZ,W) = 0 (vi) 
In (v) replace V,W by JV, JW and add the result to (v i ) , we get 
/ £ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) = 0 (v i i ) 
Using (v), (vi) and ( v i i ) , consider the following 
^(JV,X,JY,JZ,JW) + /?(JV,JX,Y,JZ,JW) + ^(JV,JX,JY,JZ,W) 
= ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + ft 0 V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) 
= ^ ( V , J X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , ] W ) + ^ (V,X,Y,JZ,JW) 
= - [ " ^ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( V , ] X , Y , J Z , W ) + ^ ( V , J X , ] Y f Z , W ) ] 
( v i i i ) 
(96) 
This and (v) , (v l ) , (vi i) in. ( i i i ) gives 
- [ ' ^ ( J V , X f J Y , ] Z , j W ) + |?(JV,JX,Y,JZ,JW) + (?OV ,JX,JY,JZ,W)] 
= f ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
Hence ( i i i ) is reduced to \ 
^ ^ ( V . X . Y . Z . W ) = ^ ( V , X , Y J Z J W ) > ^ ( V . X J Y . Z . J W ) * ^ ( V J X . Y . Z . J W ) 
+ ft ( JV,X,Y,JZ,W) + (2 0 V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) 
But from (vi i i ) we have 
ft (V,X,JY,JZ,W) + ft (V,JX,Y,JZ,W) + y£(V,JX,JY,Z ,W) = ^ ( V , X , Y , Z,W) 
= - ^ ( J V . X . Y . Z . J W ) 
Hence we can write 
- 2 ^ ( V > X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + . . . + ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
2) ( i i i ) (e) Xe V,, and V , Y , Z , W £ V 2 . From equation © we have 
p [ ( c o s 4 T / 5 ) V t ( s i n 4 ^ 5 ) J V , (cos 2 ^ ) X t ( s i n 2 ^ J X , ( c o s 4 T / 5 ) Y t 
( s i n 4 T / 5 ) JY, ( c o s 4 T / 5 ) Z t ( s in 4 "" / 5 )JZ,(cos 4 i r / 5 )W t ( s i n ^ ^ j w j 
= 2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) (i) X 
^ [ ( c o s 2 F / 5 ) V ; ( s i n 2 T / 5 ) J V , (cos 4 ^ X t ( s i n 4 i r / 5 ) J X , (cos 2 ^ Y 
i ( s in 2 1 7 / 5 ) JY, (cos 2 ^ 5 ) Z i ( s i n 2 \ ) ] Z , (cos 2 ^ ) W J ( s i n 2 T / 5 ) J w J 
= 2 | ? ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ( i i ) 
U sing l inearity of , and add (i) to ( i i ) , we have 
2 ( c o s 4 4 7 f / 5 c o s 2 ^ + c o s 4 2 T / 5 c o s 4 i r / 5 ) ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + 2^osU\cos2"^ 
s i n 2 4 l / 5 + z o * 2 \ c o s 4 7 l / 5 s i n 2 2 l l / 5 ) f j 8 0 V , X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , X , Y , J Z , W ) 
+ ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V . X . J Y . J Z . W ) - ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) J 
(97) 
3 3 
+2 (cos ^ \ sin2^ sinATl/5 - cos 2 T f / 5 s i n 4 ^ s i n 2 i r / 5 ) [ " | ? ( V , J X , Y , Z , jW) 
+ ^ (V , JX ,Y, JZ ,W) + / 5 > ( V f J X , ] Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , J X > Y , Z , W ) 3 
3 3 .—. 
+2(008*"% s in 2 % sin 4 % - c o s 2 7 r / 5 s i n * 7 ^ sin 2 \ [ f Ql, JX,JY,JZ ,JW) 
4- /?(JV,JX,Y,JZ,JW) + ^(JV,JX,JY,Z,JW) + ^ O V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) ] 
+2(cos 2 1 7/ 5 sin 4 T / 5 + cos 4 T T / 5 sin ^(JV,X,JY,JZ,JW) = 4 / ? ( V f X , Y , Z , W ) 
From the appendix (9) ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i i i ) , (iv) and (v)^ve have 
- [~£(V,JX,Y,Z,JW) + / ? (V , JX,Y, JZ ,W) + j ? ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) + / ? ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ^ 
- [ ^ > ( V > J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + / $ > Q V , J X , Y , ] Z , J W ) + / ? ( J V , J X , J Y , Z , J W ) 
+ ^(JV,JX,JY,JZ,W)j[ =2/? (JV,X,JY,JZ,JW) = 6/? ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ; ( i i i ) 
Replace V , Y , Z, W by JV,JY,JZ,JW in ( i i i ) , we have 
- r - ^ ( J V , J X , J Y , J Z , W ) " /#(JV,JX,JY,Z,JW) - /?(JV,JX,Y,JZ,JW) 
- ? (V,JX,JY,JZ,JW)] f ( JV,JX,Y,Z,W) - ^ (V,JX,JY,Z,W) 
- ^ ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) - /?(V,JX,Y,Z,JW)[] 
- 2 / ? ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = 6^(JV,X,JY,JZ,JW) (iv) 
Add ( i i i ) to ( i v ) , we have 1 
- 2 r / 2 ( ] V , X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) ] - 6 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) 
+ ^(JV,X,JY,JZ,JW)3 
or ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) + ^(JV,X,JY,JZ,JW) = 0 (v) 
U se (v) i n ( i i i ) we have 
-2 |3 ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ (V,JX,Y,Z,JW) + ^ ( V , J X , Y , J Z , W ) 
+ ^ ( V , J X , J Y , Z , W ) + ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) i (vi) 
In (v) f i r s t replace V , Y by JV, JY, then V, Z by JV, JZ, and f inal ly 
V , W, by JV, JW and add the results, we have 
f?QV, X , JY, Z , W ) + ^ ( V , X , Y , J Z , J W ) + ^ ( JV,X,Y,JZ,W) 
+ ^ ( V , X , J Y , Z , J W ) 
(98) 
+ ^ ( J V , X , Y , Z J ] W ) + ^ ( V , X , J Y , J Z , W ) = 0,hence we can write 
- 2 ^ ( V , X , Y , Z , W ) = ^ ( J V , J X , Y , Z , W ) + . . . + ^ ( V , X , Y,JZ.JW)-This 
complete the proof of proposition 5 . 3 . 1 . ^ / 
Proposition 5.3.2. Let M be a Riemanenan locally 5 regular symmetric 
manifold. Let J be the almost complex structure on M . Let and 
be the two differentiable distributions on M., such that at each point 
pGM, we have M p = M p l ® 
(1) ( i) If X , Y , Z , W , are Vector fields on M belonging either to 
or M 0 or X . Y 6 M i and Z.W €• M 0 v A , , v „ , ~ x t 2 ' 2 o r X , Z G M ^ and Y,W €. M 2 
Then R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = R(JX,JY,Z,W) + R(JX,YJZ,W) ^ 
R(JX,Y,Z,JW) and R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = R(JX,JY,JZ,JW) 
( i i ) If X , Y , Z € M , and Wef^."The^-3 R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = R(JX,JY,Z,W) 
+ R(JX,Y,JZ ,W) + R(JX,Y,Z,JW) and R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = R(JX,JY,JZ,JW) 
( i i i ) I f X € M (and Y,Z_,W Q M 2 • Then 3 R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = 
R(JX,JY,Z,W) + R(JX,Y,JZ,W) + (RJX,Y,Z,JW) and R(X>Y,Z,W) = 
•R(JX,JY,JZ,JW) 
(2) ( i) If V , X , Y , Z , W are Vector fields on M belonging either to 
or M 2 - Then -10(V V R)(X, Y, Z,W) = ( V j V R >OX, Y , Z ,W) + ( Vjs/R ) 
(X J Y , Z , W ) + ( V j V R X X , Y J Z , W ) + ( V ^ X X . Y . Z J W ) + (T^R) 
(JX,JY,Z,W) + (\7VR)(JX,Y,JZ,W) + ( ^ R ) ( J X , Y , Z , J W ) + ( V v R ) 
(X,JY,JZ,W) 
(99) 
( V V RXX,JY,Z , JW) + (7 V R)(X,Y,JZ,JW) 
( i i ) I f V , X , Y , Z Q M 1 and W £ M 2 o r V , X € M 1 and,Y,Z,We M 2 or 
V e M 2 a n d X , Y , Z , W € M 1 or V . Z . W 6 M £ and X , Y e \ M j or V , Y , W £ M 
a n d X , Z e M r Then 2( V y R X X , Y , Z , W) = ( ^ R X J X , Y , Z , W) + . . .+ 
( ^ R X X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
* 
( i i i ) I f V , X , Y ^ M 1 a n d Z , W € M 2 or V , X , Z € M X and Y , W £ M 2 or 
V € M X and X,Y,Z,W<= M 2 or V , W , e M 2 and X , Y , Z ^ M X Q r 
V , Y , Z , W e . M 2 and X e M x . Then -2(V yRXX, Y, Z,W) = ( ^ R X J X , Y , Z,W) 
+ . . . + ( V v R X X » Y » J z » J w ) 
Proof This follows from proposition 5.3.1 and that the CUrva'tuVG. 
tensor R is determined by its value at a fixed point, say 0 6M« ^ 
Remark In part (1) of the above proposition, we only considered 6 
combinations of V ector fields belonging to M.^ and M 2 , where in fact 
we have 16 combinations, but since the CUKYatUfe tensor f ie ld R 
satisfies R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = - R ( Y , X , Z , W ) =- R ( X , Y , W , Z ) = R ( Z , W , X , Y ) \ 
X , Y , Z , W € 3£(M) any case which is not considered above, can be 
obtained from part (1). Part (2) in the above proposition may be treated 
in the same way. 
Proposition 5 .3 .3 . Let M be a Riewannian locally 5 - regular sym-
metric manifold with almost complex structure J 
(100) 
Then 
(i) If X e M | } and Y , Z ? W £ M 2 , we have 2 ~ - 4 4 ) 
[( \ 7 V R X X , Y , Z , W ) + ( V V R X J X , J Y F ] Z , J W ) ] = 2 ^ R ( J V ^ P X , J Y ^ J Z , JW) + 
4 JR<X, \7jV(J) Y . Z . W ) + R ( X , Y , V ] V CJ )Z ,W + R ( X , Y , Z , \7 ] V (pW) -
a c j x . j V y p Y , z , w ) - R(JX,Y,J\7;^J) z , w ) -R(JX,Y,Z, V j V 0 ) w ) ] -
(6m-48) R ( ^ C ] ) X , ] Y , J Z , J W ) + (2m-l6) [ R ( J X , Y , Z , W ) + R ( J X , Y , \ 7 V 
( J ) Z , W ) + R Q X , Y , Z , \/v (pW)J,where m = - 10 or 2 or - 2,* V £ 3^(M) 
( i i ) If X , Y , Z , W belong to either M x or M 2 or X , Y ^ M 1 and Z ,W ^ M 2 
or X . Z j g M 1and Y , W € M 2 or X , Y , Z € M x and W € M 2 , we have 
( V y R X x , Y , z , w ) + ( V v R X J X J J Y , j z J j w ) = o j • or 
( y V R X X , Y , Z , W ) + ( V N / R ) ( J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) = ( V V R X j X , J Y , Z f W ) 
+ + ( \ 7 s / R X X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
Proof: - ( i) From proposition 5.3.2 we have R ( X , Y , Z , W ) + R ( J X , J Y , J Y , J W ) 
= 0 ^ and 3 R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = R ( J X , J Y , Z , W ) + R (JX, 
Y , J Z , W ) + R ( J X , Y , Z , J W ) ( 2 ) . Take the CoVariant 
derivative of C 2-) with respect to V € 9£(M) we get 3^ ( R) (X, 
Y , Z , W ) + R (V y X , Y , Z , W ) + R ( X , Vy Y , Z , W ) + R ( X , Y , Vy Z»W> 
+ R ( X , Y , Z , V V W ) ] - [ ( V V R X J X , J Y , Z , W , ) + R ( \ ^ ( p X , J Y , Z , W ) 
+ R(J V y K , J Y , Z , W ) + R(JX,Vy/(P Y , Z , W ) + R (JX, J ^ , Y , Z ,W) 
(101 ) 
+ R (JX,JY,VyZ,W) + R ( J X > J Y , Z > V V W ) + ( V y , R X j X , Y J Z , W ) 
+ R (V>/P X,Y,JZ,W) + R QVyX,Y,JZ,W) + R (JX,VVY,JZ,W) 
+ R (JX J Y ,V V (J )Z ,W) + R ( J X , Y J VvZ>W> + R 0 X , Y , J Z , Vy W) 
+ (V V RXJX ,Y,Z,JW) + R (VvKT) X,Y,Z,JW) + R ( jVyX ,Y,Z,JW) 
+ R ( J X , V y Y,Z,JW) + R (JX,Y,Vy Z»JW) + R(JX , Y^ Z, V y Q> W) 
+ R(JX,Y,Z, J ^ 7 y W ) = O \ . ( 3 y 
In (",2.3 i f we replace X by Vy x > w e n a v e 
3R(VyX,Y,Z,W) = R(J VyX,JY,Z,W) + R 0 VyX,Y,JZ,W) + 
R(J V v X ' Y ' Z » J W ) a n d 
we also have similar idendities i f in (2.") we 
replace Y',Z,W by V y Y , \7y z a n d V v W respectively. Hence ( I ) 
is reduced to 3( V V R)(X,Y, Z,W) - ( . % R)(JX, JY, Z ,W) - ( V y R X j X 
Y,JZ,W) - ( V y R X j X , Y , Z , J W ) = R ^ y Q ) X,JY,Z,W) + R (JX, 
V V ( ] ) Y , z , w ) +R( V y O ) x , Y , j z , w ) + R ( j x , Y , V v ( J ) zi'w) • 
+ R (VyO) X,Y,Z,JW) 
\ 
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+ R ( J X , Y , Z , V^(J)W) - * J 
From (\) and (Z) we have 3 R ( V v ^ X ' J Y ' J Z ' J W ) = " R ( VyO) X , 
JY,Z,W) - R C ^ C p X . Y . J Z . W ) - RCVyCj) X , 
Y , Z,JW) Hence (Uj) can be writ ten as 3( V y R X X , Y , Z,W) - (Vy R ) 
( J X , J Y , Z , W ) - ( Y ^ R X J X ^ J Z . W ) - ( ^7 y R)(JX,Y,Z,JW) = -3 R 
( VyO) X,JY,JZ,JW) + R (JX, V / J ) Y , Z , W ) + R ( J X , Y , V y ( J ) Z f W ) 
+ R(JX,Y,Z, V"v (J) W) - - - - - - • ( 5 " J 
In replace X , Y , Z , W t«/ JX,JY,JZ,JW, using that ( V y P Q X ) 
- J ( V v J ) ( X ) ^ we have 3( V v R X j X , J Y , J Z , J W ) - ( V V R ) 
(X,Y,JZ,JW) - ( V V R X X , J Y , Z , J W ) - (Vv / R XX,JY,JZ,W) - 3 
R(J VvO) X , Y , Z , W ) + R (X,J V V 0 ) Y,JZ,JW) + R (X,JY,J ^ (J) 
Z,JW) + R (X,JY,JZ,J ^ ( J ) W ) - * . v . - - G O . / W (?) to (6), *x Jt*** 
3 V V R X X , Y , Z,W) + ( V V R X J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) ] - \l V ^ X J X , Y , Z , W ) 
(103) 
+ ( VV RXJX,Y,JZ,W) + ( VVRXJX,Y,Z,JW) + ( VyRXX,JY,JZ,W) 
+ < V v W ^ T y ^ X j V / J ^ R X X . Y . J Z . J W ) - - 6 R ( V v ( j ) X, JY, 
JZ,JW) + 2 £ R (JX, V v ( J ) Y,Z,W) + R(JX,Y, Vy (J) Z,W) + R (JX, 
Y,Z, VyO)W)J - - (7) 
From proposition 5 .3 .2 . we have m ( \Jy R)(X,Y,Z,W,) - [T^/j^R) *) 
(JX,Y,Z,W) + ( y ^ l O C X ^ / , Z,W) + ( V ] V R X X,Y,JZ,W) + ( ^ R ) I (g) 
(X,Y,Z,JW)J =(VvRXJX,JY,Z,W) + ( VVR)(JX,Y,JZ,W) + (Vy R) J 
(X,JY,JZ,W) + ( \^R)(X,JY,Z,JW) + ( \7yR) C X,Y,JZ,JW) +07y ffYjX,^;^ 
*htr*. W - 10 or 2 or - 2.I n (8)replace X,Y,Z,W by JX, JY,JZ,JW • 
and add the result to 8 , we have m [ l ^ y RXX,Y,Z,W) + (Yy R ) 
(JX,JY,JZ,JW)] - [ c V y R ) ( JX,Y,Z,W) + ( V j V R ) <X,JY,Z,W) + 
( ^ V R ) ( X , Y , J Z , W ) + ( ^ R ) ( X , Y , Z , J W ) J + ( V ^ / R ) 
(X,JY,JZ,JW,) + (Vjy R> (JX,Y,JZ,JW) + ( Vjy R X JX,JY,Z,JW) 
+ ( V j V R X J X ' J Y ' J Z ' W ) J " 2 (VvRXJX,JY,Z,W) + (Vy R ) 
(JX,Y,JZ,W) 
(104) 
+ ( V V R X j X , Y f Z , ] W ) + (VyRXX,JY,JZ,W) + ( V y R X X , J Y , Z,JW) 
+ (VVRXX,Y,JZ,JW)J — - - - ( ° n 
Use (7) in (S) we have (3 - i m ) £ ( \ ^ R ) ( X , Y , Z , W ) + (VyR) 
(JX.JY.JZ.JW)] - \ \ - [ ( V ] V R X J X , Y , Z , W ) + ( ^ V R X X , J Y , Z , W ) 
+ ( V j V R X X , Y , J Z , W ) + ( \ 7 J V R ) ( X , Y , Z , J W ) ] +[(Vjy RXX,JY,JZ,JW) 
+ C V j v R X j X ' Y ' J Z » J W ) + CVNRXJX,JY,Z,JW) + (V N RXJX,JY,JZ ,W)] 
= - 6 R ( ^ ( J ) X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + 2 [ R ( J X , VvO)Y,Z,W) + R(JX, Y / ^ y ( J ) Z f W ) 
+ R(JX,Y,Z,VyO>W>] 
In (lo) replace f i r s t V , X by JV,JX then V , Y by JV,JY then V , Z by 
JV,JZ and f inal ly V,W by JVjJWjwe have the following four equations. 
( 3 - i m) ["( V y R X J X ' Y ' Z ' W ) " ( V j ^ X X , J Y , J Z f J W ) ] - i £ -
[f( V v R X X ' Y , Z ' W ) _ ( V v R X j X ' J Y ' Z ' W ) " ( V V R X J X ' Y ' J Z ' W ) 
- ( VyRXjX^Z.JwjTJ + [ " - ( Vv R XJX,JY,JZ,JW) + ( VyR) 
(X,Y,JZ,JW) 
(105) 
+ (\7^XX,JY fZ,JW) + ( \^RXX , JY , JZ ,W)]J = 6 R ( j V j s / P 
X,]Y,]Z,JW) + 2[- R(X, V J V(])Y,Z,W) - R(X,Y, Vjy/PZ.W) 
- R ( X , Y , Z , ^ / ] ) W ) ] . ,\ ( 3 - i m ) 
( V j V R X X,JY,Z,W) - ( V ] V RXMJttHjLi [ 
r< Vv R X J X ' J Y » Z » W ) + ( V y R X x , Y,Z,W) - ( YyRXX ,JY,JZ,W) 
- ( V V R X X ' J Y ' Z ' J W ) J + (V"vRXX,Y,]Z,JW) - ( V V R ) 
(JX,JY,JZ,JW) +( \ 7 y RXjX ,Y ,Z , JW) + ( V v , R X j X F Y \ j Z f w j ] £ 
- 6R ( V^J)X,Y,JZ,JW) + 2 [- R C j X ' . f ^ / p Y , Z,W) + R(JX,JY, V j v 
(])Z,W) + R(JX,]Y,Z,VjvOW -
(3 - im) j 7 V j V R X X ' Y ' J Z ' W ) " ( \ ^ V R ) ( J X ' J Y ' Z ' J W ) 1 £- " 
U- ( V y R X J x , Y , J Z , W ) - ( YVRXX,JY,JZ,W) + ( y v R X X ' Y » z » w ) 
- ( ^RXX ,Y F JZ,JW)] + [ (V^RXXJY .Z .JW) + ( VyR) 
(JX,Y,Z,JW) - (VyRXjX,JY,JZ,JW) + (VyRXjX,JY,Z,W) = 
6R ( V j v < J ) X ' J Y ' Z ' J W ) + z f R O X ^ p Y . J Z . W ) - R (JX f Y , jVj /J> z - » w > 
+ R(JX,Y,JZ, V | v ( J ) W ) j l — 03) 
\ 
(106) 
[- (VvTOX.Y.Z.JW) - ( Vy R XX,JY,Z,JW) - ( \ /^RXX,Y,JZ,JW) 
+ ( \7 v RXX,Y,Z ,W)^f + [ ( \7 V RXX,]Y,JZ,W) + ( \ ^ R X J X , Y , J Z , W ) 
+ ( V v R ) ( J X ' J Y ' Z ' W ) " ( \TRxjX ,JY,]Z,JW) = 6R ( V j V(P X,JY,JZ,W) 
+ 2 [*R(JX, \ /^J)Y,Z,JW) + R(JX,Y, Vjs/P X.JW) - R(JX,Y,Z,J fj)W)~fl<0 
Add (H), (te)j(U) civ\J((lf)j U/<L J^wt t . H . S . equal to (3 - im) 
( V y ^ J X . Y . Z . W ) + ( \7 3 V RXX,JY,Z,W) + ( V ^ R X X . Y J Z . W ) 
+ ( \ ^ V R X X ' Y » Z 3 J W ) - ( V ^ R X X , ] Y , J Z , J W ) - ( ^ V R X J X , Y , J Z J W ) 
( X , Y , Z , W ) + ( Vv R XJX,JY,JZ,JW)] + 4 [( V V R X J X , J Y , Z , W ) + 
( Vy R XJX,Y,JZ,W) + (VyR) (JX,Y,Z,JW)" + (Vy R XX,JY,JZ,W) 
+ (Vy R XX,]Y,Z,JW) + ( ^ R X X ^ . J Z . J W ) " ] j 
Use quations 0°) and (7) we have the L . H . S . is reduced to 
(3 - i m ) £ - 12 R(Vy(J)X,JY,JZ,JW) +4 £ R(JX ,V v (pY, Z,W) + 
R(JX,Y, V V 0 > z i W ) + R(JX,Y,Z , V V 0 )W) -2 ( 3 - i n0 [ ( ^ R ) 
( X , Y , Z , W ) + ( Vv R XjX,JY,JZ f JW)^] | 
(107) 
^ R X X . Y . Z . W ) + ( ^ R X J X . J Y . J Z J W ) ^ + 1 2 [ ~ ( V V R X X , Y , Z , W ) 
+ ( \ ^ R X J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) J + 2 4 R ( \ ^ ( « X j Y , J Z , J W ) - 8[R(JX, V v 0 ) Y , Z , W ) 
+ R ( J X , Y , V V ( J ) Z , W ) + R ( J X , Y , Z , V V ( J ) W ) ] } = f - 2 ( 3 - i m ) 2 - * j | 
[ " ( V y R X X . Y . Z . W ) + ( V V R X J X , ] Y , J Z , J W ) J [ + f - 1 2 ( 3 - i m ) -12] . 
R ( V ^ 0 ) X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + [ 4 ( 3 - im) + 4 ] R ( J X , V V 0 ) Y , Z , W ) 
+ R ( J X , Y , \ ^ ( J ) Z , W ) + R ( J X , Y , Z , \ / ^ ( J ) W ) ] 
The R . H . S. is equal to 
6 [ R ( j \ ^ v ( P X F J Y , J Z , J W ) + R ( ^ V ( J ) X , Y , J Z , J W > + R ( \ ^ V ( J ) X , J Y , Z , W ) 
+ R ( \ ^ V ( J ) X , J Y , J Z , W ) + 2 [ ~ - R ( X , y v C j ) Y , Z , W ) - R ( X , Y , V J V ( J ) Z ' W ) 
- R ( X , Y , Z , \ ^ V ( J ) W ) - R ( J X , J \ ^ V ( J ) Y , Z , W ) + R ( J X , J Y , ^ V Q ) Z , W ) . 
+ R C J X . J Y Z , ^ V ( J ) W ) + R ( J X , \ ^ V ( J ) Y , J Z , W ) - R ( J X , Y , J ^ V Q ) Z , W ) 
+ R Q X . Y J Z . ^ C p W ) + R ( J X , ^ V ( J ) Y , Z , ] W ) + R ( J X , Y , V J V ( P Z » J W > 
- R ( J X , Y , Z , j \ ^ V ( J ) W ) J • 
Using equation (2) we have the R . H . S . equal to 
2 4 R ( J ^ V ( J ) X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + 4 [ R ( X , \ ^ V ( J ) Y , Z , W ) + R ( X , Y , ^ V Q ) Z , W ) 
+ R ( X , Y , Z , \ ^ V ( J ) W ) - R ( J X , J ^ V ( J ) Y , Z , W ) - R ( J X , Y , J \ / ^ ( J ) Z , W ) 
- R ( J X , Y , Z , j \ ^ v ( p W ) J 
Hence from all this we have 
K m 2 - 4m - 4 4 ) [ ( \ ^ R ) ( X , Y , Z , W) + ( \^R) ( JX, JY, JZ, JW) 
= 24RCJ ^ v ( p X , J Y , J Z , J W ) + 4 [R(X, N ^ v 0 ) Y , Z , W > + R ( X , Y , ^ y ( 
(108) 
+ R ( X , Y , Z , \^ y(J)JW) - R(JX,J \ ^ V ( J ) Y , Z , W ) - R(JX,Y,J ^ V Q ) Z , W ) 
- R(JX,Y,Z,J \^V(J)W^J - 6 ( m - 8) R ( \7VQ)X, JY, JZ, JW) 
+ 2(m - 8)[R(JX, V v 0 ) Y , Z , W ) + R(JX, Y V V ( J )Z , W) + R ( J X , Y , Z , \ 7 y 0 ) W ) 
( i i ) From proposition 5 .3 .2. we have 
R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = R(JX,JY,JZ,JW) Q 
and k R ( X , Y , Z , W ) = R(JX,JY,Z,W) + R(JX,Y,JZ,W) + R(JX,Y,Z,W)- @ 
where k = 1 or -3. As in part (0 of this proposition, i f we take the covariant 
derivative with respect to a V€ 5£(M) of and we use the following equation 
deduced f r o m ! ^ by replacing X by ^ y X 
kR <^x \Y ,Z ,W) = R Q ^ X . J Y . Z . W ) + R ( j \ ^ X , Y , J Z , W ) + R(J \ ^ X , Y , Z , J W ) 
and similar equations deduced from (2) by replacing Y, Z, and W by ^ ^ Y , \ ^ Z 
and ^ y W . We have 
k ( \ ^ R ) ( X , Y , Z , W ) - (\7 VRXJX,JY,Z,W) - ( \ ^ R X J X , Y , J Z , W ) 
- ( \ 7 v W , Y , Z J W ) = R(\7^(J)X,JY,Z,W) + R( 1 V V (J)X,Y,JZ,W) 
+ RCVyCpX.Y.Z.JW). + R(JX ,V V (J)Y,Z,W) + R(JX,Y, Vy(J)Z, W) 
+ R( JX ,Y ,Z ,V v 0 )W) ( ? ) 
From equations © a n d © we have 
kR( \^(J )X,JY,JZ,JW) = R ( ^ V ( J ) X , J Y , Z , W ) + R( \ / y ( J )X, Y , JZ, W) 
+ R ( \ ^ ( J ) X , Y , Z , J W ) 
Therefore ^ ^ c a n be writ ten as 
k ( \ ^ - R X X , Y , Z , W ) - ( \ ^R) ( JX , JY ,Z ,W) - ( \ ^ R ) ( J X , Y , J Z , W ) 
(109) 
- (\^R)(JX,Y,Z,JW) = kR( VV(J)X,JY,JZ,JW) + KJX, V v 0 )Y,Z,W) 
+ R(JX,Y, VV(J)Z,W) + RQX.Y.Z, ^ ( J )W) ' - @ 
In @ replace X, Y, Z, W by JX, JY, JZ, JW and add the result to@we have 
k [c\^R)(X,Y,Z,W) + (^R)(JX fJY,JZ,JW)J = (^R)(JX,JY,Z,W) 
+ (VVRXJX,Y,JZ,W) + (\7 v^XjX fY,Z,JW) + (^R)(X,JY,JZ,W) 
+ (\^RXX,JY,Z,JW) + (\7VRXX,Y,JZ,W) .(D 
where R(J ^ ( J ) X , Y, Z, W) + R( \/^(J)X, JY, JZ, JW) = o 
and R(X,J^(J)Y,JZ,JW) + R(JX, VVQ>Y, Z ,W) = o 
and R(X,JY,j\7 v0)Z,JW) + R(JZ, Y, V VQ)Z, W) = o 
where we used equation j^Because of these three equations part (i0 of the 
proposition is different from part ( i ) , since in part (0 such equations give twice 
each term instead of identically zerojj. Use equation ( ^ i n e q u a t i o n p a r t (0 
we have 
(m - 2k)[( V V RXX,Y,Z,W) + (\^RXJX,JY,JZ,JW)J 
( \ 7 j v R X j X , Y , Z , W ) + ( ^ V R X X , J Y , Z , W ) + ( ^ y R X X , Y,JZW) 
+ ( ^ v R X X , Y f Z , J W ) - ["(^ V RXX,JY,JZ,JW) + ("V^RXJX,Y,JZ,JW) 
+ (^ V RXJX,JY,Z,JW) + ( ^ v R ) 0 X , J Y , J Z , W ) — ( J ) 
In(6)we f i rs t replace V,X by JV,JX, and then we replace V, Y by JV,JY, and 
then we replace V, Z by JVjJZ, f\nalitj,yve rtftaCe y V, W by JV,JW and we 
add all the four resulting equations we have 
(m - 2k) ^ [ ( ^ R X J X . Y . Z . W ) + ( ^ V R X X , J Y , Z , W) + ( ^ V R ) ( X , Y,JZ, W) 
+ ( ^ V R ) ( X , Y , Z , J W ) ] - [(VJVR)(X,JY,JZ,JW) + (V^RXJX,Y,JZ,JW) 
+ (V J VR)0X,JY,Z,JW) + ( \ ^ V R ) ( J X , J Y , J Z , W ) ] ^ 4 ^  [ (V^XX, Y, Z, W) + 
,JY,JZ,JW)J^ 
C^RXJX.JY.JZ.JW)] - C( VVRXJX,JY,Z,W) + (VVRXJX,Y,JZ,W) 
+ (\7VRXJX,Y,Z,JW) + (\/^R)(X,JY,JZ,W) + (VVRXX,JY,Z,JW) 
+ (V V R XX,Y,JZ , JW) - { 7 ) 
Use equations and ^ ) in (7^ we have 
(m - 2k) ^ ( m - 2k) ] f ( ^ R X X , Y , Z , W ) + ( ^ R ) ( J X , 
= ^ [ [ ( y v R X x ' Y ' z ' w ) + ( \ / V R X J X , J Y , J Z , J W ) J 
-k^V v RXX,Y,Z ,W) + (\7^R)(JX,JY,JZ,JW)] 
or f 7 m - 2 k ) 2 - 4(k - 1)J j ^ ( ^ R ) ( X , Y , Z , W ) +• (\7yRXjX, JY.JZ, JW)J 
Hence, i f k *jt 1 and m =^2, we have 
( ^ R X X . Y ^ W ) + (\7VRXJX,JY,JZ,JW) = o -(6) 
If k = 1 and m = 2, we have from equation ^ ) that 
(V J V RXjX f Y,Z,W) + ( \ ^ v R)(X , JY f Z,W) + ( ^ V R ) ( X , Y,JZW) 
+ ( ^ V R ) ( X , Y , Z , J W ) - £"( ^ VR)(X,JY,JZ,JW) + ( ^ V R)( JX, Y,JZ,JW) 
+ ( ^ R X J X J Y ^ . J W ) + (^ v R )OX , JY,JZ,W )J = o- ( 9 ) 
I n ® replace V ,X f by JV, JX, we have 
(V V R XX,Y,Z ,W) - (^7VR)(JX,JY,Z,W) - (^R) (JX,Y,JZ ,W) 
- (VVRXJX,Y,Z,JW) - ["*- (\/^R)(JX,JY,JZ,JW) + ( V V R X X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
+ (VVRXX,JY,Z,JW) + (^R)(X,JY,JZ,JW)J = o 
or (V v RXX,Y f Z,W) + (\7VR)(JX,JY,JZ,JW) = (VVR)(JX,JY,Z,W) 
+ ( V ^ R W . Y . J Z ^ ) + ( ^ R ) ( J X , Y , Z f J W ) + ( ^ R ) ( X , J Y , J Z , W) 
(111) 
+ ( \ / ^ R ) ( X , J Y , Z , J W ) + ( V V X D ( X , Y , J Z , J W ) 
This completes the proof of proposition 5.3.3. ^ 
Remark; - In fact, when k = 1 and m = 2, the two equations (ii)(5) and (0 (9) 
are not independent of each other, since if in (0(9) we put m = 2, replace V , X 
by JV, JX, and compare the result with (i) (9) we have (ii)(5) again. 
5.4 Riemannian 5-Rcgular Symmetric Manifolds As Coset Manifolds; -
Let M be a Riemannian 5-regular symmetric manifold, with-associated 
almost complex structure ] , let G be the largest connected component of C(M), 
where C(M) is the transitive Lie transformation group of almost complex isometrics. 
If x£M is any point, denote by H the isotropy subgroup of G at x. Theorem 4.3.7. 
goes over when k = 5, and we have the homogeneous space is isomorphic to M . 
On the other hand, if G is any connected Lie group, H is a closed subgroup of G, 
s is an automorphism of G of order 5 such that (H ) C HCH , where H is the 
so— — s s 
subgroup of G of fixed points of s, ( H g ) 0 is the identity component of H s , and finally, 
if we assume that Ad(H) is compact, then theorem 4.3.3. is valid when k = 5, and 
G 
we have the coset space is a Riemannian 5-symmetric manifold. 
Proposition 5.4.1. Let M be a Riemannian 5-regular manifold and let and M 2 
be the two differentiable distributions on M . 
(0 I f X , Y € M r Then [ X , Y ] , V^Yfi M 2 
(ii) If X, Y€ M 2 Then [ X, Y"] , V X Y < M 1 
Proof; - Let p ^ M be any point,.we have M = M © M . S i s a linear 
,? P Pi P2 P 
transformation of M ^ , and it can be extended to act of M^ , the complexification 
of Mp, denote this extension by S^also. From proposition 5.4.1. we have four 
complex distributions D^, D^, D 2 > D 2 on M, corresponding to the four eignevalues 




(i) Extend X , Y to be complex-valved vector fields onM, denoted also by 
X , Y , thenX ,Y D ^ D ^ , Consider the following four cases . 
CD ( X y Y ^ V j : S ^ X j . Y ^ - C s ^ S Y , ^ - f V l ' 6 l Y d V = ^ D ^ l l 
S P V 1 = ? X I V I | p " V e l X l V i | p • 9 i \ % 
9f = 9 2 or 0 2 = 9 2 , and in both cases ^ . Y / ] , ^ Y , 6 M 2 
1 p p 
but 
(2) 
and S V, Y 0 = V v S Y 0 I = \ / £ p X 2 X 2 
'P 
but ^ = 9 2 o r ^ = £?2' a n ^ in both cases we have |^2'^2~| ' ^ 2 p ^ 
(3) ( X ^ - D ^ e ^ ) : S p r X 1 , Y 2 ] = [ s X ^ Y ^ = J > i * r ^ 2 " ] p 
" *l 5 l t X .X/p " & ' Y J p " ° - € M p 2 
a n d S ? \ Y 2 = ^ X l S Y 2 l p - ¥ l X / l Y 2 l p \ e & \ Y 2 \ - \ ^ \ v 
- £ € M p 2 
(4) ( X 2 € i 1 , Y 1 € D 1 ) : S p ^ . Y ^ - f s X ^ S Y ^ = fe, ^ Y J p - . 
M 0 p2 
- d S P V x 2 Y i • ^ x 2 S Y 2 l P = \ V i = V i ^ c 2 T i =Y 2 Y i = ^ 
Hence if X = X^ + X 2 and Y = Y^ + Y 2 , we have 
I l c , Y j p = [ X 1 + X 2 > Y 1 + Y 2 ] p - T X p Y j p + C x i } Y 2 ] p ^ . Y J ^ 
^ 2 ' Y 2 ] p ^ M P 2 
M 0 p2 
(113) 
and 
7Y„ + Y, 
x 1 + x 2 
v x / P = v ; + ; = V i l P + V 2 l P + fyi f P + \ M $ 
and this is true for all p£M. Hence (0 is proved 
(ii) Here we also extend X, and Y to be complex-valued vector fields on M, 
denoted also by X, Y, then X, Y £ D 2 ^ J>2 • 
A similar proof is given as in part (i) , where we have © 2 , (?2 instead of 
^1' ®V ^ E N C E W E N A V E I3C,Y ] p, Mp^, and this is true for all p€M. 
Proposition 5.4.2. Let M be a Riemannian 5-regular S j u i w e W c >r)a/lifo\ci 
(0 If X , Y £ M X . Then 
Q X . Y ] = J [ X , Y ] 
(i i) I f X . Y M . Then 
D X » Y ] = - J [ X , Y ] 
Proof; - Let pgM be any point. We have 
S p = [(cos 2 \ ) \ + (sin 2 ^ 5 ) J "] © [(cos 4 ^ 5 ) I + (sin 4 7 T / 5 ) j \ | p 
(0 X , Y € M p l , then by proposition 5.4.1. J X , Y J p € M p 2 . We also have 
s p [ x . x J v f s x,s Y j p 
• _ 
S p [* . Y j = [(cos 4 )5)1 + (sin ^ j ] [ X , Y ] p 
= ( C O S 4 1 F 5 ) [ X , Y ] p + ( s i n 4 \ ) j r X , Y ] p - - CO 
[ s X,S Y ] p = [ (cos 2^ ) X + (sin ^ J X , (cos 2 \ ) Y + (sin 2 1 T / 5 ) J Y ] P ' 
- (cos2 2 1 7 / 5 ) [ X , Y ] p + cos 2 \ sin 2 T 5 ( [ X . J Y J p + [ j X , Y ] p ) 




Subtract (ii) from (i) we have 
TCcos * \ ) - (cos 2 2 \ ) ] [ x , Y j p + (sin § C , Y ] p - (cos 2 \ sin 2 \ ) 
(["X»JY3p + DX*Y1? - (sin 2 2 l f 5 ) [ j X , J Y ] p ' = o ' - ( i i i ) 
In (iiO replace Y by JX, we have 
]T(cos A \ ) - (cos 2 2 l I / 5 ) - (sin 2
 275)] [x,jxj p + ( s i n ^ J [x, jx] 
or £x,JX^]p = o » • - > # • t J i (iv) 
We also have 
E X + Y , jx +jv] p = o = Ex,jx] p + E x , j Y ] p + CY,JXJv + C Y , J Y U P 
»'» Cx , JY] p + E Y , J X ^ ] P - O I , . . . ( V ) 
In (v) replace X by JX, we have 
Dx , JY] p - [V,x] p 
or E x . Y j ^ + D X . J Y I = o , (vO 
Consider the identities 
2 2% . 2 2V, , 0 2~n, . 2Tf, . 0, cos = cos - sin and 2 cos sin = sin 
Using (v) and (vi) in (iiO, we have 
f ( cos 2 2 7 5 ) - i a t o 2 \ ) - ( c o s 2 2 l f 5 ) J E X » Y j ( p + (sin 4 7 5 )J [x .xJ 
- ( s i n 4 l y 5 ) [ j X , Y j p - ( s i n 2 2 T 5 ) [ j X , J Y ] p = o 
»\ ( s i n 4 7 5 X j [ x , Y ] r [ jX.y) ) - o 
or E J X , Y -1 = J &'Y^ 
(iO . If X, Ye M p 2 , then [x, YJ 6 M p l . Also we have 
S p f x . Y j p = [ > X,S Y ] p \ 
\ (115) 
S p f x , Y j = ( (cos 2 l P / 5 ) I + (s in 2 T r / 5 )J)([x;Y] p ) 
= (cos 2 7 } 5 ) [ x , Y j p + (sin 27 5)J [x,Y3 p . (i) 
f s X,S Y] p =• [(cos 4 1 } 5 ) X + (sin ^ J X , (cos ^/JY + (sin ^/JJY]^ 
= (cos . ^ 5 ) [ x , Y 3 p + ( c o s ^ 5 s i n ^ 5 ) ( ( x , J Y ] p * [ J X , Y ] P ) 
+ ( s i n 2 4 7 5 ) [ j X , J Y j p • (10 
Subtract (ii) from (i) we have 
((cos 2 \ ) - (cos 2 % \ y ) (X , Y j p + (sin 2\)J [X,Y] - (cos * \ sin A \ ) 
2 
( f x , J y ] p + [ j X , Y ] p ) - (sin * 7 5 ) [ j X , J y ] p = 9 - - ~ - - ( i i i ) 
or I X.IX I = o 
In (i i i) replace Y by JX, we have 
(cos 2 \ - cos 2 * \ - s in 2 A \ ) />,jx]^ + (sin 2 \ ) ] [x, jx] - o 
[x jx]
From part (i) we have 
Tx.J^p + [ Y , j x ] p = o * * - - ' • (iv) 
and [xfY"3p + [ j X , j y ] p = o . - - ~ ( v ) 
Consider the identities 
2% ,2TT 2W, . 8X L . i j , cos = cos K "- lc) = COS /cj = cos /g - sin /EJ 
, 0 irf . 4% . 8r, . 2% and 2 cos sin = sm = -sin 
Using (iv) and (v) in (i i i ) we have 
f ( c o s 2 ^ 5 ) - (s in 2 ^5) - ( c o s 2 ^ 5 ) ] [ x f Y j p + (sin 2 ^ ) J [x, Y ] P 
+ ( s i n 2 i r / 5 ) [ ] X , Y j p - ( s i n 2 4 ^ 5 ) j j X f J Y ) p = o 
or (sin 2 l / 5 Xj (X,YJ p + [ J X , Y | p ) = o 
This completes the proof. J / 
Let M be a Riemannian. 5- regular symmetric manifold, we wi l l 
denote by ^ X , Y > , the metric g(X,Y); X,Y£ ^£(M). We recall 
G 
the definition of a reductive homogeneous space /H to be naturally 
reductive i f 
< [ X , Y ] 3 Z > = <fx, [ Y , Z ] m ^ , X , Y i Z e m 
where i f g is the lie algebra of the Lie group G, then £ = h © m. 
Proposition 5.4.3. Let M be a Riemarinian 5- regular symmetric 
manifold. Assume that M is naturally reductive. Then we have 
c \7xpx =. ( V x p x 2 + aVx j)xl 
1 2 / 
and ( VXJ)X + ( 7 J X ])0X) = 2( V x J)X1 
2 
Proof; - Consider the following cases v 
0) < ( \ ^ p x 1 , z > = <(7 x^px l iz l^ + < ( ^ x p x 1 , z 2 > 
Z € 3£(M) 
(0 < ( V x P X p Z ^ - < ^Oxp, z , > - <j V x x p z , > , 
but < V x Qxp.z^ = i O f j j J X j , z t > - 0 , 
where from proposition 5.4.2. we have [ " X p j x j = 0 
and < J \ ^ X l f Z T > = - < X l X l ' J Z l > • "* ^ D ^ l l >1Z\)> - 0 
(u) ( V x px p z 2 > = < V^oxp, z 2> - < j ^ x p z 2 > 
and for the same reason in (i) we have 
<(7 x px 1 , z 2 > =0 
\ < ( V x J)X 1,Z^>= 0 , f o r all Z<£ 9£(M) 
or C ^ P X ^ 0 
(2) < ( 7X px 2 >z>. = <( Vx ]K2>zi> + ^ ( V X i P * 2 , z 2 > 
<Y x 0x 2 ) ,z 1 > = i<[;x 1 , jx 2 ] ,z T> = - i < [ j X 2 , x { ] 
= -i<jx 2, Cx1,z1l> = i<x 2 , j [x^z^ i> 
- -Kx 2 , j Czpx[l>> - 4 <x2, [ j Z p X j > 
= 1<X 2 , [ X ^ J Z J ^ = i ^ f XpJzJ . X ^ = < V X ( J Z 1 ) , X 2 ^ 
where from proposition 5.4-.2., we have J £z^,X^] = Qz^ »X^~J 
< j ^ x 2 , z 1 > = - <Vxx2,]zx> =<C£xltx^] . j z ^ 
= i ^ / x ^ x j j z T > = i <x2, [xv]z{] \> 
= i ^ f x ^ J Z ^ , X 2 ^ = < ^ ( J Z 1 ) , X 2 \> 
< (VXV (x^ .z^ = <VX QX2hzYy - <J ^  x 2 , Z l > = o 
(u) <(\7X px2, z 2 > = < Vx 0x 2),z 2> -<j ^ x 2 , z 2 > 
< ^ 0 x 2 ) , z 2 > = i<'fx 1,jx 2"] ,z 2 > - i<x l f [jx2,z^ y 
- - K X 1 ' J [ X 2 , Z 2 ] > - * < V I > 2 , X 2 ] > 
= - i < x 1 > [ i z 2 , x 2 ] \ > = i<x 1, [ x 2 , i z 2 ] > 
- * ^ [ X 2 ' J Z 2 ] » X 1 > • ^ ^ X 2 ( J Z 2 ) » X 1 > 
< j ^ x 2 , z 2 > = - < V X i X 2 , j z 2 y - - i < [ x 1 } x 2 3 , j z 2 y 
' ' < J V X P X 2 , Z 2 ) > = 2 < X X * ( J Z ^ . X ^ 
Replace Xp X 2 by JXp JX2, we have 
< ( ^ X P ( J X 2 ) , Z 2 > = 2 < Y x 2 0 Z 2 ) » J X l > 
= < T r J X 2 , J Z 2 l >lXl> = " ^ i f X2'JZ2U >]Xl> 
= - < t x 2 j z 2 ] ,x 1> = .2<\5 2(jz 2),x 1^ > 
where from proposition 5.4.2. J /]"x2,Z2^J = - J j X 2 , Z 2 ^ j 
1 <T ( V x px 2 + (V^ x PJX2, z2^ > = 0 
But from (i) we have 
<C ( ^ p (x2) + ( \^ x p (jx2), z ^ - 0 . 
\7 X J)X2 + C^ X i PJX 2 ,Z^> = 0 , for all Z€ j£(M) 
or ( V x pX 2 + ( ^ x pJX2 - 0 
(3) < ( V X 2 P X p Z > ^ ( ^ P X ^ Z ^ + <(\7x 2P XpZ 2 > 
(0 < ( ^ x 2 ^ ' z i > - ^ 2 0 \ > . Z i > - ^ J ^ 2 S ' z i > 
< ^ o x p , ^ = i < [ x 2 , j x j , Z l > = < x 2 > [ J X P Z G > 
= i<x 2 > J f x 1 , z j > - -*<x 2 .J {zvx{] \> 
- -i<x 2 , J > l f x J v, = i<x 2 , Cx^jz^ > 
= i ^ p J Z l l . X 2 > ^ 0 Z P ' X 2> 
<6 t x 2 x 1 ,z 1 >= ^ ^ X p j z ^ = - i < r x 2 , x j , j Z l ^ 
- "*^ X 2» C X 1'J Z J> - - ^ C ^ . J Z J , X 2 > 
= -<^ x 0z 1 ),x 2 \> 
< ( V X 2 P x 1 , z 1 > = 2 < - ^ o z 1 ) , x 2 > 
Replace X ^ , X 2 by JXpJX 2 we have 
4 ( ^ x / ( J X 1 ) , z 1 > = 2 < ^ x 0 z 1 ) , ] X 2 > 
- < C ^ j z j , jx 2 > = < j [ x ^ z j , j x 2 > 
- < C y z i l .x 2 >-2<7x 1 oz 1 ) ,x 2 v > 
V ^ - c V j x ^ i . z ^ ^ , 
GO <<^x 2 J)x 1 ,z 2 > - ^^c 2 0x 1 ) ,z 2 >- \ & 2 x p z 2 > 
< \ ^ 2 0 X 1 ) , Z 2 > - i ^ r X 2 > J X j , Z 2 y = - i ^ C J X1'X2] ' Z 2 > 
= - i^ jx l f f x 2 , z 2 ] ^ = i < x p j [ x 2 , z 2 ] V> 
- - i < X l f j r z 2 » X 2 7 > = ^ 1 ' T J Z 2 ' X 2 ] ^ 
= -*<x 1, Cx 2 , jz 2 *]> = i<^rx 2 l jz 2 ] . x ^ 
<6 ^ 2 X 1 ' Z 2 > = - <Vx 2 X l>J Z 2> = -^C*2>\\ ' i Z 2 > 
- * < ^ r X P X 2 l »J Z2> " * < X 1 ' L > 2 ' J Z 2 1 > 
= i <^  [ x 2 , j z 2 ] ,x t > = < ^ 2 0 z 2 ) , x 1 > 
> \ < : ( v X 2 J ) X 1 , Z 2 > = O 
O R ^ V X 2 ^ X 1 - < ^ X 2 J » X 1 . z 2 > - 0 
This with part (i) we have 
\ ^ P X 1 - ( V ] X P J X ^ Z ^ = 0. , for all Z £ 9 £ ( M ) 
. \ pxx -(V]X P J X 1 = o 
2 2 
(4) <^(^x P X 2 , Z > - <^(VX P X 2 , Z i y < ( \ ^ j ) X 2 , Z 2 ^ 
4 b ^ M 
(0 ^ ( ^ P X J J . Z ^ = < ^ 2 0 x 2 ) , z 1 > . ( j ^ x ^ y 
Since by proposition 5.4.2. we have {3^2'-JX2^] = ^ 
< ^ ^ 2 X 2 ' Z 1 > = ' - ^ 2 X 2 ' J Z 1 > = - ^ C X 2 ' X 2 ] > J Z i > = ° 
(iO &VX p x 2 , z 2 > = < ^ ( j x 2 ) , z 2 > . - < J \ ^ x 2 , z 2 ) > 
(120) 
L2 
By the same reason in (i) we have 
<cV 7 X 2J)x 2 >z 2\>-o 
' '• (\7x2Px2 - 0 
^ For any X£ 3£(M) (X = Xj + X 2 ) , we have 
< 7 xpx - ( ^ + ^DCXj • X 2 ) . ( V x P*! + C Vx px 2 
• < ^ X 2 » X 1 * ^ 2 » X 2 
" <VXPX2 • C ^ P X J < » 
and this is the f i rs t relation required. In (1) replace X by JX we have 
(7 xpx + (Vf x p(jx) = (V x px 2 + (V x pxT + ( \ Z X pjx 2 + (V, x pjxT 
J 1 2 •* 1 J 2 
but we have 
. C V X » X 2 ••< M X 2 - 0 - < ^ L j » l " < V ) X 1 ' 1 ~ 2 ' J"2 
V 




The 5th roots of unity which do not equal one are 
i 2 ? i 4 7 
w x = C 5 = cos
 2 T 5 + i sin 2 \ , w 2 = w 2 = e 5 = cos * \ + i sin 
6 ir 6ir 
w 3 = w l = £ '5 = c o s '5 + 1 s i n '5 = c o s 5^ - 1 s i n 1$ • r - i ) 
v , . ^ . £ 1 . cos 8 7 5 • i s i n 8 \ . cos 2 % - i s i * 2 \ 'A 
Consider the polynomial = 1 , its roots are the 5th roots of unity 
including 1 . Z = W,, also satisfies i t . Hence 
(w x -1) ( w ^ + w^+ w x 2 + w x + 1) = 0 
A 3 2 Since w^ 1 , we have w^ +w^ +w^ +w^ = - l , 
from the above we have 
2(cos 2 ') ; 5 + cosA\) = -1 ^ c o s 2 ^ + c o s ^ 5 = - l l 2 © 
(i) s i n 4 \ c o s 4 \ 11 . 8TT 1/ • 2TJ 5 5 = l 2 sin = - / 2 sm 
r..s . 2IT/ 2TJ 1/ . 415 UO sm cos = l 2 sm 
(i i i ) s in 2 2~^ = * / 2 ( l - cos 4 "^) 
(iv) s i n V / 5 - % ( ! - c o s % . 1 / 2 ( 1 . C O s 2 ^ 5 y 
(v) c o s 2 2 l 5 = ^ ( l + c o s 4 ^ ) 
(vi) c o s 2 ^ = 1/ 2(1 + cos 8 l } 5 ) = V^l + cos275) 
(0 sin ( 4 ? 5 + 2 i r / 5 ) = s i n 4 ^ c o s 2 ^ + c o s ^ s i n 2 \ (a) 
sm C. - /g) = s i r cos - cos^ sin (b) 
Add (a) to (b) we get 
2 sin cos = sin + sin = - sin /g = sin (c) 
(122) 
Subtract (b) from (a) we get \ 
0 Alt' • 2 X . 6TT, .2% , .4.1* . 21T > \ 
2 cos sin = sin - sin '5 = ~ ( s m '5 + s v a '5' ^ 
2TT, . 4.IT1 2"TT, . Alt . 2TC 
(11) cos (7 + lcp'~ cos^ cos - s i r sui \ ^ 
cos ( / 5 - / 5 ) = cos / 5 cos / 5 + sin /g s i n /g (b) 
Add (a) to (b) we get 
0 0, 2TT 61T 2^/ 4"*/ 2TT, 
2 COS /g COS /g = COS /g + COS /g = COS /g + COS /g 
But from 0 w e have cos^""^ + cos 2*^ = - "*72 
4 T 2% 1, 
, . cos / 5 cos / 5 - - / 4 ( c ) 
Subtract (a) from (b) we get v 
0 . .2% 211, AT, , A . 2 sin /g sin = cos - cos Kd) 
) (0 cos V / 5 + cos22*/5 = X / 2 (1 + cos 2 ? 5 ) + (1 + cos475) 
= 1 + ^/2 (cos 2 1 ^ + C O S ^ g ) 
© 2"i 1 jcos /g + cos '5 = " '2 
. ' . cos 2 4% + cos22\ = 1 + X / 2 (- V2) = 3/4 
GO siiApFg + sin 22 1y 5 = 1 - cosh\ + 1 - cos 22T/ f 5 
Using (4X0 we have 
sin 2 4*/5 + sin22"Tr/5 = 2 - = 5 / 4 
( i i i ) (cos 2 l}g - co s^g) 2 = cos22^g + cos24-" g^ - 2 cos 2 cos^g 
U sing (4-X0 and (3)(iiXc) we get 
(cos 27 5 - cos 47 5) 2 = 3 / 4 - 2 ( - 1 / 4 ) = \ 
^ 3 2TT Z.TT 2"ff 2 ATT 2 2U* Alf 2TT" 
(iv) COS '5 + c o s = ( c o s I'5 + c o s /gXcOS /g+COS /g - COS AjCOS 
From 1 , (A) (0 and 3 (ii) (C) we have 
3 /-jf 3 0-tr 
cos 4 / 5 + cos 2 / 5 = ( -*) (*- ( -*) ) = - i x l = - i 
5 ) (0 Let T = cos 4 2 7 5 + c o s ^ ^ 
»'» T = [ K l + c o s ^ 5 ) ] 2 + [ i d + cos275)] 2 
= i [(1 + 2 c o s ^ + cos 47 5) + (1 + 2 cos 2 ^ 5 * cos 2 ^ ) ] 
= i [ 2 + 2 (cos 47 5 + cos 2 ? 5 ) + ( c o s 2 ^ 5 + c o s 2 2 1 } 5 ) J 
Using Q and (4X0 we have 
T = * [2 + 2(-i)+ *] = i (1 + i) = 7 / l 6 
(ii) Let T = cos^T s i n 2 \ , , ^ 24TT, . 24T/ 
5 5> + cos sin 
Using '(2)(0 and (2)('i0 we have 
T = i (sin '5 + s i n /g) » using (4XiO we have 
T - i " V 5 / l 6 
, , _ . ^ . V , 
•  V.11O Let T = sin + sin 
Using (2)(iii) and (2)(iv) we have 
T = [ K l - c o s ^ / 5 ) ] 2 + [ K l - c o s 2 y 2 
- - 2 cos 4 T / 5 + cos 4 "7 5 ) + ( 1 -2 c o s 2 ^ + cos 2 i r / 5 ) ] 
= i [2 - 2 (cos 4T 5 + c o s 2 ^ ) + ( c o s ^ + c o s 2 ^ ) ] 
Using © and (4X0 we have 
T = i (2 - 2 ( -£M) = l 5 / l 6 
6) (i) Let T = 2 cos 2 \ n 
5 cos 
Using (3)(i0(c) we have 
T = 2 ( 1 / l 6 ) = i 
22"T 2Z.T" 24TT 2 2 ^ (iO Let T = sin cos /cj + s i n A5 cos 
- c ° 9 M > (1 - co s 2 2 7 5 ) + e o . M s (1 - c J % 
Using (4X0 and (6X0 w e have 
1 - * - a - / l 6 
22"^ 24TT (iii) Let T = 2 sin sin 
U sing (3)(i0(d) and (4Xiii) we have 
T. - 2[Kcos 2 lF 5 - c o s 4 ^ ) ] 2 = 2 Kcos 2 7 5 - c o s ^ ) 2 = i 5 / 4 
2^""" 4TT ^ATT 2T" 7) (0 Let T = cos /[- cos + cos cos 
2^i , 22~K, 2£*, \ = cos cos (cos /cj + COS / ^ ) 
Using (3)(i0(c) and (4X0 we have 
T = c-ixi) = - 3 / l 6 
/•. . N -r . r — Z2TC . 2^, . 4T/ . 2^/ . 4"^ / Uu Let T = cos sin sm - cos sm sin 
. 2^, . 4"ff/ , 22% 24TT/ ^ = sin sm (.cos - cos /^) 
Using (3)(i0(d) , (4)(iii) and Q we have 
T = &cos2\ - c o s ^ 5 ) 2 ( c o s 2 ^ + cos 4 1 7 5 ) = (iX 5/ 4X-i) = - 5 / 
r - T • T 2 IT. . 22% 4"^ / 4^ / • 24"«/ 2% U1O Let T = cos sm cos + cos sin £ cos 
= c o s 2 ^ c o s 4 ! / . 22% ^ . 24Tf \ 5 5 (sin + sm ^ /^) 
Using (3Xi0(c) and (4)(ii) we have 
T - < - « 5 / 4 ) - - 5 / l 5 
^2 "IT 41*" *^4"W 2^ T (iv) Let T = sin sin - sin ^ sin 
. 2 1 ! . 4^ / / • 2 2TJ . 2 4 ^ v = sin sin (sin - sin ) 
Using (3Xii)(d) we get 
. 2 ^ 4^ v i - 2 2 ^ , 2^ .cos -cos / 5 X 1 - cos - 1 + cos 
i(cos - cos /^) (cos + cos . 75) 
Using (4)(iii) and 1 we have 
T = (-iX-iX 5/^ = 5 / l 6 
(125) 
(8X0 L e t T = cos 5 2 ^ 5 + c o s 5 4 7 5 = cos 3 27 5(1 - sin 2 ^ 5 ) + cos 3 4 7 5 ( l - s in 4 i r / 5 ) 
= cos 3 2 \ [ l - H i - cos . 4 \ ) \ + ' cos 3 ^ \ [ l - i ( l - cos 2 T j y J 
3 2~\f ATT 3 4"^ " = icos ( L + cos /^) + i cos /g (1 + cos /^) 
= i Icos + cos + cos cos Ccos /g + cos /g) 
Using (4-Xiv), (4X0 and (3Xi0(c) we have 
T = i + C-iX*>] - - H i + 3 / l 6 ) = - n / 3 2 
3 2 3 / IT -2 / - |Y 
(ii) Let T = cos sin + cos /g sin 
= cos 2 T ^ (1 - cos 2 ^ ) + cos (1 - cos 
3 2 IT, 3 4*1 / 5 2T, 5 4IT N 
= COS /g + COS /g - (.COS /g + COS /gj 
Using (4)(iv) and (8Xi) above, we have 
i 11 -16 11 -5/ 
T = - i -(- / 3 2 ) = 3 2 + 3 2 32 
-t + T 2 ^ . 4 2T; 4T, . <44"b; UIO Let T = cos /g sin + cos sin 
- cos 2 \ \ ¥ . l - cos % j ] 2 • cos 4 T 5 [ K 1 - cos 2%>] 2 
- i f c o s 2 7 5 a - 2 « s f t £ > > % + c o s ^ T / | l - 2 c o S 2 , J 5 + c o s 2 2 \ ) ] 
= i £(cos 2^/g + cos 4 ^5) - 4cos 2 F ^ cos 4 ^ + cos 2*}g cos 4"/g 
(cos 2 ^ + cos 4 '/g)^] 
U sing (3) (ii) (c) and we have 
T = i - i - 4 ( - i ) + ( - i X - i ) = + = 5 / 3 2 
(9X0 L e t T = cos^ cos 2 \ + c o S 4 2 l y 5 c o s 4 ^ 
(126) 
A% 2W, , 3 4 T £ 32^7x 
= COS COS /cj (cos '5 + c o s . Icf 
Using (3)(i0(c) and (4Xiv) , we have 
T = (-*)(-*) = i 
3 2"FT 2"^ " 4 TT 3 /TT 4-TT oT" 
(iO Let T = cos '5' s i n '5 s i n ^ " c o s s i n s m Aj 
. 2T, . 4"^  ( 3 2"^  3 4"^ = sm sm Ccos - cos I c p ' 
Using (3Xii)(cD we have 
2^ " 4T" 2 2 2"f 2 A"^" 2"^" 4~N" T = i (COS /cj - COS / J J ) (cos + cos + cos cos /^) 
Using (4) (iiO and (3)(iO(C), we have 
t = m \ x $ = 5 / l 6 
2 / 2 2^ j" 2 2"^* 2 /^j 
(iiO Let T = cos sin cos + cos sin .>/^  cos 
4"^  2TT, , 4"IT . 2 4TT 2TT . 2 21T . 
= cos cos (cos sin '5 + c o s '5 s m '5^ 
4l r / 2% , 1 . 2T/ . 4 ^ / 1 . 4 " ^ , . 2"n", = cos cos ( - 2 sin sm + 2 sin sin = o 
Using (2X0 and (2)(i0 
x . v 4. T* 2V • 3 2^ T . 4"IT 4^ . 3 4 ^ . 2 T (iv; Let T = cos /tj sm sin - cos sin sm 
w . 2 2 T . 2 4"^  ^ . 2 2^ . 2 4"TK = j U i n sm + sin sin /^) 
2 / 2 2"YT 
= sin sin 
Using (3Xi0(d) and (4) (iiO , we have 
rp if 4"f >2 ! 5/ 5/ T = i (cos / 5 - cos ^ / 5 ) = i ^ = "Vjg 
(v) Let T = cos 2 \ s i / * \ + cos * \ s int 2 l J 5 
- cos 2 \ [ i ( l - cos 2 \ ) ] 2 + cos j ) (1 - cos ^ ) ] 2 
(127) 
2 * 
= i[cos 2 / 5 (1 - 2cos 2 \ + cos 2 ? 5 ) + cos 4 ^ 5 ( 1 -2 cos 4 T 5 + 
cos 
= i|_(cos /g + cos /^)-2(cos /g + cos /$> + 
(cos' 2 ^ 5 • cos 3 ^ 5 ) . ] 
we have 
T = - 2 (*)- (*)] = - i - 5 / 2 = - f 
(10X0 Let T - cos 2 2 \ cos 3 ^ + c o 9 2 * \ cos^ 2 \ 
= , cos cos ^ (cos /cj + COS /g) 
Using ® and(3Xii)(c), we have 
(10 Let T - cos 2 2 % cos % s m 2 4 7 5 • c o s 2 * \ cos 2 ^ 5 . I n - 2 7 5 
• cos 2 % cos 4T5 f os 2 l ^ 5 (1 - cos 2 • cos * \ (1 - cos' 2""/, 
• cos 2 \ cos 2 \ • cos * \ > - cos 2 % cos 
(cos 2 " ^ + cos ^ j ) " ] 
Using 1 and OXiiXc) , we have 
T - <-*>Pi+.-K-i>] = % 2 
(iii) Let T - cos 2 \ sin 2 \ cos" ^ sin * \ - cos % sin * \ cos" 2 \ 
. 2T sm / 5 
2^ . 2^ 4.TT , /IT. 9TT N = cos / 5 cos * / 5 sin * / 5 sin * / 5 (cos * / 5 - cos z /g) 
U s i n g Q and OXiiXd), we have 
5 
(128) 
T = (- iX-i)(cos * \ - c o s 2 ^ ) 2 = \ \ = S l 3 2 
where we used (4-Xiii) 
(• \ ~\ * T- 2TT . 2^, . 3 4 l f / 4TT, . \ 4 i r / . 3 2TT, Civ; Let T = cos sin sin ^ - cos /g sm». sm 
2^ . Air/ r 2 7 ! V v • 4 ^ , , 2 2 X v i 
= sin sm jcos /^Cl - cos ^ /g) - cos ^ /^(l - cos /g )J 
15/ . 
'32 . 
. 2 % . 4-10/ |7 21T, 4TT. >2"n) 4 i r / = sin sin /^^Ccos - cos /g) - cos . cos 
Ccos /5 - cos /g) J 
Using (3XiiXd), , and 4 (iii), we have 
T = GXCOS 2 \ - COS A \ - ) 2 [ l + : ( - *)] = i • \ ' 4 = 
2 A TT 3 2TT 2 9TT 3 / IT (v) Let T = sin ^ cos + sin cos 
= cos 3 2 T 5 (1 - cos 2 + cos 3 4 i r / 5 (1 - cos 2 ^/g) , 
= cos + cos - cos cos A /g (cos + cos 4 /^) 
Using (4Xiv), ( T ) , and (3XiO(d), we have 
T = - i -^gC-i ) = - 62 
(vO Let T = s in 2 cos 2 T / 5 s i / 2 " ? 5 + s i / 2 ^ cos ^ sin A \ 
2 4"ty • 2 ZTT, , 21T, 4TT, . = sm sin (.cos + cos /^) 
Using (3XiO(d), and(p , we have 
T = ( i X c o s 2 1 ^ - cos a / 5 ) 2 (-£) - i ' ^ C - i ) - - 5 / 3 2 
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